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ABSTRACT

Many large-scale and safety critical systems can be modeled as flow networks. Traditional approaches of analysis of flow networks are whole-system approaches in that they require prior knowledge of the entire network before an analysis is undertaken, which can quickly become intractable as the size of the network increases.

In this thesis we study an alternative approach to the analysis of flow networks, which is modular, incremental and order-oblivious. The formal mechanism for realizing this compositional approach is an appropriately defined theory of network typings. Typings are formalized differently depending on how networks are specified and which of their properties is being verified. We illustrate this approach by considering a particular family of flow networks, called additive flow networks.

In additive flow networks, every edge is assigned a constant gain/loss factor which is activated provided a non-zero amount of flow enters that edge. We show that the analysis of additive flow networks, more specifically the max-flow problem, is NP-hard, even when the underlying graph is planar.

The theory of network typings gives rise to different forms of graph decomposition problems. We focus on one problem, which we call the graph reassembling problem. Given an abstraction of a flow network as a graph $G = (V, E)$, one possible definition of this problem is specified in two steps: (1) We cut every edge of $G$ into two halves to obtain a collection of $|V|$ one-vertex components, and (2) we splice the two halves of all the edges, one edge at a time, in some order that minimizes the complexity of constructing a typing for $G$, starting from the typings of its one-vertex
components.

One optimization is minimizing “maximum” edge-boundary degree of components encountered during the reassembling of $G$ (denoted as $\alpha$ measure). Another is to minimize the “sum” of all edge-boundary degrees encountered during this process (denoted by $\beta$ measure). Finally, we study different variations of graph reassembling (with respect to minimizing $\alpha$ or $\beta$) and their relation with problems such as Linear Arrangement, Routing Tree Embedding, and Tree Layout.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Many large-scale and safety critical systems can be considered as interconnected sub-systems or modules communicating via flows. Each sub-system can be consumer and/or producer of flow of other(s). These flow connections are characterized by a set of variables and are regulated by a set of constraints thereof, reflecting inherent or assumed properties or rules governing how the modules operate and communicate as well as what constitutes safe operation. The general term flow abstractly represents streams of objects (such as commodities being shipped in a network, vehicles on a road, fluid in a pipe and etc.), data packets or expendable resources (such as electric energy, compute cycles) and etc.

Traditionally, the design and implementation of flow networks, follows a bottom-up approach providing analysis and certification of desirable invariants of the system as a whole network. Hence, most traditional flow network algorithms and frameworks can be considered as whole network approaches, in the sense that the view of the “complete” and “homogenous” system is required in order to be able to apply some property analysis on the system.

Analysis and verification of different properties across large-scale systems is a critical task which can quickly become costly or intractable as the size and complexity of a model increases. Putting the issue of algorithmic complexity aside, it may be the case that sub-systems must be modeled or combined without the full knowledge of their internal details. This limitation may rise for the sake of privacy, modular structure and other reasons such as having heterogeneous or unknown parts (to be developed in future). The need for an alternative view toward flow network
systems is the background to this work; a group effort to develop an integrated framework suitable for compositional analysis of flow networks that is simultaneously: modular (“distributed in space”), incremental (“distributed in time”), and order-oblivious (“components can be modeled and analyzed in any order”). These are the three defining properties of what we call a seamlessly compositional approach to system modeling and system analysis. Several previous works explain the methodology behind this environment, as well as its state of development and implementation [14, 15, 16, 59, 60, 62, 63, 88]. This incremental group effort provides an algebraic framework (called typings theory) providing an efficient and compositional analysis of flow networks in their standard definition. The standard flow networks are regulated by the flow conservation at every edge and every vertex. In other words, the amount of flow entering a flow network or a sub-network is equivalent to the amount of flow departing that.

In this thesis we cover an augmented variation of this framework which enables the compositional analysis of a more general definition of standard flow networks, called additive flow networks. Additive flow networks are a special case of so called generalized flow networks in the sense that to every edge is assigned a constant gain/loss factor which upon entering any amount of flow is activated and hence rules out the flow conservation constraint at every edge.

Due to compositional approach used in this framework, the efficiency of so called typings theory gives rise to some optimization problems with the most important one called graph reassembling problem. Abstractly, graph reassembling problem targets the problem of finding the optimal possible order of combining different components of a flow network which maximizes the efficiency of the typing framework’s algorithms. Different possible constrains on the modular structure of the system enforce limitations or constrains on the order of combining sub-networks, which in turn bring about different variations of graph reassembling problem to be investigated.

1.2 Thesis Contributions and Organization

The inherent properties of many large-scale and safety critical flow systems calls for an integrated framework suitable for compositional analysis of flow networks that is simultaneously: modular
(distributed in space), incremental (distributed in time), and order-oblivious (components can be modeled and analyzed in any order). Hence, in this report we cover a framework which enables the compositional analysis of flow network systems as well as the algorithmic and optimization problems arising in the development of this framework. In this context, the contributions of this thesis span following aspects:

- **A compositional framework for flow networks (Chapter 3):** The background leading to this work, is a group effort to develop an integrated compositional framework for modeling and analysis of flow network systems. The central concept of this approach is an abstract representation of flow information of a network (or sub-network) $N$ using what we call a network typing. Given a network $N$, with multiple input edges and multiple output edges, a typing for $N$ is a formal algebraic characterization of flow assignments to its set of input/output edges. A typing for $N$ is principal if it comprises exactly all the feasible flow information in $N$, restricted to its input/output edges. Thus, a principal typing, in particular, captures the value of all maximal feasible flows (i.e., the information on value of maximum in/out flow for $N$). In this thesis we study a customized typings framework for the analysis of a more general definition of standard flow networks, called additive flow networks. Additive flow networks are a special case of so called generalized flow networks in the sense that to every edge is assigned a constant gain/loss factor which is activated provided a non-zero amount of flow enters that edge (and hence rules out the flow conservation constraint at every edge).

In our formulation, a typing $T$ for network $N$ is in the form of a finite set of disjoint and not necessarily closed convex (NNCC) polyhedra $T = \{P_1, \ldots, P_\ell\}$, in higher-dimensional Euclidean space $\mathbb{R}^d$, where $d$ is the edge-boundary degree of $N$ (the number of $N$’s input/output edges). Having so defined $T$, an input-output assignment $\mathbf{r} = (r_1, \ldots, r_d)$ to $N$’s outer edges is said to satisfy $T$ if $\mathbf{r}$ is a point in $P_i$ for some $i \in \{1, \ldots, \ell\}$.

Let $T_1$ and $T_2$ be typings for networks $N_1$ and $N_2$. One of our results shows that the typing of bigger component built by connecting some edges of $N_1$ and $N_2$ can be obtained by direct
algebraic operations on $T_1$ and $T_2$, without any need to re-examine the internal details of the two components $\mathcal{N}_1$ and $\mathcal{N}_2$. Also the compositionality of our framework guarantees that when analyzing $\mathcal{N}_1$ and $\mathcal{N}_2$ separately, neither $T_1$ nor $T_2$ depends on the other, even if they are communicating parts of a bigger network.

Finally, given a network $\mathcal{N}$ partitioned into finitely many components $\mathcal{N}_1, \mathcal{N}_2, \mathcal{N}_3, \ldots$ (possibly as small as one-vertex components) with respective principal typings $T_1, T_2, T_3, \ldots$, our framework propose an approach to assemble these typings in any order and compute a principal typing for the original network $\mathcal{N}$. The efficiency of computing the final typing $T$ depends on a judicious partitioning of $\mathcal{N}$ and the order of combining sub-network, which is to decrease as much as possible the number of edges running between separate components, and again recursively when assembling larger components from smaller components. Using this methodology, we present an efficient algorithm for finding the typing for a network $\mathcal{N}$ when the underlying graph of $\mathcal{N}$ is $k$-outerplanar and $k$ is a small integer value relative to the size of $\mathcal{N}$.

- **Max-flow problem in additive flow networks (Chapter 4):** In standard definition of flow network problems, such as the max-flow problem, it is assumed that if $f$ units of flow enter the edge $e = (v, w)$ at its tail $v$, then exactly $f$ units will reach its head $u$. In practice this assumption in many flow models does not hold. For instance, in the well-known generalized flow networks, if $f(e)$ units of flow enter $v$, and a gain factor $g(e)$ is assigned to $e$, then $g(e) \times f(e)$ units reach $u$.

In contrast to the well-studied generalized flow networks, are the flow networks where an additive fixed gain factor is assigned to every edge if used. Flow networks with additive gains and losses (additive flow networks for short), are different in many aspects from standard and generalized flow networks due to some properties such as flow discontinuity, lack of max-flow/min-cut duality, and unsuitability of augmented path methods. Similarly, in the context of shortest path problem which is tighly related to max-flow problem in generalized flow networks, some basic properties of the shortest path do not hold in the additive case. For
instance, it is not anymore the case that the sub-path, the prefix or the suffix of a shortest path must themselves be shortest. These properties make additive flow networks harder to analyze. We show that the shortest path problem and the maximum in/out-flow problems are NP-hard for the class of planar additive flow networks.

• (Chapter 5) efficient reassembling of graphs: Besides the questions of optimization and study of different reassembling variations which are naturally suggested, graph reassembling is a part of the execution by programs in flow network typings framework, which drastically effects their computational efficiency. Simply speaking, in network reassembling, the network is taken apart and reassembled in an order determined by the designer. For instance, a typing $T$ for a network component $N$ formally expresses a constraining relation between the flow variables denoting the input/output edges of $N$. The smaller the set of input/output edges of $N$ is, the easier and more efficient it is to formulate and analyze the typing $T$. Hence, in the process of finding principal typing $T$ incrementally from the smaller components, it is very important to keep the set of input/output edges of the intermediate components as small as possible. This give rise to the graph reassembling problem. Given an abstraction of a flow network in the form of a connected graph $G = (V, E)$, one possible definition of the reassembling of $G$ is specified in two steps: (1) We cut every edge of $G$ into two halves to obtain a collection of $n = |V|$ one-vertex components, and (2) we splice the two halves of all the edges, one edge at a time, in some order that minimizes the ”maximum” edge-boundary degree of any component encountered during the reassembling of $G$ (called $\alpha$ measure) or ”sum” of all edge-boundary degrees encountered during the reassembling of $G$ (called $\beta$ measure). We define and study different variations of graph reassembling problem, i.e., linear graph reassembling and balanced graph reassembling. We show that the both problem variations are NP-hard problems.

• Graph reassembling as an graph embedding problem (Chapter 6): Every reassembling sequence for graph $G$ corresponds to a unique rooted binary tree $B$ (called binary reassembling tree), where the set of its leaf nodes is bijectively related to the set of one-vertex com-
ponents of $G$ and the root node correspond to the reassembled graph $G$. Every internal node $w \in V_I(B)$, as the root of a subtree, represented by $B_w$, correspond to the vertex induced sub-graph of $G$ comprising the set of vertices represented by leaf nodes of $B_w$. Accordingly, the graph reassembling problem can be translated into a special case of graph embedding problem where, given an input graph $G$, the goal is to find a binary tree $B$ and a bijective mapping from the set of vertices of $G$ onto the leaf nodes of $B$. We study the graph reassembling problem as a variation of graph embedding problem, called tree layout problem (as a special case of communication tree embedding problems). Informally speaking, tree layout problem concerns the task of embedding the vertices of an input graph $G$ into the leaf nodes of some binary tree $T$. Different optimization problems have been studied in the context of communication tree problems such as well-known minimum edge dilation and minimum edge congestion problems. We investigate a third and less investigate measure i.e. tree length, which is a representative for average edge dilation (communication delay) measure and also for average edge congestion measure. We show that finding a tree layout $T$ for an arbitrary graph $G$ with minimum tree length is an NP-hard task.
Chapter 2

Related Work

2.1 A Theory of Typings for Flow Networks

Many large-scale and safety critical systems can be considered as collection of interconnected sub-systems or modules communicating via flows connections. These flow connections are characterized by a set of variables and are regulated by a set of constraints thereof, reflecting inherent or assumed properties or rules governing how the modules operate and communicate as well as what constitutes safe operation.

Traditionally, the design and implementation of such constrained-flow networks, follows a bottom-up approach providing analysis and certification of desirable invariants of the system as a whole network. For instance, the development of real-time applications necessitates the use of real-time kernels so that timing properties at the application layer (top) can be established through knowledge and/or tweaking of much lower-level system details (bottom), such as worst-case execution or context-switching times [28, 67, 82], specific scheduling and power parameters [9, 80, 85, 89], among many others.

The analysis and verification of different properties across large-scale systems is a critical task which can quickly become intractable as the size and complexity of a model increases. Hence, while justifiable in some instances, such vertical and whole-network approaches do not lend themselves well to emerging practices in the assembly of complex large-scale systems.

The need for an alternative and horizontal approach toward network systems is the background to this thesis, i.e.a group effort for development of an integrated framework suitable for compositional analysis of flow networks that is simultaneously: modular, incremental, and order-oblivious.
These are the three defining properties of what we call a seamlessly compositional approach to system modeling and system analysis.

This group work was initiated by introducing NetSketch, an integrated environment for the modeling, design and analysis of large-scale safety-critical systems with interchangeable parts [14, 15, 88]. NetSketch is conceived to assist system integrators in two types of activities: (1) as a modeling tool, it enables the abstraction of an existing system while retaining sufficient information about it to carry out future analysis of safety properties, and (2) as a design tool, NetSketch enables the exploration of alternative safe designs as well as the identification of minimal requirements for outsourced subsystems. NetSketch is an embodiment of a lightweight formal verification philosophy, whereby the power of a rigorous formalism is made accessible via a user friendly interface. NetSketch does so by exposing tradeoffs between exactness of analysis and scalability, and by combining traditional whole-system analysis with a more flexible compositional analysis. The compositional analysis is based on a strongly-typed Domain-Specific Language (DSL) for describing and reasoning about systems at various levels of sketchiness along with invariants that need to be enforced thereupon. Formal analysis is at the heart of modeling and design of systems using NetSketch. For example, regarding a modeling activity in which the user identifies the boundaries of interconnecting network components that need to be encapsulated into a single sub-network, NetSketch infers an appropriate set of constraints of that encapsulated subsystem. This set of constrains representing the flow properties of different components is called typing. Similarly, in conjunction with a design activity in which the user specifies a subsystem as a set of alternative designs (or else as a hole to be designed later), NetSketch must perform type checking to establish the safety of the design or the minimal requirements to be expected of any network component that can fill the hole in future.

A simplified version of a DSL for NetSketch along side with a formal semantics and type system for it was introduced in [16] and further studied in [59]. This DSL is further specialized for compositional analysis of flow networks. This DSL provides a formal approach for inductive assembling of flow networks from small networks or modules to produce arbitrarily large ones, with interchangeable functionally-equivalent parts. In these works, associated with this DSL is
presented a *type theory*, a system of formal annotations to express desirable properties of flow networks together with rules that enforce them as invariants across their interfaces, *i.e.*, the rules guarantee the properties are preserved as larger networks are built from smaller ones. A prerequisite for a type theory is a formal semantics, *i.e.*, a rigorous definition of the entities that qualify as feasible flows through the networks, possibly restricted to satisfying additional efficiency or safety requirements. This is carried out and presented as a denotational semantics in [16, 59].

Further more, the theory of typings for standard networks is studied in [61, 62, 63] where a representation of so called typing customized for standard networks is defined. In these reports the concept of *principal typing* for an arbitrary flow network \( \mathcal{N} \) is formulated as a typing which comprises exactly all the feasible flow information in \( \mathcal{N} \), restricted to its input/output edges. Additionally, authors study the different elements of a typing theory for standard flow networks as well as presenting efficient and customized algorithms in this framework for standard flow networks (such as efficient Bind operator and an algorithm for finding a principal typing for standard flow networks). Particularly, in [63], authors adapt the concept of principal typing to the particular problem of computing a maximum-value feasible flow. Using the same methodology, in [62], author uses typings framework for finding the value of max flow in standard flow networks when the underlying graph is \( k \)-outerplanar.

### 2.2 Graph Reassembling and Graph Embedding

The compositional approach used in typings theory gives rise to some optimization problems with the most important one called *graph reassembling* problem. Given an abstraction of a flow network in the form of a connected graph \( G = (V, E) \), one possible definition of the reassembling of \( G \) is specified in two steps: (1) We cut every edge of \( G \) into two halves to obtain a collection of \( n = |V| \) one-vertex components, and (2) we splice the two halves of all the edges, one edge at a time, in some order that minimizes the complexity of constructing a typing for \( G \), starting from the typings of its one-vertex components. One optimization is to minimize the “maximum” edge-boundary degree of any component encountered during the reassembling of \( G \) (denoted as \( \alpha \) measure). An-
other optimization is to minimize the “sum” of all edge-boundary degrees encountered during the reassembling of \( G \) (denoted by \( \beta \) measure).

Every reassembling sequence for graph \( G \) correspond to a unique binary tree \( B \) (called binary reassembling tree), where the set of leaf nodes is bijectively related to the set of one-vertex components and the root node correspond to the reassembled graph \( G \). Every internal node \( w \in V_I(B) \), as the root of a subtree, represented by \( B_w \), correspond to the vertex induced sub-graph of \( G \) comprising the set of vertices represented by leaf nodes of \( B_w \). Accordingly, the graph reassembling problem can be viewed as a special case of graph embedding problems in the sense that, given an input graph \( G \), the goal is to find a binary tree \( B \) and a bijective mapping from the set of vertices of \( G \) to the leaf nodes of \( B \).

In the rest of this chapter we cover the relation between graph reassembling problem and some graph embedding problems. This set of graph embedding problems belong to the category of general communication tree embedding problems.

Consider a group of terminals communicating via a finite network \( G = (V, E) \), where the set of vertices (finite set \( V \) ) and edges (finite set \( E \) ), respectively represent the collection of terminals and their direct communication links. Communication tree embedding problem is the problem of mapping the set of terminals onto the set of vertices of some physical network represented by a tree \( T \). Accordingly, the two vertices \( v, u \in V(G) \) that are directly connected via \( e \in E(V) \), are connected indirectly via some path \( P_T(v, u) \) in \( T \).

### 2.2.1 Minimum Congestion Communication Tree Embedding

In the context of communication tree embedding, there are different measures to be minimized. Corresponding to our \( \alpha \) measure in this report, is the edge congestion measure, which represents the maximum communication traffic on the edges of the host tree \( T \).

When the host tree \( T \) is a simple path, this problem is a case of the well-studied CutWidth problem (CutWidth) where first was used as a theoretical model for the number of channels in an optimal linear layout of a circuit [1, 68]. In this thesis we show that CutWidth and a variation of graph reassembling, which we call \( \alpha \)-optimal linear graph reassembling, are polynomially reducible to
each other. This problem originally was shown to be NP-hard for general graphs in [38]. This NP-hardness result is later extended to the class of planar graphs with maximum degree 3 [75]. Among several classes of graphs where CutWidth is polynomially solvable are trees [24, 99], bipartite permutation graphs [49] and unit interval graphs [53]. In [7] it is shown that there is polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS) for CutWidth when the input graph is “dense”. In the general case, the best approximation result, to the best of our knowledge, has approximation ratio $O(\log^2 n)$, where $n = |V|$ is the size of the input graph [66].

In the case where the vertices of the input graph $G$ are mapped onto the leaf nodes of some general host tree, the underlying tree is called a routing tree and the related problems are referred to as routing tree embedding problems. In a particular case that all internal nodes of a routing tree have degree 3, we speak of a tree layout. Seymour and Thomas in [86] show that minimum congestion tree layout problem, referred to as the minimum carving-width problem is NP-hard for general graphs. Later, the problem of finding tree layouts with minimum congestion was studied by Khuller [65], who presented a polynomial time algorithm for constructing a layout $T$ whose congestion is within a $O(\log n)$ factor from the optimal. In [86] authors also study the relation between minimum carving-width (i.e., minimum congestion of tree layout) of planar graphs and their branch decomposition. Facilitating this relation, authors present a practical implementation of an algorithm for computing the optimal carving-width of planar graphs in $O(n^4)$. The computation efficiency of the method of Seymour and Thomas for planar graphs, is initially improved in [50] and later in [48], where it is improved to $O(n^3)$.

An undirected graph $H$ is said to be immersed in $G$ if a graph, isomorphic to $H$, can be obtained from a subgraph of $G$ after lifting pairs of adjacent edges, i.e., removing two adjacent edges $\{v, w\}$ and $\{w, u\}$ and adding the edge $\{v, u\}$. Robertson and Seymour in their Graph Minors series prove that any set of graphs contains a finite number of immersion minimal elements [83]. Simply speaking, for any class $C$ of graphs, the set of graphs not in $C$ contains a finite set (called immersion obstruction set of $C$) of immersion minimal elements. It is easy to check that the class of graphs with carving-width (i.e., minimum congestion tree layout) bounded by $k$ is immersion-closed for any $k$. In other word, the carving-width of a graph is not smaller than the carving-width of any
of its immersions. While obstruction sets are well-studied for parameters that are closed under minors [6, 19, 30, 90, 92], the study of obstruction characterization for immersion closed graph classes is relatively new to be studied. Using this idea the characterizations of graphs that have carving-width at most $k$ for $k \leq 3$ are presented in [13].

### 2.2.2 Minimum Congestion Communication Tree Embedding

Our $\beta$ measure in graph reassembling problem is related to tree length measure, which is defined in the context of communication tree embedding problems. Tree length is equivalent to the summation of edge congestions (carving-width) in the underlying host tree $T$. The tree length of a tree embedding represents the average distance (hence, average communication delay) between vertices of the source graph, and equivalently the average traffic on the edges of the host tree.

When the host tree $T$ is a simple path, the problem of finding an optimal tree layout with minimum tree length is equivalent to Minimum Linear Arrangement problem (MinArr). MinArr is shown to be NP-hard for general graphs [37], bipartite graphs [32], interval graphs and permutation graphs [25]. Among several classes of graphs where MinArr is solvable in polynomial time are trees [45, 87], certain Halin graphs [31, 72], outerplanar graphs [35], unit interval graphs [53] and Chord graphs [84]. In this Thesis we further study the relation between this problem and our problem of $\beta$-optimal linear graph reassembling.

While the problem of finding optimal tree layouts with respect to minimum congestion is relatively well-studied, to our best knowledge, this problem was not investigated before our work in [71]. Along with some other graph embedding problem, we will cover this problem in Chapter 6.
Chapter 3

Compositional Design and Analysis of Flow Network

Many large-scale and safety critical systems can be modeled as flow networks. Traditional approaches of analysis of flow networks are whole-system approaches in that they require prior knowledge of the entire network before an analysis is undertaken, which can quickly become intractable as the size of the network increases.

In this chapter we study an alternative approach to the analysis of flow networks, which is modular, incremental and order-oblivious. The formal mechanism for realizing this compositional approach is an appropriately defined theory of network typings. Typings are formalized differently depending on how networks are specified and which of their properties is being verified. We illustrate this approach by considering a particular family of flow networks, called additive flow networks. In additive flow networks, every edge is assigned a constant gain/loss factor which is activated provided a non-zero amount of flow enters that edge.

Using this methodology, we present an efficient algorithm for finding the typing for an additive network $\mathcal{N}$ when the underlying graph of $\mathcal{N}$ is $k$-outerplanar and $k$ is a small integer value relative to the size of $\mathcal{N}$.

3.1 Background and Our Methodology

Background and motivation. The background to the compositional design and analysis of flow networks in this chapter is a group effort to develop an integrated environment for system modeling and system analysis that are simultaneously: modular (“distributed in space”), incremental (“distributed in time”), and order-oblivious (“components can be modeled and analyzed in any order”).
These are the three defining properties of what we call a seamlessly compositional approach to system modeling and system analysis. Several previous works explain the methodology behind this environment, as well as its state of development and implementation [14, 15, 16, 59, 60, 62, 63, 88].

Besides our main goal (i.e. providing a compositional framework for analysis of flow networks), to illustrate our methodology, we consider the classical maximum in/out flow problem (max-flow for short) as a direct application of this framework. A solution for this problem is an algorithm which, given an arbitrary network $\mathcal{N}$ with one source vertex $s$ and one sink vertex $t$, computes a maximal feasible flow $f$ in $\mathcal{N}$ departing $s$, or reaching $t$. That $f$ is a feasible flow, means $f$ is an assignment of non-negative values to the edges of $\mathcal{N}$ satisfying capacity constraints at every edge and flow conservation at every vertex other than $s$ and $t$. That $f$ is maximal in-flow (similarly out-flow), means the net outflow departing vertex $s$ (or, the net inflow arriving the vertex $t$) is maximized. A standard assessment of a max-flow algorithm measures its run-time complexity as a function of the size of $\mathcal{N}$. Our methodology is broader, in that it can be applied again to tackle other network-related problems with different measures of what qualifies as an acceptable solution.

In this chapter we consider flow networks in standard form as well as a special case called flow networks with additive gains and losses (additive flow networks for short). In contrary with standard flow networks, additive flow networks are networks where a fixed value, positive or negative, is added to the flow $f(e)$ on an edge $e$, provided $f(e) \neq 0$. The discontinuity in the flow in such networks, i.e., a fixed non-zero value is added or subtracted along an edge only if that edge is used, makes the complexity of standard optimizations considerably harder.

In the context of standard networks, starting with the algorithm of Ford and Fulkerson in the 1950’s [34], several different solutions have been found for the max-flow problem, based on the same fundamental concept of augmenting path. A refinement of the augmenting-path method is the blocking flow method [29], which several researchers have used to devise better-performing algorithms. Another family of max-flow algorithms uses the so-called preflow push method (also called push relabel method), initiated by Goldberg and Tarjan in the 1980’s [39, 44]. A survey of these families of max-flow algorithms to the end of the 1990’s can be found in several reports [8, 40]. Further developments introduced variants of the augmenting-path algorithms and the closely re-
lated blocking-flow algorithms, variants of the preflow-push algorithms, and algorithms combining
different parts of all of these methodologies [41, 43, 70]. More recently, an altogether different
approach to the max-flow problem uses the notion of pseudoflow [22, 51].

On the other hand, no polynomial solution is known for max-flow problem in additive case. In
fact this problem has been shown to be NP-hard in [20]. In this chapter we study the compositional
analysis of additive flow networks, while in Chapter 4 we show that the max-flow problem stays
NP-hard for the class of planar graphs.

The design and analysis of any of the aforementioned algorithms presumes that the given net-
work $\mathcal{N}$ is known in its entirety. No design of an algorithm and its analysis are undertaken until
all the pieces (nodes, edges, and their capacities) are in place. We may therefore qualify such an
approach to design and analysis as a whole-network approach.

**Overview of our methodology.** The central concept of our approach is what we call a network
typing. To make this work, a network (or network component) $\mathcal{N}$ is allowed to have “dangling
edges”; in effect, $\mathcal{N}$ is allowed to have multiple sources or input edges (i.e., edges whose tails are
not incident on any vertex) and multiple sinks or output edges (i.e., edges whose heads are not
incident on any vertex). Given a network $\mathcal{N}$, with multiple input edges and multiple output edges,
a typing for $\mathcal{N}$ is a formal algebraic characterization of all the feasible flows in $\mathcal{N}$ – including, in
particular, all maximal feasible flows.

More precisely, a sound typing $T$ for network $\mathcal{N}$ specifies conditions on input/output edges of
$\mathcal{N}$ such that every assignment $f$ of values to the input/output edges satisfying these conditions can
be extended to a feasible flow $g$ in $\mathcal{N}$. Moreover, if the input/output conditions specified by $T$ are
satisfied by every input/output assignment $f$ extendable to a feasible flow $g$, then we say that $T$ is
not only sound but also principal for $\mathcal{N}$.

In our formulation, a typing $T$ for network $\mathcal{N}$ is in the form of a finite set of disjoint not
necessarily closed convex (NNCC) polyhedra,$^1$ $T = \{P_1, \ldots, P_\ell\}$, in higher-dimensional Euclidean

---

$^1$For want of a better one, we use the acronym “NNCC” as a shorthand for non-necessarily-closed convex, which we adopted from earlier work by other researchers related to static analysis of programs [10, 11, 12]. A closed convex polyhedron in the space $\mathbb{R}^d$ is the intersection of finitely many closed half-spaces, with each closed half-space being
space \( \mathbb{R}^d \), where \( d \) is the edge-boundary degree of \( \mathcal{N} \) (the number of \( \mathcal{N} \)'s outer edges). Having so defined \( T \), an input-output assignment \( r = (r_1, \ldots, r_d) \) to \( \mathcal{N} \)'s outer edges is said to satisfy \( T \) if \( r \) is a point in \( P_i \) for some \( i \in \{1, \ldots, \ell\} \). Due to possible discontinuity in the flow (in additive flow networks) the state of all feasible flows and accordingly typing \( T \) is not always possible to be represented by one compact convex set (“polytope” for short). Therefore, the formulation of typings for standard network corresponds to one compact convex set.

Let \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) be principal typings for networks \( \mathcal{N}_1 \) and \( \mathcal{N}_2 \). If we connect \( \mathcal{N}_1 \) and \( \mathcal{N}_2 \) by linking some of their output edges to some of their input edges, we obtain a new network which we denote (only in this introduction) \( \mathcal{N}_1 \oplus \mathcal{N}_2 \). One of our results shows that the principal typing of \( \mathcal{N}_1 \oplus \mathcal{N}_2 \) can be obtained by direct (and relatively easy) algebraic operations on \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \), without any need to re-examine the internal details of the two components \( \mathcal{N}_1 \) and \( \mathcal{N}_2 \). Put differently, an analysis (to produce a principal typing) for the assembled network \( \mathcal{N}_1 \oplus \mathcal{N}_2 \) can be directly and easily obtained from the analysis of \( \mathcal{N}_1 \) and the analysis of \( \mathcal{N}_2 \).

What we have just described is the counterpart of what type theorists of programming languages call a modular (or syntax-directed) analysis (or type inference) – which infers a type for the whole program from the types of its subprograms, and the latter from the types of their respective subprograms, and so on recursively, down to the types of the smallest program fragments.

Because our network typings are denoted by NNCCs (or polytopes for standard networks), we can in fact make our approach not only modular but also compositional, in the following sense. If \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) are principal typings for networks \( \mathcal{N}_1 \) and \( \mathcal{N}_2 \), then neither \( T_1 \) nor \( T_2 \) depends on the other; that is, the analysis (to produce \( T_1 \)) for \( \mathcal{N}_1 \) and the analysis (to produce \( T_2 \)) for \( \mathcal{N}_2 \) can be carried out independently of each other without knowledge that the two will be subsequently assembled together.

Given a network \( \mathcal{N} \) partitioned into finitely many components \( \mathcal{N}_1, \mathcal{N}_2, \mathcal{N}_3, \ldots \) with respective

---

An open convex polyhedron is defined in the same way, with all the non-strict inequalities in the formulas replaced by strict ones; and a not-necessarily-closed convex polyhedron is again defined in the same way, with some (possibly none, possibly all) of the non-strict inequalities replaced by strict ones. All these polyhedra are also bounded in this report, but we omit this qualifier for succinctness. We reserve the name “polytope” for compact (i.e., bounded and closed) convex polyhedron.
principal typings $T_1, T_2, T_3, \ldots$, we can then assemble these typings in any order – first in pairs, then in sets of four, then in sets of eight, etc. – to obtain a principal typing $T$ for the whole of $\mathcal{N}$. Efficiency in computing the final principal typing $T$ depends on a judicious partitioning of $\mathcal{N}$, which is to decrease as much as possible the number of edges running between separate components, and again recursively when assembling larger components from smaller components. At the end of this procedure, every input/output function $f$ extendable to a maximal feasible flow $g$ in $\mathcal{N}$ can be directly read off the final typing $T$ – but observe: not $f'$ itself.

In contrast to the prevailing whole-network approaches, we call ours a compositional approach to the design and analysis of flow network algorithm.

**Highlights.** Our main contribution in this chapter is therefore a different framework for the design and analysis of additive network algorithms, which we here illustrate by presenting a new algorithm for the classical problem of computing a maximum flow. Our final algorithm combines several intermediate algorithms, each of independent interest for computing network typings. We mention some salient features distinguishing our approach from others:

1. As formulated in this chapter, using our framework one can calculate and return only the value(s) of flows on (subsets of) input/output edges, including the value of a maximum flow, without specifying a set of actual paths from source vertices to sink vertices that will carry such a flow. Other approaches handle the two problems simultaneously: Inherent in their operation is that, in order to compute a maximum-flow value, they need to determine a set of maximum-flow paths; ours does not need to.

2. We view the uncoupling of the two problems just described as an advantage. It underlies our need to be able to replace components – broken or defective – by other components as long as their principal typings are equal, without regard to how they may direct flow internally from input ports to output ports.

3. As far as run-time complexity is concerned, our final algorithm performs badly on some networks, e.g., networks whose graphs are dense. However, on other special classes of net-
works, ours outperforms the best currently available algorithms (e.g., on networks whose graphs are outerplanar or $k$-outerplanar for a small $k$ in general).

4. In all cases, our algorithms do not impose any restrictions on flow capacities, in contrast to some of the best-performing algorithms of other approaches. In this report, flow capacities can be arbitrarily large or small, independent of each other, and not restricted to integral values.

3.2 Formal Definitions and Preliminary Lemmas

We give two equivalent definitions of flow networks with additive gains and losses. The first, perhaps more natural, was used by other researchers and ourselves in earlier work [20, 73]; the second is more convenient for our later analysis in this report. Note that our definitions for additive flow networks generalize and comprise the definition of the standard flow networks. Hence, our typing framework and positive results represented in this chapter are directly implied for standard flow networks. For a costumed representation of this framework as well as efficient algorithms for standard case, one can refer to our earlier report in [63]. Throughout, we write $\mathbb{R}$ for the set of real numbers, and $\mathbb{R}_+$ for the set of non-negative real numbers.

**Definition 1 (Flow Networks with Additive Gains and Losses).** A flow network $\mathcal{N}$ with additive gains and losses (additive flow network for short) is a quadruple $\mathcal{N} = (V, E, U, g)$ where $V$ is a finite set of vertices, $E$ is a finite set of edges, $U : E \to \mathbb{R}_+$ is an (upper bound) capacity function on edges, and $g : E \to \mathbb{R}$ is an additive-gain function on edges.

With every edge $e \in E$ we associate two endpoints, denoted $\text{tail}(e)$ and $\text{head}(e)$, with the informal understanding that flow "moves" from $\text{tail}(e)$ to $\text{head}(e)$. The set $E$ is the disjoint union of three sets: the set $E_\#$ of internal edges, the set $E_{\text{in}}$ of input edges, and the set $E_{\text{out}}$ of output edges:

$$E_\# := \{ e \in E \mid \text{head}(e) \in V \text{ and } \text{tail}(e) \in V \} \quad \text{(the internal edges of } \mathcal{N}),$$

$$E_{\text{in}} := \{ e \in E \mid \text{head}(e) \in V \text{ and } \text{tail}(e) \notin V \} \quad \text{(the input edges of } \mathcal{N}),$$
\[ E_{\text{out}} := \{ e \in E \mid \text{head}(e) \notin V \text{ and } \text{tail}(e) \in V \} \quad \text{(the output edges of } N\text{).} \]

The members of input/output edges \( E_{\text{in}} \cup E_{\text{out}} \) for short are called the *outer* edges of \( N \). For brevity, we write \( E_{\text{in},\text{out}} \) to denote the disjoint union \( E_{\text{in}} \cup E_{\text{out}} \); the notation is ambiguous, but the context will make clear which member of \( E_{\text{in},\text{out}} \) is an input edge and which is an output edge. Note that an outer edge has only one of its two endpoints in \( V \).

We make two assumptions:

- for every internal edge \( e \in E_{\#} \), the two endpoints of \( e \) are distinct, \( \text{head}(e) \neq \text{tail}(e) \), i.e., there are no self-loops,

- for all internal edges \( e, e' \in E_{\#} \), if \( e \neq e' \) then \( \{\text{head}(e), \text{tail}(e)\} \neq \{\text{head}(e'), \text{tail}(e')\} \), i.e., there are no multi-edges.

If \( e \in E_{\#} \), with \( \text{head}(e) = v \) and \( \text{tail}(e) = w \), we may write the vertex pair \( \langle v, w \rangle \) to uniquely represent \( e \).\(^2\)

Let \( N = (V, E, U, g) \) be defined as above. The *underlying graph* of \( N \) is \( G = (V, E) \), which is obtained by omitting \( N \)'s capacity function \( U \) and \( N \)'s additive-gain function \( g \). The underlying graph \( G = (V, E) \) is simple (no self-loops, no multi-edges), finite, and directed, with a few “dangling” edges (the outer edges).

We do not assume \( N \) is connected as a directed graph – an assumption often made in studies of network flows, which is sensible when there is only one input edge (or “source node”) and only one output edge (or “sink node”).\(^3\)

The power-set operator is denoted by \( \mathcal{P}(\ ) \), so that \( \mathcal{P}(E) = \{A \mid A \subseteq E\} \). Two functions \( \text{in}(\cdot) : V \to \mathcal{P}(E) \) and \( \text{out}(\cdot) : V \to \mathcal{P}(E) \) respectively represent the set of incoming edges and the set of outgoing edges for every vertex \( v \in V \):

\[
\text{in}(v) := \{ e \in E \mid \text{head}(e) = v \} \quad \text{and} \quad \text{out}(v) := \{ e \in E \mid \text{tail}(e) = v \}.
\]

\(^2\)The notation of vertex pairs is not available to represent outer edges; that is, although we may take \( E_{\#} \subseteq V \times V \), it is not the case that \( E_{\text{in},\text{out}} \subseteq V \times V \), if \( E_{\text{in},\text{out}} \neq \emptyset \).

\(^3\)Presence of multiple sources and multiple sinks is not incidental, but crucial to the way we develop and use our compositional analysis.
The indegree and outdegree functions are defined for every vertex \( v \in V \), respectively as \( \deg^+(v) := |\text{in}(v)| \) and \( \deg^-(v) := |\text{out}(v)| \). We also pose \( \text{degree}(v) := \deg^+(v) + \deg^-(v) \).

A flow in \( \mathcal{N} \) is a function \( f : E \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_+ \) that assigns a non-negative real number to every \( e \in E \). A flow \( f \) is feasible if it satisfies the capacity constraint on every edge and flow conservation at every vertex:

**Capacity constraint.** For every \( e \in E \), it holds that \( 0 \leq f(e) \leq U(e) \).

**Flow conservation.** For every \( v \in V \), it holds that

\[
\sum_{e \in \text{in}(v), f(e) > 0} \max(0, f(e) + g(e)) = \sum_{e \in \text{out}(v)} f(e).
\]

Observe carefully how the left-hand side of the flow-conservation equality is set up: The amount \( g(e) \) is added to \( f(e) \) provided \( f(e) > 0 \), i.e., provided the link \( e \) carries some non-zero flow. However, if the link \( e \) is lossy, with \( g(e) \) being a relatively large negative amount such that \( f(e) + g(e) \leq 0 \), then \( \max(0, f(e) + g(e)) = 0 \), i.e., no flow carried by the link \( e \) reaches the vertex \( v \).

Let \( \mathcal{N} = (V, E, U, g) \) and \( \mathcal{N}' = (V', E', U', g') \) be two additive flow networks. We say the outer edges of \( \mathcal{N} \) and \( \mathcal{N}' \) can be identified iff there is a one-one renaming of the outer edges of \( \mathcal{N} \) (or \( \mathcal{N}' \)) such that \( E_{\text{in}} = E'_{\text{in}} \) and \( E_{\text{out}} = E'_{\text{out}} \). If the outer edges of \( \mathcal{N} \) and \( \mathcal{N}' \) can be identified, we will not need to explicitly mention the renaming function (which is not necessarily unique) that does the identification and it will suffice to know that it exists. We say that \( \mathcal{N} \) and \( \mathcal{N}' \) are equivalent iff:

- the outer edges of \( \mathcal{N} \) and \( \mathcal{N}' \) can be identified, and
- for every feasible flow \( f : E \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_+ \) there is a feasible flow \( f' : E' \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_+ \), and
  
  for every feasible flow \( f' : E' \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_+ \) there is a feasible flow \( f : E \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_+ \),

  such that \( f(e) = f'(e) \) for every \( e \in E_{\text{in, out}} = E'_{\text{in, out}} \).

We next give the definition of flow networks which we use in the rest of the report.

**Definition 2** (Modified Flow Networks with Additive Gains and Losses). The definition of an addi-
 additive flow network \( N = (V, E, U, g) \) in a modified form is identical to Definition 1, except for two parts:

1. The additive-gain function \( g \) is set up differently, by satisfying the following conditions:
   - \( g : V \to \mathbb{R} \) (instead of \( g : E \to \mathbb{R} \) in Definition 1),
   - for every \( v \in V \), if \( g(v) \neq 0 \), then \( \text{deg}^+(v) = \text{deg}^-(v) = 1 \).

2. For every \( v \in V \), it holds that \( \text{degree}(v) \leq 3 \).

The rest of Definition 1 is repeated here with no change.

The definition of a flow \( f : E \to \mathbb{R}_+ \) is the same for additive flow networks in both forms, the original (Definition 1) and the modified (Definition 2), and so are the capacity-constraint inequalities the same. However, the flow-conservation equalities have to be adjusted.

**Flow conservation (modified form).** For every \( v \in V \) such that \( g(v) = 0 \), it holds that

\[
\sum_{e \in \text{in}(v)} f(e) = \sum_{e \in \text{out}(v)} f(e).
\]

For every \( v \in V \) such that \( g(v) \neq 0 \), with \( \text{in}(v) = \{e_1\} \) and \( \text{out}(v) = \{e_2\} \), it holds that

\[
\max \left( 0, \text{if } f(e_1) \neq 0 \text{ then } f(e_1) + g(v) \text{ else } 0 \right) = f(e_2).
\]

We use the notion of equivalence to compare two additive networks, whether in the original form or in the modified form, possibly with each of the two in a different form.

**Proposition 3.** For every additive network \( N = (V, E, U, g) \) in the original form (Definition 1), with \( n := |V| \) and \( m := |E| \), there is an equivalent additive network \( N' = (V', E', U', g') \) in the modified form (Definition 2) such that \( |V'| \leq n + 5m \) and \( |E'| \leq 6m \). Moreover, if the underlying graph of \( N \) is planar, then so is the underlying graph of \( N' \).

**Proof.** We first transform \( N \) into an additive network \( N_1 = (V_1, E_1, U_1, g_1) \) satisfying part 1 in Definition 2. For this, we insert a fresh vertex in the middle of edge \( e \) if \( g(e) \neq 0 \), for every
\( e \in E \), and appropriately define \( g_1 : V_1 \to \mathbb{R} \) from \( g : E \to \mathbb{R} \) to make \( \mathcal{N} \) and \( \mathcal{N}_1 \) equivalent (all straightforward details omitted). For the resulting \( \mathcal{N}_1 \), we have \( n_1 := |V_1| \leq n + m \) and \( m_1 := |E_1| \leq 2m \).

We next transform \( \mathcal{N}_1 \) into the desired \( \mathcal{N}' \), satisfying both parts in Definition 2, by replacing every vertex \( v \in V_1 \) such that \( p = \text{degree}(v) \geq 3 \) by an appropriate cycle with \( p \) vertices, say \( \{v_1, \ldots, v_p\} \). Note that \( g(v) = 0 \) in \( \mathcal{N}_1 \), because \( \text{degree}(v) \geq 3 \). Let the edges incident to \( v \) be:

\[
\{e_1, \ldots, e_p\} = \{e \in E_1 | \text{head}(e) = v \text{ or } \text{tail}(e) = v\}.
\]

We introduce \( p \) new edges \( \{e'_1, \ldots, e'_p\} \) to form a directed cycle connecting the new vertices \( \{v_1, \ldots, v_p\} \) and we make each new vertex \( v_i \) the new endpoint of edge \( e_i \) instead of vertex \( v \), for every \( 1 \leq i \leq p \). An example of the transformation from the vertex \( v \) to the directed cycle replacing it is shown in Figure 3.1. We complete the transformation by setting \( g(v_i) = 0 \) and \( U(e'_i) = \text{“very large number”} \) for every \( 1 \leq i \leq p \).

This transformation is repeated for every vertex in \( \mathcal{N}_1 \) of degree \( \geq 3 \) to produce the desired network \( \mathcal{N}' \). It is straightforward to check that \( \mathcal{N}' \) is a network in the modified form of Definition 2 and \( \mathcal{N}' \) is equivalent to \( \mathcal{N} \). Because the number of newly introduced vertices and the number of newly introduced edges are each at most \( \sum_{v \in V_1} \text{degree}(e) \), and since \( \sum_{v \in V_1} \text{degree}(e) = 2m_1 \), we have:

\[
|V'| \leq n_1 + 2m_1 \leq n + m + 4m = n + 5m \quad \text{and} \quad |E'| \leq m_1 + 2m_1 = 3m_1 \leq 6m.
\]

It is readily seen that the transformation from \( \mathcal{N} \) to \( \mathcal{N}_1 \), and then the transformation from \( \mathcal{N}_1 \) to \( \mathcal{N}' \), both preserve planarity. \(\square\)
Figure 3.1: For the proof of Proposition 3. Vertex $v$ of degree 5 (on the left) is transformed into a cycle with 5 vertices (on the right) each of degree 3. The capacity of every new edge in the cycle is a “very large number”.

### 3.3 Network Typings

For a precise definition of typings (Definition 4), we use standard notions of vector spaces and polyhedral analysis. A closed half-space $H$ in $\mathbb{R}^d$ is specified by a non-strict linear inequality:

$$ H = \{ x \in \mathbb{R}^d \mid a^T x \leq b \} $$

for some coefficient vector $a \in \mathbb{R}^d$ and scalar $b \in \mathbb{R}$. The boundary of $H$ is the hyperplane specified by the corresponding linear equality $\{ x \in \mathbb{R}^d \mid a^T x = b \}$. The complement of $H$ is an open half-space $H'$ specified by a strict linear inequality: $H' = \{ x \in \mathbb{R}^d \mid a^T x > b \}$.

A not-necessarily-closed convex (NNCC) polyhedron $P$ in the Euclidean space $\mathbb{R}^d$ is either the intersection of a finite number of not-necessarily-closed half-spaces, or $d = 0$ and $P = \emptyset$. More specifically, when $d \geq 1$, $P$ is the set of simultaneous solutions of finitely many linear inequalities, strict and non-strict, each of the form:

$$ a_1 x_1 + \cdots + a_d x_d \preceq b $$

where $a_1, \ldots, a_d, b \in \mathbb{R}$ and $\preceq \in \{\leq, <\}$. In the rest of this chapter, we only need to consider inequalities\(^5\) of form 3.1 where $a_1, \ldots, a_d \in \{0, \pm 1\}$. As a result, every not-necessarily-closed

\(^4\)We reserved boldface names, e.g., $a$ and $x$, to denote vectors. To explicitly mention the entries of $a$, we write them between angle brackets as $(a_1, \ldots, a_d)$ and view them as a column vector. As usual, $a^T$ is the transpose of $a$ and $a^T x$ is the dot product $a \cdot x$.

\(^5\)Note that every equality can be uniquely represented using two inequalities of the form 3.1 using symbol $\leq$. In the
half-space has a unique representation in the form of equation 3.1. Although our definition does not require it, all of our NNCC polyhedra will be *bounded*; we omit the qualifier for succinctness. A special case of NNCC polyhedra are the *compact convex polyhedra*, commonly called *polytopes*, when all defining linear inequalities are non-strict.

**Definition 4 (Network Typings).** Let $\mathcal{N} = (V, E, U, g)$ be an additive flow network, with $|E_{\text{in,out}}| = d \geq 2$, accounting for at least one input edge and at least one output edge. A *typing* for $\mathcal{N}$ is a finite set of disjoint NNCC polyhedra in the space $\mathbb{R}^d$, denoted by $T = \{P_1, \ldots, P_\ell\}$, with $P_i \cap P_j = \emptyset$ for all $1 \leq i < j \leq \ell$.

An *input/output assignment* (or *IO assignment* for short) for the network $\mathcal{N} = (V, E, U, g)$ is a function $f : E_{\text{in,out}} \to \mathbb{R}_+$ which assigns a non-negative value to every outer edge. Assuming a fixed ordering of the outer edges in $E_{\text{in,out}}$, an IO assignment $f$ specifies a point in the space $\mathbb{R}^d$, namely, the point $\{ f(e) \mid e \in E_{\text{in,out}} \}$. For convenience, we use the names of the outer edges as the names of the $d$ coordinates of the space $\mathbb{R}^d$ relative to that fixed ordering of $E_{\text{in,out}}$.

**Definition 5 (Typing Satisfaction).** Let $\mathcal{N}$ be an additive flow network, and $T = \{P_1, \ldots, P_\ell\}$ a typing for $\mathcal{N}$, as in Definition 4. We say an IO assignment $f : E_{\text{in,out}} \to \mathbb{R}_+$ satisfies $T$ iff $\{ f(e) \mid e \in E_{\text{in,out}} \}$ is a point in one of the NNCC polyhedra of $T$, *i.e.*, there is $i \in \{1, \ldots, \ell\}$ such that $\{ f(e) \mid e \in E_{\text{in,out}} \} \in P_i$.

We say a flow $f : E \to \mathbb{R}_+$ satisfies $T$ iff the corresponding IO assignment $f' : E_{\text{in,out}} \to \mathbb{R}_+$ obtained by restricting $f$ to $E_{\text{in,out}}$ satisfies $T$. 

Let $\mathcal{N}$ be an additive flow network and $T = \{P_1, \ldots, P_\ell\}$ be a typing for $\mathcal{N}$, as in Definitions 4 and 5. We introduce two notions, *soundness* and *completeness*, with which we measure the extent to which the typing $T$ is too restrictive or too liberal, as a constraint on IO assignments guaranteeing their safety, *i.e.*, guaranteeing that they can be directed through the network $\mathcal{N}$ without violating any of its internal constraints.

**Soundness.** $T$ is *sound* iff every IO assignment $f : E_{\text{in,out}} \to \mathbb{R}_+$ satisfying $T$ is extendable to a feasible flow.

The rest of this chapter, for the sake of brevity, we avoid representing equality constraints using two inequalities.
Completeness. \( T \) is complete iff every feasible flow \( f : E \to \mathbb{R}_+ \) satisfies \( T \).

Soundness means \( T \) is restrictive enough to exclude all “unsafe” IO assignments. Completeness means \( T \) is liberal enough to include all “safe” IO assignments. Expressed differently:

\[
\bigcup T \subseteq \{ f : \text{E}_{\text{in,out}} \to \mathbb{R}_+ | f \text{ is extendable to a feasible flow} \} \quad \text{(soundness of } T) \\
\bigcup T \supseteq \{ f : \text{E}_{\text{in,out}} \to \mathbb{R}_+ | f \text{ is extendable to a feasible flow} \} \quad \text{(completeness of } T) 
\]

Definition 6 (Principal Typings). Let \( \mathcal{N} \) be an additive flow network and \( T = \{ P_1, \ldots, P_\ell \} \) be a typing for \( \mathcal{N} \), as in Definitions 4 and 5. \( T \) is a principal typing for \( \mathcal{N} \) iff \( T \) is both sound and complete for \( \mathcal{N} \).

Example 7. At the top of Figure 3.2 is a one-vertex additive network \( \mathcal{N} \) in modified form (Definition 2). The additive gain is \( c \). When \( c = +10 \), its principal typing \( T \) is a set of two disjoint NNCC polyhedra \( \{ P_1, P_2 \} \), with \( P_1 = \{(0, 0)\} \) and

\[
P_2 = \{ (r_1, r_2) \mid 0 < r_1 \leq 20, 10 < r_2 \leq 30, r_1 + 10 = r_2 \}.
\]

When \( c = 0 \), \( \mathcal{N} \) is a standard flow network and a principal typing \( T' \) for \( \mathcal{N} \) consists of a single NNCC polyhedron \( P' \), which is in fact a polytope. In earlier reports [62, 64] it is shown that for every standard network \( \mathcal{N} \), there exists a unique principal typing consisting of exactly one polytope. \( P' \) can be decomposed into two disjoint NNCC polyhedra \( \{ P_1', P_2' \} \), with \( P_1' = \{(0, 0)\} \) and

\[
P_2' = \{ (r_1, r_2) \mid 0 < r_1 \leq 20, 0 < r_2 \leq 20, r_1 = r_2 \}.
\]

When \( c = -10 \), a principal typing \( T'' \) can be written as a set of three disjoint NNCC polyhedra \( \{ P_1'', P_2'', P_3'' \} \), with \( P_1'' = \{(0, 0)\} \) and

\[
P_2'' = \{ (r_1, 0) \mid 0 < r_1 \leq 10 \} \quad \text{and} \quad P_2''' = \{ (r_1, r_2) \mid 10 < r_1 \leq 20, 0 < r_2 \leq 10, r_1 - 10 = r_2 \},
\]

conforming to the requirement that the members of \( T'' \) must be disjoint (Definition 4). \( \square \)
Figure 3.2: For Example 7, a one-vertex additive network $N$ (at the top) and its space of all feasible IO assignments when $c = 10$ (left), $c = 0$ (middle), and $c = -10$ (right), respectively. Additive gain $c$ is inserted in the vertex, upper-bound capacities are boxed edge labels. The shaded point in $\mathbb{R}^2$ (on the left) is excluded from the feasible IO assignment space.

Example 8. On the left of Figure 3.3, there is a three-vertex additive network $N$ in modified form (Definition 2) where the additive gains $c_1$ and $c_2$ are left unspecified. When $c_1 \geq 0$ and $c_2 \geq 0$, a principal typing $T$ for $N$ consists of four disjoint NNCC polyhedra $\{P_1, P_2, P_3, P_4\}$ in the Euclidean space $\mathbb{R}^3$, with:

$$P_1 = \{ (0, 0, 0) \},$$

$$P_2 = \{ (r_1, 0, r_3) \in \mathbb{R}^3 \mid 0 < r_1 \leq 20, c_1 < r_3 \leq \min\{20 + c_1, 42\}, r_1 + c_1 = r_3 \},$$

$$P_3 = \{ (0, r_2, r_3) \in \mathbb{R}^3 \mid 0 < r_2 \leq 15, c_2 < r_3 \leq \min\{15 + c_2, 42\}, r_2 + c_2 = r_3 \},$$

$$P_4 = \{ (r_1, r_2, r_3) \in \mathbb{R}^3 \mid 0 < r_1 \leq 20, 0 < r_2 \leq 15, c_{1,2} < r_3 \leq \min\{35 + c_{1,2}, 42\}, r_1 + r_2 + c_{1,2} = r_3 \},$$

where we write $c_{1,2}$ for $c_1 + c_2$. When $c_1 = 4$ and $c_2 = 8$, a graphical representation of $T$ is shown on the right of Figure 3.3. Observe that, when $c_1 = c_2 = 0$, the four NNCC polyhedra of $T$ lie on the same hyperplane (namely, the hyperplane defined by the equation $e_1 + e_2 = e_3$) and together they collapse into a single polytope.
When one or both of \( \{c_1, c_2\} \) is negative, a principal typing \( T' \) of \( \mathcal{N} \) consists of five or six NNCC polyhedra. For a specific case, consider \( c_1 = -5 \) and \( c_2 = 8 \), in which case a principal typing \( T' \) consists of five disjoint NNCC polyhedra \( \{P'_1, P'_2, P'_3, P'_4, P'_5\} \) with:

\[
\begin{align*}
P'_1 &= \{ (0,0,0) \}, \\
P'_2 &= \{ (r_1,0,0) \in \mathbb{R}^3 \mid 0 < r_1 \leq 5 \}, \\
P'_3 &= \{ (r_1,0,r_3) \in \mathbb{R}^3 \mid 5 < r_1 \leq 20, 0 < r_3 \leq 15, r_1 - 5 = r_3 \}, \\
P'_4 &= \{ (0,r_2,r_3) \in \mathbb{R}^3 \mid 0 < r_2 \leq 15, 8 < r_3 \leq 23, r_2 + 8 = r_3 \}, \\
P'_5 &= \{ (r_1,r_2,r_3) \in \mathbb{R}^3 \mid 5 < r_1 \leq 20, 0 < r_2 \leq 15, 8 < r_3 \leq 38, r_1 + r_2 + 3 = r_3 \}.
\end{align*}
\]

We omit the graphical representation of \( T' \) (a little more complicated to draw). \( \square \)
Figure 3.3: For Example 8, a 3-vertex additive network $\mathcal{N}$ (at the top) and its principal typing $T \subseteq \mathbb{R}^3$ (at the bottom) when $c_1 = 4$ and $c_2 = 8$. Additive gains are inserted in vertices, upper-bound capacities are boxed numbers, missing upper-bound capacities are a “very large” number. Shaded points and edges in $\mathbb{R}^3$ are excluded from this network’s feasible IO assignment space.

Example 9. Figure 3.4 depicts a disconnected network $\mathcal{N}$ with two one-vertex components. The
additive gain factor of every vertex is inserted in that vertex. As mentioned before, in this framework we do not assume $\mathcal{N}$ is connected as a directed graph. A principal typing $T$ for $\mathcal{N}$ consists of four disjoint NNCC polyhedra $\{P_1, P_2, P_3, P_4\}$ in the Euclidean space $\mathbb{R}^4$, with:

\[ P_1 = \{ (0,0,0,0) \}, \]
\[ P_2 = \{ (r_1,0,r_3,0) \in \mathbb{R}^4 \mid 0 < r_1 < 20, \ 5 < r_3 < 25, \ r_1 + 5 = r_3 \}, \]
\[ P_3 = \{ (0,r_2,0,r_4) \in \mathbb{R}^4 \mid 0 < r_2 < 20, \ 0 < r_4 < 20, \ r_2 = r_4 \}, \]
\[ P_4 = \{ (r_1,r_2,r_3,r_4) \in \mathbb{R}^4 \mid 0 < r_1 < 20, \ 0 < r_2 < 20, \ 5 < r_3 < 25, \ 0 < r_4 < 20, \ r_1 + r_2 + 5 = r_3 + r_4, \ r_1 + 5 = r_3, \ r_2 = r_4 \}. \]

\[ \square \]

Figure 3.4: For Example 9, a disconnected 2-vertex additive network $\mathcal{N}$.

We use the names of the outer edges of network $\mathcal{N}$ as the coordinates of the Euclidean space $\mathbb{R}^d$, with $d = |E_{\text{in},\text{out}}|$.

Let $C(P)$ be the set of constraints representing a NNCC polyhedron $P \subseteq \mathbb{R}^d$, i.e. $P = \text{Poly}(C)$, where the operator $\text{Poly}(\cdots)$ refers to the polyhedron in $\mathbb{R}^d$ defined by the enclosed inequalities and equalities. We say constraint $C \in C$ is redundant iff $C - \{C\}$ defines the same NNCC as $P$, i.e. $P = \text{Poly}(C - \{C\})$.

We say an NNCC polyhedron $P \subseteq \mathbb{R}^d$ is $\emptyset$-adequate iff $P$ is a singleton set containing the point $0 = (0, \ldots, 0)$.

We define a bijection $\text{idx} : E_{\text{in},\text{out}} \to \{1, \ldots, d\}$ and take the usual ordering on the indices.
\{1, \ldots, d\} to be the ordering on \(E_{in, out}\).

Let \(X \subseteq E_{in, out}\) be a subset of the outer edges such that \(X \cap E_{in} \neq \emptyset\). We collect the indices induced by \(X\) by defining:

\[
I_{in} = \{ idx(e) \mid e \in X \cap E_{in} \},
\]
\[
I_{out} = \{ idx(e) \mid e \in X \cap E_{out} \},
\]
\[
J = \{ idx(e) \mid e \notin X \}.
\]

We pose \(I = I_{in} \cup I_{out}\). We say an NNCC polyhedron \(P \subseteq \mathbb{R}^d\) is \(X\)-adequate iff there exists a unique (possibly empty) set \(C_0\) of constraints defined on \(X\) (each of form 3.1) s.t. one of the following two cases holds:

\((\dagger)\) \(I_{in} \neq \emptyset \neq I_{out}\) and there are non-negative scalars \(\{a_{m,i}, a_{M,i}\}_{i \in I_{in}} \cup \{b_{j}\}_{j \in J} \cup \{c_{in}\} \subseteq \mathbb{R}_+\) (subscripts “\(m\)” an “\(M\)” are for “min” and “max”, resp.) and a (possibly negative) scalar \(c_{out} \in \mathbb{R}\) such that:

\[
P = \text{Poly}(\{a_{m,i} < e_i \leq a_{M,i}\}_{i \in I_{in}} \cup \{e_j = b_{j}\}_{j \in J} \cup \{0 < \sum_{i \in I_{in}} e_i \leq c_{in}\} \cup \{\sum_{i \in I_{in}} e_i = c_{out} + \sum_{i \in I_{in}} e_i\} \cup C_0) .
\]

\((\ddagger)\) \(I_{in} \neq \emptyset, I_{out} = \emptyset\), and there are non-negative scalars \(\{a_{m,i}, a_{M,i}\}_{i \in I_{in}} \cup \{b_{j}\}_{j \in J} \cup \{c_{in}\} \subseteq \mathbb{R}_+\) such that:

\[
P = \text{Poly}(\{a_{m,i} < e_i \leq a_{M,i}\}_{i \in I_{in}} \cup \{e_j = b_{j}\}_{j \in J} \cup \{0 < \sum_{i \in I_{in}} e_i \leq c_{in}\} \cup C_0) .
\]

Every constraint in \(C(P)\) is linear, where the coefficients of the variables involved are in the set \(\{0, -1, +1\}\). We also assume that in the adequate representation of an NNCC \(P\), every constraint of \(C(P)\) is non-redundant. It is left to reader and not hard to check that every \(X\)-adequate NNCC \(P\), representing a set of IO assignments of some network \(N\) has a unique representation, where \(X \subseteq E_{in, out}\).

By this definition, an \(X\)-adequate NNCC polyhedron is entirely contained in the first orthant \((\mathbb{R}_+)^d\). Simply speaking, an NNCC polyhedron \(P\) is \(X\)-adequate only if for every point of \(P\) the
value of every dimension in $X$ is positive and the value corresponding to every dimension not in $X$ is fixed (i.e., for every two point of $p_1, p_2 \in P$ and every outer edge $e \notin X$, the values of the dimension corresponding to $e$ in $p_1$ is the same as that of $p_2$).

**Definition 10 (Typings in Adequate Form).** Let $\mathcal{N}$ be an additive flow network and $T = \{P_1, \ldots, P_\ell\}$ be a typing for $\mathcal{N}$, as in Definitions 4 and 5, i.e., $T$ is a set of pairwise disjoint NNCC polyhedra in $\mathbb{R}^d$. We say $T$ is in adequate form iff for every $P \in T$ there is a subset $X \subseteq E_{in,out}$ such that $P$ is $X$-adequate.

It is easy to extract an adequate representation of the typings shown in Examples 7, 8 and 9. Notice that in the $X$-adequate representation of NNCC $P_4$ in Example 9 we have $C_0 = \{r_1 + 5 = r_3, r_2 = r_4\}$, where $X = \{e_1, e_2, e_3, e_4\}$. In adequate representation of other NNCCs the set $C_0$ is empty (the same holds for all NNCCs in Examples 7 and 8).

### 3.4 Existence of Principal Network Typings

We prove the existence of a principal typing in adequate form for an arbitrarily given additive network $\mathcal{N}$ (Theorem 11), from which we can extract the value of a maximum flow in $\mathcal{N}$ (Corollary 15) efficiently. Theorem 11 does not estimate the cost of computing a principal typing in adequate form, which we study in Section 3.5. We first describe the process of “disassembling” and “reassembling” a network, which provides a compositional approach for calculating the principal typing of a flow network.

Let $\mathcal{N} = (V, E, U, g)$ be an arbitrary network. The process of disassembling $\mathcal{N}$ involves “cutting in halves” its internal edges: If internal edge $e \in E_\#$ is cut in two halves, then we remove $e$ and introduce a new input edge $e^+$ with $head(e^+) = head(e)$ and a new output edge $e^-$ with $tail(e^-) = tail(e)$. From the given $\mathcal{N}$, we define another network $\text{BreakUp}(\mathcal{N})$ where every internal edge $e \in E_\#$ is cut into two halves. Let $E_\#^{(+)}$ be the set of new input edges, and $E_\#^{(-)}$ the set of new output edges. The input edges and output edges of $\text{BreakUp}(\mathcal{N})$ are therefore: $E_{in} \cup E_\#^{(+)}$ and $E_{out} \cup E_\#^{(-)}$, respectively.
If we call \( N_0 \) the disassembled network resulting from \( \text{BreakUp}(N) \), then \( N_0 \) has \( n = |V| \geq 1 \) one-vertex components and there are no internal edges in \( N_0 \):

\[
N_0 = \text{BreakUp}(N) = \{M_1, M_2, \ldots, M_n\}.
\]

We reassemble the original \( N \) by defining the sequence of networks: \( N_0, N_1, \ldots, N_m \) where \( N_m = N \) and \( N_{k+1} = \text{Bind}(e, N_k) \) for every \( 0 \leq i < m = |E_\#| \), where \( \text{Bind} \) is the operation that splices \( e^+ \) and \( e^- \). What we call the reassembling sequence \( \Theta \) is the order in which the internal edges are spliced, i.e., if:

\[
N_1 = \text{Bind}(e_1, N_0), \quad N_2 = \text{Bind}(e_2, N_1), \quad \ldots, \quad N_m = \text{Bind}(e_m, N_{m-1})
\]

then \( \Theta = e_1e_2\cdots e_m \), where \( \{e_1, \ldots, e_m\} = E_\# \). The external dimension of a network component \( M \), denoted by \( \text{exDim}(M) \), is the number of its input/output edges (dangling edges) of \( M \). For each of the intermediate networks \( N_k \) with \( 0 \leq i \leq m \), we define:

\[
\text{index}(N_k) := \max \{ \text{exDim}(M) \mid M \text{ is a component of } N_k \}
\]

and also \( \text{index}(\Theta) := \max \{ \text{index}(N_0), \text{index}(N_1), \ldots, \text{index}(N_n) \} \).

**Theorem 11** (Existence of Principal Typings). For every additive flow network \( \mathcal{N} = (V, E, U, g) \), there exists a principal typing \( T = \{P_1, \ldots, P_\ell\} \) in adequate form, as specified in Definitions 4, 5, and 10.

**Proof.** We can assume \( \mathcal{N} \) is in modified form (Definition 2) by Proposition 3, and moreover that, for every \( v \in V \), if \( g(v) \neq 0 \) then \( \text{degree}(v) = 2 \) and if \( \text{degree}(v) = 3 \) then \( g(v) = 0 \).

We disassemble \( \mathcal{N} \) into \( N_0 = \text{BreakUp}(\mathcal{N}) \), consisting of \( n \) separate one-vertex components, and choose a particular reassembling sequence \( \Theta = e_1e_2\cdots e_m \) so that if \( N_1 = \text{Bind}(e_1, N_0), \ldots, N_m = \text{Bind}(e_m, N_{m-1}) \), then for every \( k \geq 0 \), there is a main component in \( N_k \), denoted \( \overline{N}_k \), with \( n_k \geq 1 \) vertices and \( (n - n_k) \) one-vertex components. The latter one-vertex components are always a subset of \( \text{BreakUp}(\mathcal{N}) = \{M_1, \ldots, M_n\} \). At the end of this reassembling, the main component
\( \overline{N}_m \) is equal to \( N_m \) and there are no one-vertex components in \( N_m \). We arbitrarily choose the main component \( \overline{N}_0 \) of the initial \( N_0 \) to be any member of \( \text{BreakUp}(N) \). We call this method of reassembling, linear reassembling\(^6\).

Let \( \kappa_k \) be the edge-boundary degree of the main component \( \overline{N}_k \) of \( N_k \). Initially \( \kappa_0 \leq 3 \), and the final value is \( \kappa_m = |E_{\text{in},\text{out}}| \). For \( 0 < k < m \), the value of \( \kappa_k \) can be arbitrarily large and depends on the order of the reassembling sequence.

At every step \( k \geq 0 \) of the reassembling, we compute a principal typing for the main component \( \overline{N}_k \) of \( N_k \). Let \( v \) be the single vertex of the initial main component \( \overline{N}_0 \). We determine a principal typing \( T_0 \) for \( \overline{N}_0 \) in an adequate form according to two cases:

**Case 1:** \( g(v) \neq 0 \) and \( \text{degree}(v) = 2 \). Example 7 shows how to handle this case. Formal details are omitted and left to the reader.

**Case 2:** \( g(v) = 0 \) and \( \text{degree}(v) = 3 \). Example 8 shows how to handle this case. In that example, there are three vertices, but taking the gains \( c_1 = c_2 = 0 \) simulates the situation of a one-vertex component with additive gain \( = 0 \). Formal details are omitted and left to the reader.

For the induction hypothesis (IH), we assume the existence of a principal typing \( T_k \) in adequate form for the main component \( \overline{N}_k \) of \( N_k \). The induction step is to derive from \( T_k \) a principal typing \( T_{k+1} \) in adequate form for the main component \( \overline{N}_{k+1} \) of \( N_{k+1} \). Let \( N_{k+1} \) be obtained from \( N_k \) by splicing \( e^+ \) and \( e^- \), i.e., \( N_{k+1} = \text{Bind}(e,N_k) \). There are two cases, depending on whether both of \( \{e^+,e^-\} \) are outer edges of \( \overline{N}_k \), or only one of \( \{e^+,e^-\} \) is an outer edge of \( \overline{N}_k \):

**Case 3:** Both of \( \{e^+,e^-\} \) are outer edges of \( \overline{N}_k \). After splicing \( e^+ \) and \( e^- \), the edge-boundary degree of \( \overline{N}_{k+1} \) is that of \( \overline{N}_k \) minus 2. Assume \( \overline{T}_k = \{P_1,\ldots,P_\ell\} \), the principal typing for the main component \( \overline{N}_k \), is in adequate form. Also let \( \overline{E}_{\text{in},\text{out}} \) be the set of outer edge of \( \overline{N}_k \).

For every \( 1 \leq j \leq \ell \) there exists \( X \subseteq \overline{E}_{\text{in},\text{out}} \) such that \( P_j \) is \( X \)-adequate. We only consider the case where \( I_{\text{in}} \neq \emptyset \neq I_{\text{out}} \), i.e., \( P_j \) is of the adequate form represented in (†). The analysis of the other case is similar and left to the reader. Hence, for every \( X \) adequate NNCC \( P_j \in \overline{N}_k \),

---

\(^6\)Linear reassembling and other variations are further studied in Chapter 5.
there are non-negative scalars \( \{a_{m,i}, a_{M,i}\}_{i \in I} \cup \{b_j\}_{j \in J} \cup \{c_{in}, c_{out}\} \subseteq \mathbb{R}_+ \), such that:

\[
P_j = \text{Poly}( \{a_{m,i} < e_i \leq a_{M,i}\}_{i \in I} \cup \{e_j = b_j\}_{j \in J} \cup \{0 < \sum_{i \in I_{in}} e_i \leq c_{in}\} \cup \{\sum_{i \in I_{out}} e_i = c_{out} + \sum_{i \in I_m} e_i\} \cup C_0),
\]

and the sets \( I \) and \( J \) are the indices induced by \( X \) as explained in Section 3.3.

Splicing \( e^+ \) and \( e^- \) is equivalent of enforcing that flow on \( e^+ \) is equal to flow on \( e^- \). The principal typing \( \bar{I}_{k+1} \) for \( \bar{N}_{k+1} \) can be computed by intersecting \( P_j \) with hyperplane defined by the equality \( e^+ = e^- \) for \( 1 \leq j \leq \ell \). For every \( X \)-adequate NNCC \( P_j \) if:

- \( e^+, e^- \in X \), then intersecting \( P_j \) with hyperplane defined by the equality \( e^+ = e^- \) results in:

\[
\text{Poly}( \{ e^+ = e^- \} \cup C(P_j)) = \text{Poly}( \{ e^+ = e^- \} \cup \{a_{m,i} < e_i \leq a_{M,i}\}_{i \in I} \cup \{e_j = b_j\}_{j \in J} \cup \{0 < \sum_{i \in I_{in}} e_i \leq c_{in}\} \cup \{\sum_{i \in I_{out}} e_i = c_{out} + \sum_{i \in I_m} e_i\} \cup C_0).
\]

Since the set of outer edges of \( \bar{N}_{k+1} \) is \( \bar{E}_{in,\text{out}} - \{e^+, e^-\} \), it is easy to check that the following \( X' \)-adequate form is the result of intersecting \( P_j \) with hyperplane defined by the equality \( e^+ = e^- \), restricted to \( \bar{E}_{in,\text{out}} - \{e^+, e^-\} \), where \( X' = X - \{e^+, e^-\} \):

\[
P'_j = \text{Poly}( \{a_{m,i} < e_i \leq a_{M,i}\}_{i \in I - \{idx(e^+), idx(e^-)\}} \cup \{e_j = b_j\}_{j \in J} \cup \{0 < \sum_{i \in I_{in}-\{idx(e^+), idx(e^-)\}} e_i \leq \min\{c_{in}, \sum_{i \in I_{out}-\{idx(e^+)\}} a_{M,i}\}\} \cup \{\sum_{i \in I_{out}-\{idx(e^-)\}} e_i = c_{out} + \sum_{i \in I_m-\{idx(e^+)\}} e_i\} \cup C_0).
\]

- \( e^+ \in X \) and \( e^- \notin X \), then based on hypothesis assumption, \( e^- = b \) for some constant non-negative value \( b \). Using similar reasoning approach as in the previous case, one can check that \( P'_j = \text{Poly}( \{ e^+ = e^- \} \cup C(P_j)) \), if not empty, can be presented using the following adequate form:

\[
P'_j = \text{Poly}( \{a_{m,i} < e_i \leq a_{M,i}\}_{i \in I - \{idx(e^+)\}} \cup \{e_j = b_j\}_{j \in J} \cup
\]

Case 4.1.1: e

Case 4.1.1 has in turn two subcases, depending on whether

Case 4.2: Only one of

Only one of Case 4 has two subcases, depending on whether the single vertex represented in \( \tilde{P} \) is an input edge of \( \tilde{N} \).

\[ \{ 0 < \sum_{i \in I_{in}} e_i \leq \min \{ c_{in}, \sum_{i \in I_{out}} a_{M,i} \} \cup \{ \sum_{i \in I_{out}} e_i = c_{out} + \sum_{i \in I_{in}} e_i \cup C_0 \} \}, \]

- \( e^+ \notin X \) and \( e^- \in X \), similar to the previous case and left to the reader.
- \( e^+ \notin X \) and \( e^- \notin X \), if \( e^+ = e^- = b \) for some constant \( b \), then \( P_j' \) has an exact adequate representation as \( P_j \), otherwise it is empty.

**Case 4:** One of \( \{ e^+, e^- \} \) is an outer edge of \( \tilde{N}_k \) and the other is an outer edge of a one-vertex component \( M \).

Case 4 has two subcases, depending on whether the single vertex \( v \) of \( M \) is such that \( degree(v) = 2 \) or \( degree(v) = 3 \). Similar to the approach used for Case 3, let \( \tilde{T}_k = \{ \tilde{P}_1, \ldots, \tilde{P}_\ell \} \) be the principal typing for \( \tilde{N}_k \) in adequate form. We that all NNCCs members of \( \tilde{T}_k \) are of the adequate form represented in (4), the analysis of the other case is similar and left to the reader. Hence, for some set \( X \subseteq \tilde{E}_{in,out} \) the \( X \)-adequate NNCC \( \tilde{P}_j \in \tilde{T}_k \) has the following form:

\[ P_j = \text{Poly} \left( \{ a_{m,i} < e_i \leq a_{M,i} \} \cup \{ e_j = b_j \} \cup \{ 0 < \sum_{i \in I_{in}} e_i \leq c_{in} \} \cup \{ \sum_{i \in I_{out}} e_i = c_{out} + \sum_{i \in I_{in}} e_i \cup C_0 \} \right), \]

for some (possibly empty) set of constraints \( C_0 \), where \( I_{in}, I_{out} \) and \( J \) are the index sets as defined on \( X \) as explained in Section 3.3.

**Case 4.1:** Only one of \( \{ e^+, e^- \} \) is an outer edge of \( \tilde{N}_k \), and the single vertex \( v \) of \( M \) is such that \( g(v) \neq 0 \) and \( degree(v) = 2 \). After splicing \( e^+ \) and \( e^- \), the edge-boundary degree of \( \tilde{N}_{k+1} \) is equal to that of \( \tilde{N}_k \).

**Case 4.2:** Only one of \( \{ e^+, e^- \} \) is an outer edge of \( \tilde{N}_k \), and the single vertex \( v \) of \( M \) is such that \( g(v) = 0 \) and \( degree(v) = 3 \). By splicing \( e^+ \) and \( e^- \), the edge-boundary degree of \( \tilde{N}_{k+1} \) is that of \( \tilde{N}_k \) plus 1.

Case 4.1.1 has in turn two subcases, depending on whether \( e^+ \) or \( e^- \) is an outer edge of \( \tilde{N}_k \).

**Case 4.1.1:** \( e^+ \) is an input edge of \( \tilde{N}_k \) and \( e^- \) is an output edge of \( M \), with the outer edges of \( M \) being \( \{ e^-, e_1 \} \) where \( e_1 \) is necessarily an input edge.
We analyze Case 4.1.1 based on the sign of the gain value of vertex \( v \), the only vertex of \( \mathcal{M} \).

**Case 4.1.1:** \( g(v) > 0 \). As explained in Example 7, an adequate form of the principal typing for \( \mathcal{M} \) contains two NNCCs \( P_1 = \{ \langle 0, 0 \rangle \} \) and

\[
P_2 = \left\{ \{ r_1, r_2 \} \left| 0 < e_1 \leq a_{M,1}, g(v) < e^- \leq a_{M,\text{idx}(e^-)}, e^- = e_1 + g(v) \right. \right\}.
\]

Principal typing of \( \hat{\mathcal{M}}_{k+1} \) can be computed by intersecting the hyperplane defined by the constraint \( e^+ = e^- \) with \( \bar{P}_j \) and exactly one of NNCCs \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \) (for every \( 1 \leq j \leq \ell \)). For every \( X \)-adequate NNCC \( \bar{P}_j \) if:

- \( e^+ \in X \), in the adequate representation of \( \bar{P}_j \) we have \( a_{m,\text{idx}(e^+)} < e^+ \leq a_{M,\text{idx}(e^+)} \).

Hence, \( \bar{P}_j \) has no intersection with \( P_1 \). If \( g(v) \leq a_{M,\text{idx}(e^+)} \) it is not hard to check that the result of intersecting \( e^+ = e^- \), \( \bar{P}_j \) and \( P_2 \), restricted to \( \mathbf{E}_{\text{in,out}} - \{ e^+ \} + \{ e_1 \} \), can be represented in the \( X' \)-adequate form, where \( X' = X - \{ e^+ \} + \{ e_1 \} \), as following:

\[
\begin{align*}
\bar{P}_j^e &= \text{Poly} \left\{ \left\{ a_{m,i} < e_i \leq a_{M,i} \right\}_{i \in I - \{ \text{idx}(e^+) \}} \cup \left\{ \langle 0, a_{m,\text{idx}(e^+)} - g(v) \rangle < e_1 \leq a_{M,\text{idx}(e^+)} - g(v) \right\} \right. \\
&\cup \left\{ e_j = b_j \right\}_{j \in J} \cup \left\{ 0 < \sum_{i \in I_{\text{out}} - \{ \text{idx}(e^+) \}} e_i \leq \min\{ c_{\text{in}} - g(v), \sum_{i \in I_{\text{in}} - \{ \text{idx}(e^+) \}} a_{M,i} \} \right\} \cup \left\{ \sum_{i \in I_{\text{out}}} e_i = c_{\text{out}} + g(v) \right. \\
&\left. \left. + \sum_{i \in I_{\text{out}} - \{ \text{idx}(e^+) \}, \text{idx}(e_1)} e_i \right\} \cup \mathcal{C}_0 \right. \right) \right)
\end{align*}
\]

- \( e^+ \notin X \), then in the \( X \)-adequate representation of \( \bar{P}_j \) we have \( e^+ = b \) for some constant \( b \) (i.e., \( e^+ \in J \)). If \( b = 0 \), then \( \bar{P}_j \) may have intersecting points with \( P_1 \), otherwise, if \( v(g) < b \) it possibly has intersecting points with \( P_2 \). In the former case the \( X \)-adequate representation of the result of intersecting the hyperplane corresponding to constraint \( e^+ = e^- \) with \( \bar{P}_j \) and \( P_2 \), restricted to \( \mathbf{E}_{\text{in,out}} - \{ e^+, e^- \} \), is:

\[
\begin{align*}
\bar{P}_j^e &= \text{Poly} \left\{ \left\{ a_{m,i} < e_i \leq a_{M,i} \right\}_{i \in I} \cup \left\{ e_j = b_j \right\}_{j \in J} \cup \left\{ e_1 = 0 \right\}_{j \in J} \right. \\
&\cup \left\{ 0 < \sum_{i \in I_{\text{in}}} e_i \leq c_{\text{in}} \right\} \cup \left\{ \sum_{i \in I_{\text{out}}} e_i = c_{\text{out}} + \sum_{i \in I_{\text{in}}} e_i \right\} \cup \mathcal{C}_0 \right. \right) 
\end{align*}
\]

and in the later case if \( 0 < b - g(v) \leq a_{M,\text{idx}(e^-)} \) then:

\[
\begin{align*}
\bar{P}_j^e &= \text{Poly} \left\{ \left\{ a_{m,i} < e_i \leq a_{M,i} \right\}_{i \in I} \cup \left\{ e_j = b_j \right\}_{j \in J} \cup \left\{ e_1 = b - g(v) \right\}_{j \in J} \right. \right)
\end{align*}
\]
Case 4.1.1.2: \( g(v) < 0 \). The adequate form of the principal typing \( T \) for \( \mathcal{M} \) can be written as a set of three disjoint NNCC polyhedra \( \{P_1, P_2, P_3\} \), with \( P_1 = \{0, 0\} \) and

\[
P_2 = \{ (e_1, 0) \mid 0 < e_1 \leq -g(v) \}
\]

\[
P_2 = \{ (e_1, e^-) \mid -g(v) < e_1 \leq a_{M, idx(e^-)}, 0 < e^- \leq g(v) + a_{M, idx(e^-)}, e_1 + g(v) = e^- \}.
\]

For every \( X \)-adequate NNCC \( \widetilde{P}_j \) if:

- \( e^+ \in X \), then in the adequate representation of \( \widetilde{P}_j \) we have \( a_{m, idx(e^+)} < e^+ \leq a_{M, idx(e^+)} \).  
Hence \( \widetilde{P}_j \) has no intersection with \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \). After splicing \( e^- \) and \( e^+ \), and therefore intersecting hyperplane \( e^- = e^+ \) with \( \widetilde{P}_j \) and \( P_3 \) results in the following \( X' \)-adequate form:

\[
\widetilde{P}'_j = \text{Poly}\{ \max\{-g(v), a_{m, idx(e^+)}\} < e_1 \leq \min\{a_{M, idx(e^+), a_{M, idx(e^-)}\} \} \cup
\{ a_{m, i} < e_i \leq a_{M, i}\}_{i \in I'} \cup \{ e_j = b_j \}_{j \in J} \cup \{ 0 < \sum_{i \in I_{in}} e_i \leq c_{m} + g(v) \} \cup
\{ \sum_{i \in I_{out}} e_i = c_{out} - g(v) + \sum_{i \in I_{in}} e_i \} \cup C_0 \}
\]

where \( X' = X - \{e^+\} + \{e_1\}, I' = I - \{idx(e^+)\} \) and \( I'_{in} = I_{in} - \{idx(e^+), idex(e_1)\} \).

- \( e^+ \notin X \), then in the adequate representation of \( \widetilde{P}_j \) we have \( e^+ = b_+ \) for some constant and non-negative value \( b_+ \). The NNCC \( \widetilde{P}_j \) intersect with \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \) only if \( b_+ = 0 \).
After splicing \( e^- \) and \( e^+ \) and intersecting \( \widetilde{P}_j \) with \( P_2 \) (and also with \( P_3 \)) results in two NNCCs \( \widetilde{P}'_j \) and \( \widetilde{P}''_j \) (as the members of \( \widetilde{T}_{k+1} \)), where:

\[
\widetilde{P}'_j = \text{Poly}\{ a_{m, i} < e_i \leq a_{M, i}\}_{i \in I} \cup \{ e_j = b_j \}_{j \in J - idx(e^+)} \cup \{ e_1 = 0 \} \cup
\{ 0 < \sum_{i \in I_{in}} e_i \leq c_{m} \} \cup \{ \sum_{i \in I_{out}} e_i = c_{out} + \sum_{i \in I_{in}} e_i \} \cup C_0 \}
\]
and

$$\bar{P}' j = \text{Poly}\left( \left\{ a_{m,i} < e_i \leq a_{M,i} \right\}_{i \in I} \cup \left\{ e_j = b_j \right\}_{j \in J} \cup \left\{ 0 < e_1 < g(v) \right\} \cup \left\{ 0 < \sum_{i \in I_{in}} e_i \leq c_{in} \right\} \cup \left\{ \sum_{i \in I_{out}} e_i = c_{out} - g(v) + \sum_{i \in I_{in}} e_i \right\} \cup C_0 \right),$$

and $\bar{P}' j$ is $X$-adequate, while $\bar{P}'' j$ is $X'$-adequate for $X' = X \cup \{ e_1 \}$.

**Case 4.1.2:** $e^-$ is an output edge of $\overline{N}_k$ and $e^+$ is an input edge of $M$, with the outer edges of $M$ being $\{ e^+, e_1 \}$ where $e_1$ is necessarily an output edge. The analysis of this case is similar to that of Case 4.1.1 and left to the reader.

Case 4.2 has in turn two subcases, depending on whether $e^+$ or $e^-$ is an outer edge of $\overline{N}_k$.

**Case 4.2.1:** $e^+$ is an input edge of $\overline{N}_k$ and $e^-$ is an output edge of $M$, with the outer edges of $M$ being $\{ e^-, e_1, e_2 \}$.

**Case 4.2.2:** $e^-$ is an output edge of $\overline{N}_k$ and $e^+$ is an input edge of $M$, with the outer edges of $M$ being $\{ e^+, e_1, e_2 \}$.

Case 4.2.1 (resp., Case 4.2.2) has in turn two subcases, depending on whether only one of $\{ e_1, e_2 \}$ is an input edge (resp., output edge).

**Case 4.2.1.1:** $e^+$ is an input edge of $\overline{N}_k$, $e^-$ is an output edge of $M$, and the outer edges of $M$ are $\{ e^-, e_1, e_2 \}$, where $e_1$ is an input edge and $e_2$ is an output edge. The adequate form of the principal typing $T$ for $M$ can be written as a set of four disjoint NNCCs $\{ P_1, P_2, P_3, P_4 \}$, with $P_1 = \{ \{ 0, 0 \} \}$ and

$$P_2 = \{ (e_1, e^-, 0) \in \mathbb{R}^3 \mid 0 < e^- \leq a_{M, idx(e^-)}, \ e_1 = e^- \},$$

$$P_3 = \{ (e_1, 0, e_2) \in \mathbb{R}^3 \mid 0 < e_2 \leq a_{M,2}, \ e_1 = e_2 \},$$

$$P_4 = \{ (e_1, e^-, e_2) \in \mathbb{R}^3 \mid 0 < e_1 \leq a_{M,1}, \ 0 < e^- \leq a_{M, idx(e^-)}, \ 0 < e_2 \leq a_{M,2}, \ e_1 = e_2 + e^- \}.$$

For every $X$-adequate NNCC $\bar{P}_j$ of $\overline{T}_i$ if:
• $e^+ \in X$, then in the adequate representation of $P_j$ it is the case that $a_{m, idx(e^+)} < e^+ < a_{M, idx(e^+)}$. Hence $P_j$ has no intersection with $P_1$ and $P_3$. After splicing $e^-$ and $e^+$ and therefore, if not empty, intersecting hyperplane $e^- = e^+$ with $P_j$ and $P_2$ results in the $X'$-adequate NNCC $\overline{P}_j'$ (member of $\overline{T}_{k+1}$) such that:

$$\overline{P}_j' = \text{Poly}\left\{ 0 < e_i \leq a_i' \right\}_{i \in I} \cup \{ a_{m, idx(e^+)} < e_1 \leq \min\{a_{M, idx(e^+)}, a_{M, idx(e^-)}\} \} \cup$$

$$\{ e_j = 0 \}_{j \in J} \cup \{ e_2 = 0 \} \cup \left\{ 0 < \sum_{i \in I_{in}'} e_i \leq c_{in}' \right\} \cup \left\{ \sum_{i \in I_{out}} e_i = c_{out}' + \sum_{i \in I_{in}'} e_i \right\} \cup C_0,$$

and $X' = X - \{ e^+, e_1 \}$ and $I_{in}' = I_{in} - \{ idx(e^+), idx(e_1) \}$. Similarly, if not empty, intersecting hyperplane $e^- = e^+$ with $P_j$ and $P_4$ results in the $X'$-adequate NNCC $\overline{P}_j''$ (member of $\overline{T}_{k+1}$) where:

$$\overline{P}_j'' = \text{Poly}\left\{ 0 < \sum_{i \in I_{in}'} e_i \leq c_{in}' \right\} \cup \{ a_{m, idx(e^+)} < e_1 \leq \min\{a_{M, idx(e^+)}, a_{M, idx(e^-)}\} \} \cup$$

$$\{ 0 < e_i \leq a_i' \}_{i \in I} \cup \{ e_j = 0 \}_{j \in J} \cup \{ 0 < e_2 \leq a_{M, 2} \} \cup \{ \sum_{i \in I_{out}} e_i = c_{out}' + \sum_{i \in I_{in}'} e_i \} \cup C_0,$$

and $X' = (X \cup \{ e_1, e_2 \}) - \{ e^+ \}$ and $I_{in}' = I_{in} - \{ idx(e^+), idx(e_1) \}$.

• $e^+ \notin X$, then in the $X$-adequate representation of $P_j$ we have $e^+ = b$ for some constant $b$. If $b = 0$, then $P_j$ may have intersecting points with $P_1$ and $P_3$, and possibly with $P_2$ and $P_4$ if $b > 0$. We only analyzed the former case. The analysis of the later case is similar and left to the reader. In the former case the intersecting $e^+ = e^-$, $\overline{P}_j$ and $P_1$ restricted to $(\overline{E}_{in, out} \cup \{ e_1, e_2 \}) - \{ e^+, e^- \}$ results in $X$-adequate NNCC $\overline{P}_j'$ where:

$$\overline{P}_j' = \text{Poly}\left\{ 0 < e_i \leq a_i' \right\}_{i \in I} \cup \{ e_1 = 0 \} \cup \{ e_2 = 0 \} \cup$$

$$\{ e_j = 0 \}_{j \in J} \cup \{ 0 < \sum_{i \in I_{in}} e_i \leq c_{in}' \} \cup \left\{ \sum_{i \in I_{out}} e_i = c_{out}' + \sum_{i \in I_{in}} e_i \right\} \cup C_0,$$

and the $X$-adequate representation of intersecting $e^+ = e^-$, $\overline{P}_j$ and $P_3$ restricted to
(\( \tilde{E}_{\text{in, out}} \cup \{e_1, e_2\} \)) - \( \{e^+, e^-\} \) is the NNCC \( \tilde{P}_{j}'' \), such that:

\[
\tilde{P}_j = \text{Poly}(\{0 < e_i \leq a'_i\}_{i \in I} \cup \{0 < e_1 \leq a_{M,2}\} \cup \{e_1 = e_2\} \cup \{e_j = 0\}_{j \in J} \cup \{0 < \sum_{i \in I_{\text{in}}} e_i \leq c'_{\text{in}}\} \cup \{\sum_{i \in I_{\text{out}}} e_i = c'_{\text{out}} + \sum_{i \in I_{\text{in}}} e_i\} \cup C_0),
\]

and \( I'_{\text{in}} = I_{\text{in}} \cup \{\text{idx}(e_1)\} \). Note that in the adequate representation of \( \tilde{P}_j'' \) it is the case that \( C_0 := C_0 \cup \{e_1 = e_2\} \). In other words, similar to adequate representation of NNCC \( P_4 \) in Example 9, this is a case where a non-empty set of constraints \( C_0 \) appears in the adequate representation of an NNCC\(^7\) (see the adequate representation of an NNCC in Section 3.3).

The analysis of Case 4.2.1.2 to Case 4.2.2.2 are similar to our analysis in Case 4.2.1.1 and left to the reader. In every case, the principal typing \( T \) for \( \mathcal{M} \) contains up to four NNCCs and for every \( 1 \leq j \leq \ell \) NNCC \( \bar{P}_j \) of \( \bar{T}_i \) may have intersecting points with at most two of NNCCs of \( T \).

**Case 4.2.1.2:** \( e^+ \) is an input edge of \( \tilde{N}_k \), \( e^- \) is an output edge of \( \mathcal{M} \), and the outer edges of \( \mathcal{M} \) are \( \{e^-, e_1, e_2\} \) where both \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \) are input edges.

**Case 4.2.2.1:** \( e^- \) is an output edge of \( \tilde{N}_k \), \( e^+ \) is an input edge of \( \mathcal{M} \), and the outer edges of \( \mathcal{M} \) are \( \{e^+, e_1, e_2\} \) where \( e_1 \) is an input edge and \( e_2 \) is an output edge.

**Case 4.2.2.2:** \( e^- \) is an output edge of \( \tilde{N}_k \), \( e^+ \) is an input edge of \( \mathcal{M} \), and the outer edges of \( \mathcal{M} \) are \( \{e^+, e_1, e_2\} \) where both \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \) are output edges.

Suppose \( \mathcal{N} = (\mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E}, U, g) \) is an additive flow network in modified form (Definition 2). We can measure the maximum flow in \( \mathcal{N} \) from the producers (source vertices') point of view or from the

\(^7\)Since in this case the value of flow on \( e^+ \) and \( e^- \) is 0, the NNCC \( \bar{P}_j \) represent the space of all IO assignment of a flow network which in practice is disconnected (i.e., there is no flow communication between the component containing \( \mathcal{M} \) and \( \mathcal{N} \)).
consumers (sink vertices’ point of view, which are generally different in an additive flow network.
For the former, we want to maximize the in-flow $\sum_{e \in E_{\text{in}}} f(e)$; for the latter, we want to maximize the out-flow $\sum_{e \in E_{\text{out}}} f(e)$.

**Corollary 12.** Let $\mathcal{N} = (V, E, U, g)$ be an additive flow network and $T = \{P_1, \ldots, P_\ell\}$ a principal typing for $\mathcal{N}$ in adequate form, which exists by Theorem 11. Conclusion: We can compute in time $O(\ell)$ the values of a maximum in-flow and a maximum out-flow in $\mathcal{N}$.

Note that the bound $O(\ell)$ does not include the cost of computing the principal typing $T$. We take up an analysis of the cost of computing $T$ in the next section.

**Proof.** Each $X$-adequate NNCC polyhedron $P \in T$ encodes, and returns in time $O(1)$, the value of a maximum in-flow and the value of a maximum out-flow. We need to compare these values, $2\ell$ of them, which are returned by the members of $T$, in order to select the largest among $\ell$ maximum in-flows and the largest among $\ell$ maximum out-flows. All formal details omitted. $\square$

### 3.5 Complexity of Computing Principal Typings

The embedding of a planar graph $G = (V, E)$ in the plane is $k$-outerplanar, with $k \geq 1$, iff $G$ has $k$ layers of vertices, i.e., after iteratively removing the vertices (and incident edges) on the outer face at most $k$ times, we obtain the empty graph. The outerplanarity index of $G$ is the smallest $k$ such that $G$ has a $k$-outerplanar embedding.\(^8\)

An additive flow network $\mathcal{N} = (V, E, U, g)$ has a $k$-outerplanar embedding (resp., an outerplanarity index $k$) iff its underlying graph $G = (V, E)$ has a $k$-outerplanar embedding (resp., an outerplanarity index $k$).

**Lemma 13.** Let $\mathcal{N} = (V, E, U, g)$ be an arbitrary additive network in the original form (Definition 1), and let $\mathcal{N}' = (V', E', U', g')$ be the equivalent additive network in modified form (Definition 4).

\(^8\) To compute the outerplanarity index of an arbitrary $G$, and produce a planar embedding of $G$ of outerplanarity = its outerplanarity index, is not a trivial problem, for which the best known algorithm requires quadratic time $O(n^2)$ in general [55]. It is worth noting that for a tri-connected planar graph, “outerplanarity” and “outerplanarity index” are the same measure, because the planar embedding of a tri-connected graph is unique ([26] or Section 4.3 in [27]). However, there are very simple examples of bi-connected, but not tri-connected, planar graphs with planar embeddings of arbitrarily large outerplanarity but whose outerplanarity index is as small as 1.
2) constructed from \( N \) according to the proof of Proposition 3. **Conclusion:** If \( N \) is given in a \( k \)-outerplanar embedding, then its transformation into \( N' \) produces a \( k' \)-outerplanar embedding where \( k' \leq 2k \).

**Proof.** In Appendix 3.6.1.

The proof of Theorem 11 is an induction on the number of internal edges \( m = |E_\#| \) in an additive network \( N \). This induction produces a reassembling of \( N \) in no particular order, other than being linear, and does not give a way of estimating the cost of computing a principal typing \( T \) for \( N \).

**Lemma 14.** Let \( N = (V, E, U, g) \) be a network in modified form (Definition 2), given in a \( k \)-outerplanar embedding. Let \( m = |E_\#| \geq 1 \) and \( d = |E_{in, out}| \geq 2 \). **Conclusion:** A principal typing \( T \) of \( N \) in adequate form can be computed in time \( O(m) \), where the hidden factors only depend on \( d \) and \( k \).

**Proof.** In Appendix 3.6.2.

**Theorem 15** (Maximum Flow in Fixed-Parameter Linear Time). Let \( N = (V, E, U, g) \) be an additive flow network, given in a \( k \)-outerplanar embedding. **Conclusion:** We can compute in time \( O(n) \) the values of a maximum in-flow and a maximum out-flow in \( N \), where \( n = |V| \) and the hidden factors of \( O(n) \) only depend on \( d \) and \( k \).

**Proof.** Based on Lemma 14, a principal typing \( T = \{P_1, \ldots, P_\ell\} \) for \( N \) can be computed in \( O(m) \), where \( m = |E| \). It is a well-known fact that planar graphs fall into the category of sparse graphs, i.e. \( m \in O(n) \). Precisely, based on Eulers Polyhedral Formula, in the case of planar graphs, it is the case that \( m < 3n - 6 \) (for more details authors can refer to [3, 27]).

On the other hand, as explained in the proof of Lemma 14 and based on the inductive approach used for finding the principal typing of flow networks, the number of disjoint polyhedron comprising the principal typing \( T \), namely, \( \ell \) is bounded by \( 2^\kappa \), where \( \kappa = \max\{k, d\} \). Accordingly, using the result of Corollary 12, the maximum in/out flow for an additive flow network \( N \) can be computed in time \( O(n).O(2^\kappa) \).
3.6 Supplementary Proofs and Lemmas for Section 3.5

3.6.1 Proof of Lemma 13

For the proof of Lemma 13, the additive network $\mathcal{N} = (V, E, U, g)$ in the original form (Definition 1) contains no one-vertex cycles (self-loops), but may contain two-vertex cycles, i.e., $\mathcal{N}$ may contain distinct vertices $v_1, v_2 \in V$ and distinct edges $e_1, e_2 \in E$ with $\text{head}(e_i) = v_i$ and $\text{tail}(e_i) = v_j$ for all $\{i, j\} = \{1, 2\}$. We eliminate such a two-vertex cycle by inserting fresh vertices $w_1$ and $w_2$ in the middle of $e_1$ and $e_2$, as well as a fresh edge $\langle w_1, w_2 \rangle$ with $U(\langle w_1, w_2 \rangle) = 0$, i.e., edge $\langle w_1, w_2 \rangle$ is dummy. By eliminating all two-vertex cycles in $\mathcal{N}$, we add fewer than $m$ new vertices and fewer than $\lfloor m/2 \rfloor$ new edges. If $\mathcal{N}$ is planar and given with a $k$-outerplanar embedding, this elimination of all two-vertex cycles does not increase the outerplanarity $k$ if $k \geq 2$, though it may increase it by 1 if $k = 1$, as one can readily verify.

Consider the transformation from the original $\mathcal{N} = (V, E, U, g)$ to $\mathcal{N}' = (V', E', U', g')$ in modified form (Definition 2) according to the proof of Proposition 3. By the preceding argument, there are no one-vertex and no two-vertex cycles in $\mathcal{N}$, and therefore there are no one-vertex and no two-vertex cycles in $\mathcal{N}'$ either.

Lemma 13 is about the underlying graph of network $\mathcal{N}$, with no mention of its capacity function $U$ and gain function $g$. Hence, if $\mathcal{N} = (V, E, U, g)$ and its transformation into modified form is $\mathcal{N}' = (V', E', U', g')$, we can focus on the underlying graphs $G = (V, E)$ and $G' = (V', E')$ instead for its proof. Moreover, the conclusion of Lemma 13 is independent of edge directions, and we can thus view $G$ and $G'$ as simple undirected graphs (with no self-loops and no multi-edges because of the absence of two-vertex cycles in $\mathcal{N}$ and $\mathcal{N}'$).

The presence of input and output edges does not affect the outerplanarity index. We can thus further view $G$ and $G'$ as simple undirected graphs without “dangling” edges, having removed all input and output edges.

Based on the preceding argument, the proof of Lemma 13 is a consequence of a simpler graph-theoretic result, Lemma 17 below. We first introduce a useful classification of the edges of a $k$-outerplanar embedding. We write $\overline{vw}$ to denote the two-element set $\{v, w\}$ representing the
undirected edge between vertices $v$ and $w$.

**Definition 16 (Peeling Edges and Cross Edges).** Let $G = G_1 = (V, E)$ be a planar graph, given with a specific planar embedding. We define $L_1$ as the set of vertices incident to $\text{OuterFace}(G_1)$, and define $L_i$ for $i > 1$ recursively as the set of vertices incident to $\text{OuterFace}(G_i)$, where $G_i$ is the planar embedding obtained after deleting all the vertices in $L_1 \cup \cdots \cup L_{i-1}$ and all the edges incident to them.

We call $L_i$, for $i \geq 1$, the $i$-th peeling of the given planar embedding of $G$. If the outerplanarity of the planar embedding is $k$, then there are $k$ non-empty peelings. We pose $G_{k+1} = \emptyset$, the empty graph obtained after deleting the $k$-th and last non-empty peeling $L_k$.

We call an edge $e$ which is bounding $\text{OuterFace}(G_i)$ a level-$i$ peeling edge. If we ignore the level of $e$, we simply say $e$ is a peeling edge. The two endpoints of $e$ are necessarily two distinct vertices in $L_i$.

All the edges of $G$ which are not peeling edges are called cross edges. If $e = v_1w$ is a cross edge with endpoints $v$ and $w$, then there are one of two cases:

- either there are two consecutive peelings $L_i$ and $L_{i+1}$, with $1 \leq i < k$, such that $v \in L_i$ and $w \in L_{i+1}$,
- or there is a peeling $L_i$, with $1 \leq i \leq k$, such that both $v, w \in L_i$ and $e$ is not bounding $\text{OuterFace}(G_i)$.

In either case, a cross edge $e$ bounds two adjacent inner faces of $G_i$ and is one of the edges to be deleted when we define $G_{i+1}$ from $G_i$.

We have thus classified all the edges in a $k$-outerplanar embedding of an undirected simple graph $G$ into: (1) the peeling edges, which are further partitioned into $k$ disjoint levels, and (2) the cross edges.

**Lemma 17.** Let $G = (V, E)$ be a simple undirected graph, given in a $k$-outerplanar embedding. Let $G' = (V', E')$ be the simple undirected graph obtained by replacing every vertex $v \in V$ such that $\deg(v) \geq 4$, with $\{\overline{v_1v}, \ldots, \overline{v_dv}\}$ being its set of incident edges, by an appropriate cycle defined as:
1. Introduce fresh vertices \( \{w_1, \ldots, w_d\} \).

2. Introduce fresh edges \( \{w_1w_2, \ldots, w_{d-1}w_d, w_dw_1\} \) to create an undirected cycle with \( d \) vertices.

3. Replace every edge \( \overrightarrow{vw} \) by a fresh edge \( \overrightarrow{vw} \) for every \( 1 \leq i \leq d \).

**Conclusion:** The resulting \( G' \) is a planar graph, returned in a \( k' \)-outerplanar embedding, with \( k' \leq 2k \).

**Proof.** The proof is by induction on the outerplanarity \( k \geq 1 \). We omit the straightforward proof for the case \( k = 1 \): The construction of \( G' \) produces a planar embedding with outerplanarity \( \leq 2 \) and where every vertex has degree \( \leq 3 \). To be more specific, if \( G \) has an inner face \( F \), a vertex \( v \) on the boundary of \( F \) with degree \( (v) \geq 4 \), and an edge \( \overrightarrow{vw} \) not contained in OuterFace\( (G) \), then the new \( G' \) has outerplanarity \( 2 \). Otherwise, if this condition is not satisfied, \( G' \) has outerplanarity \( 1 \).

Proceeding inductively, the *induction hypothesis* (IH) assumes that, given an arbitrary planar graph \( G \) with a planar embedding of outerplanarity \( k \geq 1 \), the transformation described in the lemma statement produces a planar \( G' \) with a planar embedding of outerplanarity \( k' \leq 2k \) and where every vertex has degree \( \leq 3 \).

We prove the result again for an arbitrary planar graph \( G \) with a planar embedding of outerplanarity \( k + 1 \). For every vertex \( v \in V \) we introduce an additional set of vertices, which we call *hooks*, each denoted \( \text{hook}_\ell(v) \) for some \( \ell \geq 1 \). If \( \{w_1, \ldots, w_d\} \) are all the vertices incident to \( v \), then the set of hooks associated with \( v \) is:

\[
\text{hook}_*(v) := \{ \text{hook}_1(v), \ldots, \text{hook}_d(v) \}
\]

For every edge \( \overrightarrow{vw} \in E \), we have thus introduced two fresh vertices, \( \text{hook}_\ell(v) \) and \( \text{hook}_{\ell'}(w) \) for some \( \ell, \ell' \geq 1 \). Think of the edge \( \overrightarrow{vw} \) as being cut in two halves, with two new edges being introduced:

\[
\overrightarrow{v \text{hook}_{\ell'}(w)} \quad \text{and} \quad \overrightarrow{\text{hook}_\ell(v) w}.
\]

Let \( P \) and \( Q \) be the first and second peelings of \( G \), respectively. \( P \) and \( Q \) are disjoint subsets of
vertices. We define two graphs $G_1 = (V_1, E_1)$ and $G_2 = (V_2, E_2)$ from the $(k + 1)$-outerplanar $G$:

$$V_1 := P \cup \{ \text{hook}_\ell(w) \mid w \in Q, \ell \geq 1 \text{ and there is } v \in P \text{ such that } \overline{vw} \in E \}$$

$$E_1 := \{ \overline{vw} \mid v, w \in P \text{ and } \overline{vw} \in E \} \cup \{ \overline{v \text{ hook}_\ell(w)} \mid v \in P, w \in Q, \ell \geq 1 \text{ and } \overline{vw} \in E \}$$

$$V_2 := (V - P) \cup \{ \text{hook}_\ell(v) \mid v \in P, \ell \geq 1 \text{ and there is } w \in Q \text{ such that } \overline{vw} \in E \}$$

$$E_2 := \{ \overline{vw} \mid v, w \in (V - P) \text{ and } \overline{vw} \in E \} \cup \{ \overline{\text{hook}_\ell(v) w} \mid v \in P, w \in Q, \ell \geq 1 \text{ and } \overline{vw} \in E \}$$

Observe that every hook, i.e., a vertex of the form hook$_\ell(v)$ has degree $= 1$, and that every edge of the form $\overline{v \text{ hook}_\ell(w)}$ or $\overline{\text{hook}_\ell(v) w}$ is entirely contained in both OuterFace($G_1$) and OuterFace($G_2$). We need to distinguish between open edges and closed edges of $G_1$ and $G_2$. For $G_1$ first:

$$E_{1,\text{open}} := \{ \overline{v \text{ hook}_\ell(w)} \mid v \in P, w \in Q, \ell \geq 1 \text{ and } \overline{vw} \in E \} \quad \text{the open edges of } G_1$$

$$E_{1,\text{closed}} := E_1 - E_{1,\text{open}} \quad \text{the closed edges of } G_1$$

And similarly for $G_2$:

$$E_{2,\text{open}} := \{ \overline{\text{hook}_\ell(v) w} \mid v \in P, w \in Q, \ell \geq 1 \text{ and } \overline{vw} \in E \} \quad \text{the open edges of } G_2$$

$$E_{2,\text{closed}} := E_2 - E_{2,\text{open}} \quad \text{the closed edges of } G_2$$

An open edge is therefore an edge with a hook as one of its two endpoints, which is always of degree $= 1$. The graphs $G_1$ and $G_2$ are planar, and their definitions are such that they produce a planar embedding of $G_1$ with outerplanarity $= 2$ and a planar embedding of $G_2$ with outerplanarity $= k$. These assertions follow from the two facts below, together with the fact that the presence of open edges drawn inward (as in $G_1$) increases outerplanarity by 1, and drawn outward (as in $G_2$) does not increase outerplanarity:
• If we delete every open edge in $G_1$, we obtain the 1-outerplanar subgraph of $G$ induced by $P$. 
• If we delete every open edge in $G_2$, we obtain the $k$-outerplanar subgraph of $G$ induced by $(V - P)$.

An example of how $G$ is broken up into two graphs $G_1$ and $G_2$ is shown in Figure 3.5.

We can “re-build” $G$ from $G_1$ and $G_2$ as follows:

$$V = (V_1 \cup V_2) - (\text{hook}_s(G_1) \cup \text{hook}_s(G_2))$$

$$E = E_{1, \text{closed}} \cup E_{2, \text{closed}} \cup \{ \overrightarrow{vw} \mid \text{hook}_\ell(w) \in E_{1, \text{open}} \text{ and } \overrightarrow{wv} \in E_{2, \text{open}} \}$$

where $\text{hook}_s(G_i) := \{ \text{hook}_\ell(v) \mid \text{there is } w \in V \text{ and } \ell \geq 1 \text{ such that } \overrightarrow{wv} \in E \}$ with $i = 1, 2$. The
two preceding equalities are easily checked and make explicit the way in which we use hooks and open edges to connect $G_1$ and $G_2$.

Let $G'_1$ be the graph obtained from $G_1$ according to the transformation defined in the lemma statement, which produces a planar embedding of $G'_1$ with outerplanarity $\leq 2$. And let $G'_2$ be the graph obtained from $G_2$ according to the transformation defined in the lemma statement, which, by the IH, produces a planar embedding of $G'_2$ with outerplanarity $\leq 2k$.

We note carefully how open edges in $G_1$ may get transformed into open edges in $G'_1$. Consider a vertex $v \in P$ with $\text{degree}(v) = d \geq 4$ and let the open edges of $G_1$ that have $v$ as one of their two endpoints be:

$$v \hook_{\ell_1}(w_1), \ldots, v \hook_{\ell_t}(w_t)$$

where $1 \leq t \leq d$. The number $t$ of open edges with endpoint $v$ is not necessarily $d$. The corresponding open edges in $G'_1$ are:

$$v_{i_1} \hook_{\ell_1}(w_1), \ldots, v_{i_t} \hook_{\ell_t}(w_t)$$

where $\{v_{i_1}, \ldots, v_{i_t}\} \subseteq \{v_1, \ldots, v_d\}$, and $\{v_1, \ldots, v_d\}$ is the set of fresh vertices in the simple cycle that replaces $v$ in $G'_1$. Note that the transformation from $G_1$ to $G'_1$ does not affect the second endpoints (the hooks) of these open edges, because the degree of a hook is always $= 1$. Similar observations apply to the way in which open edges in $G_2$ get transformed into open edges in $G'_2$.

We are ready to define the desired graph $G'$ by connecting $G'_1$ and $G'_2$ via their hooks and open edges, in the same way in which we can re-connect $G$ from $G_1$ and $G_2$:

$$V' = (V'_1 \cup V'_2) - \{ \text{hook}_*(G'_1) \cup \text{hook}_*(G'_2) \}$$

$$E' = E'_{1, \text{closed}} \cup E'_{2, \text{closed}} \cup \{ v_i w_j \mid v_i \hook_{\ell}(w) \in E_{1, \text{open}} \text{ and } \overline{\text{hook}_{\ell}(w)} w_j \in E_{2, \text{open}} \}$$

where $1 \leq i \leq \text{degree}(v)$ and $1 \leq j \leq \text{degree}(w)$.

This produces a planar graph $G'$ together with a planar embedding. To conclude the induction and the proof, it suffices to note that the outerplanarity of $G'$ is “the outerplanarity of $G'_1$” + “the
outerplanarity of $G_2'$, which is therefore $\leq 2(k + 1)$. \qed

### 3.6.2 Proof of Lemma 14

We need another lemma before proving Lemma 14. We defined graph reassembling in the opening paragraphs of Section 3.5 in relation to networks and their underlying directed graphs. This notion applies equally well to undirected graphs. The reassembling sequence in Theorem 11 and again in Lemma 14 is said to be linear, because a single main component is reassembled to which one-vertex components are added one by one, for a total of $(n - 1)$ steps.

**Lemma 18.** Let $G = (V, E)$ be a simple 3-regular undirected graph, given in a $k$-outerplanar embedding, with $|V| = n \geq 1$ and $k \geq 1$. **Conclusion:** A linear reassembling of $G$ can be carried out in time $O(n)$ such that the edge-boundary degree of the main component at any step during reassembling is $\leq 2(k + 1)$.

The next definition, and lemma based on it, are not essential, but, together with the preceding assumption, they considerably simplify Algorithm 1 and proving its correctness as the base for the proof of Lemma 18.

**Assumption 19.** From now on, there is no loss of generality if we assume that:

1. Networks are connected.
2. Networks are 3-regular.
3. There are no two-vertex cycles in networks.

The second and third conditions follow from the construction in the proof of Lemma 13. \qed

**Definition 20 (Good Planar Embeddings).** Let $N = (V, E)$ be a network satisfying Assumption 19 and given in a fixed $k$-outerplanar embedding, for some $k \geq 1$. From the peelings $L_1, \ldots, L_k$ specified in Definition 16, we define the sets of vertices $L'_1, \ldots, L'_k$, respectively, as follows. For every $1 \leq i \leq k$:

$$L'_i := L_i - \{ \nu \in L_i \mid \nu \text{ is incident to at most one peeling edge} \}.$$
In other words, $L'_i$ is a subset of $L_i$ which is proper whenever $L_i$ contains a vertex $\nu$ such that:

1. $\nu$ is incident to three cross edges.
2. $\nu$ is incident to two cross edges and one input/output edge.
3. $\nu$ is incident to one cross edge and one input/output edge.

Thus, $L'_i$ is defined to exclude all the vertices of $L_i$ that are of degree $\leq 1$ in the network $\mathcal{N}_i$ (see Definition 16).

We say the planar embedding of $\mathcal{N}$ is good if for every $1 \leq i \leq k$, the vertices in $L'_i$ form a single (undirected) simple cycle, namely, the outermost one, in the network $\mathcal{N}_i$. □

**Example 21.** For an example of how $L'_i$ may be different from $L_i$, consider the 3-outerplanar embedding in Figure 3.7 (originally constructed from the graph depicted on the left side of Figure 3.6): $L_1 = L'_1$ and $L_3 = L'_3$, but $L_2 \neq L'_2$. The latter inequality is caused by one of the vertices on the periphery of the south-east face, which is incident to one cross edge and one input/output edge. This vertex is shown by a dashed circle around it.

In a good planar embedding, the sets $L'_1, \ldots, L'_k$ can be viewed as forming $k$ concentric simple cycles. All the vertices in $(L_i - L'_i)$ lay between the level-$i$ concentric cycle and the one immediately enclosing it (the level-$(i-1)$ concentric cycle). This implies that, if $\mathcal{N}$ is 3-regular and no two distinct input/output edges are incident to the same vertex of the outer layer $L_1$ (as required by Assumption 19), i.e. $L_1 = L'_1$, but we may have $L_i \neq L'_i$ for $i \geq 2$. The 3-outerplanar embedding in Figure 3.7 is good. □

**Lemma 22** (From Planar Embeddings to Good Planar Embeddings). Let $\mathcal{N} = (V, E)$ be a network satisfying Assumption 19 and given in a specific planar embedding. In time $O(n)$, where $n = |V|$, we can transform the given planar embedding of $\mathcal{N}$ into a planar embedding of an equivalent $\mathcal{N}' = (V', E')$ such that:

1. The planar embedding of $\mathcal{N}'$ is good (and, in particular, $\mathcal{N}'$ satisfies Assumption 19).
2. $|V'| \leq 2 \cdot |V|$ and $|E'| \leq 2 \cdot |E|$.
3. $\mathcal{N}$ and $\mathcal{N}'$ have the same outerplanarity.
Proof. Straightforward, by appropriately inserting extra vertices and dummy edges, also making sure not to violate 3-regularity and not to increase outerplanarity. An edge $e$ is dummy edge if $U(e) = 0$, i.e., $e$ cannot carry any flow and therefore cannot affect the overall flow properties of the network.

\[ \square \]

**Figure 3.6:** Example of a planar network $\mathcal{N}$ (with all edge directions ignored) on the left, its transformation into a 3-regular network $\mathcal{N}'$ according to Lemma 17 on the right. The dashed edges are input/output edges, 4 of them.
Figure 3.7: The planar network $N'$ on the right in Figure 3.6 is reproduced without change on the left in this figure, and re-drawn on a rectangular grid on the right in this figure – except for two edges because of the missing north-east corner and south-west corner. The dashed edges are input/output edges, 4 of them.

Definition 23 (Neighbor Subnetworks and their Merge). Let $N = (V, E)$ be a network, and consider two non-empty disjoint subsets of vertices: $X, X' \subseteq V$ with $X \cap X' = \emptyset$. Let $M$ and $M'$ be the subnetworks of $N$ induced by $X$ and $X'$, respectively. Let $B_{\text{in, out}}$ and $B'_{\text{in, out}}$ be the input/output edges of $M$ and $M'$, respectively. We say $M$ and $M'$ are neighbor subnetworks, or just neighbors, iff $|B_{\text{in, out}} \cap B'_{\text{in, out}}| \geq 1$, i.e., $M$ and $M'$ have one input/output edge or more in common. We refer to the sequence of edges in $B_{\text{in, out}} \cap B'_{\text{in, out}}$ listed according to some fixed (but otherwise arbitrary) ordering scheme as the sequence of joint edges of $M$ and $M'$:

$$\text{joint-arcs}(M, M') := \text{a fixed ordering of the edges in } B_{\text{in, out}} \cap B'_{\text{in, out}}.$$

Observe that we restrict the notion of “neighbors” to two subnetworks $M$ and $M'$ induced by disjoint subsets of vertices $X$ and $X'$, but which share some input/output edges.

To merge $M$ and $M'$ means to produce the subnetwork of $N$ induced by $X \cup X'$, which we denote $(M \oplus M')$. If $M$ and $M'$ are not neighbors, then $(M \oplus M')$ is undefined.$^9$

---

$^9$(M\oplus M') can be written in terms of the Bird operation defined in Section 3.4, by applying it as many times as
**Definition 24 (Strong Neighbors).** Let $\mathcal{N} = (V, E)$ be a network, and $M'$ and $M''$ be neighbors in $\mathcal{N}$ induced by the disjoint subsets of vertices $X'$ and $X''$, as in Definition 23. We define the *binding strength* of the neighbors $M'$ and $M''$ as follows:

$$\text{binding-strength}(M', M'') := |\text{joint-arcs}(M', M'')|.$$ 

Because $M'$ and $M''$ are neighbors, $\text{binding-strength}(M', M'') \geq 1$. The external dimension of $M' \oplus M''$ is:

$$\text{exDim}(M' \oplus M'') = \text{exDim}(M') + \text{exDim}(M'') - 2 \cdot \text{binding-strength}(M', M'').$$

We say $M'$ and $M''$ are *strong neighbors* if the following inequality is satisfied:

$$\text{exDim}(M' \oplus M'') \leq \min \left\{ \{ \text{exDim}(M' \oplus M) | M \text{ is a neighbor of } M' \} \right\}$$

$$\cup \left\{ \{ \text{exDim}(M'' \oplus M) | M \text{ is a neighbor of } M'' \} \right\}.$$ 

Equivalently, $M'$ and $M''$ are *strong neighbors* if:

$$\text{binding-strength}(M', M'') \geq \max \left\{ \{ \text{binding-strength}(M', M) | M \text{ is a neighbor of } M' \} \right\}$$

$$\cup \left\{ \{ \text{binding-strength}(M''', M) | M \text{ is a neighbor of } M'' \} \right\}.$$ 

In other words, $M'$ and $M''$ are *strong neighbors* if they have at least as many external edges in common as each has in common with another neighbor $M$. 

In Algorithm 1, we use repeatedly the same group of instructions, which we here collect together as a single “macro” instruction called Merge. Let $X_1 \cup \cdots \cup X_p = V$ be a partition of the vertices of the given network $\mathcal{N}$. Let $\mathcal{C} = \{M_1, \ldots, M_p\}$ be the subnetworks of $\mathcal{N}$ induced there are edges in $\text{joint-arcs}(M, M')$. 

[\hfill \Box]
by \( X_1, \ldots, X_p \), respectively. Let \( B_1^\#, \ldots, B_p^\# \) be the (necessarily disjoint) sets of \emph{internal} edges of \( M_1, \ldots, M_p \), respectively. With \( \mathcal{N} \) thus disassembled, if we select two distinct subnetworks \( M, M' \in \mathcal{C} \) that are neighbors, we write \( \text{Merge} \) with 5 arguments as:

\[
\text{Merge}(M, M', \Theta, \partial, \mathcal{C})
\]

where the last 3 are the following quantities:

- \( \Theta \) = an ordering of the edges in \( B_1^\# \cup \cdots \cup B_p^\# \) (the binding schedule computed by the algorithm)
- \( \partial \geq 3 \) (a tight upper bound on \( \text{index}(\Theta) \), i.e. the maximum edge boundary degree of components in \( \mathcal{C} \))
- \( \mathcal{C} = \{ M_1, \ldots, M_p \} \)

The notions of a “binding schedule” and its “index” were defined in Section 3.4. The macro expansion of \( \text{Merge}(M, M', \Theta, \partial, \mathcal{C}) \) is shown in Figure 3.8.

| 1. \( \Theta := \Theta \text{ joint-arcs}(M, M') \)  
| 2. \( \partial := \max\{ \partial, \text{exDim}(M) + \text{exDim}(M') - 2 \} \)  
| 3. \( \mathcal{C} := (\mathcal{C} - \{ M, M' \}) \cup \{ M \# M' \} \)  

\textbf{Figure 3.8:} Macro expansion of \( \text{Merge}(M, M', \Theta, \partial, \mathcal{C}) \).

Instead of the three instructions shown in Figure 3.8, we can now write a single macro instruction:

\[
(\Theta, \partial, \mathcal{C}) := \text{Merge}(M, M', \Theta, \partial, \mathcal{C})
\]

We need one more classification of edges before we define Algorithm 1. Let network \( \mathcal{N} = (\mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E}) \) be given in a good \( k \)-outerplanar embedding, with \( \mathcal{E} = \mathcal{E}_{\text{in, out}} \cup \mathcal{E}_\# \). Using Lemma ??, we partition the internal edges of \( \mathcal{N} \) into two parts, \( \mathcal{E}_\# = \mathcal{E}_{\#,1} \cup \mathcal{E}_{\#,2} \), where:

\[
\mathcal{E}_{\#,1} := \{ a \in \mathcal{E}_\# \mid \text{a is a cross edge} \} \cup
\]
\{ a \in E_\# \mid \text{there is } 1 \leq i \leq k \text{ such that } \{ \text{head}(a), \text{tail}(a) \} \cap (L_i - L_i') \neq \emptyset \},

E_{\#,2} := E_\# - E_{\#,1}.

In words, \( E_{\#,1} \) is the set of: (1) all cross edges, and (2) all peeling edges on a path connecting two consecutive concentric cycles of the good embedding of \( \mathcal{N} \). See the statement of Lemma ?? for further explanation.

**Example 25.** This is a continuation of the network considered in Example 21. It refer to the good 3-outerplanar embedding on the right in Figure 3.6, and again in Figure 3.7, which we use to illustrate the operation of Algorithm 1. The progress of Algorithm 1 is shown in Figure 3.9, for the first iteration and the second iteration, and in Figure 3.10 for the main iteration.

**Proof 26 (for Lemma 18).** Let \( \mathcal{N}_0 \) be the network in the statement of Lemma 18, to distinguish it from the “\( \mathcal{N} \)” introduced below. Let \( \mathcal{N}_0 = (V_0, E_0) \) be given in a \( k_0 \)-outerplanar embedding, for some \( k_0 \geq 1 \). Let \( p = |E_{0,\text{in}}| \geq 1, q = |E_{0,\text{out}}| \geq 1, m_0 = |E_0,\#| \geq 1 \) and \( n_0 = |V_0| \geq 1 \). Because \( \mathcal{N}_0 \) is planar, \( \mathcal{N}_0 \) is sparse; more specifically, \( m_0 \leq 3n_0 - 6 \). Hence, the complexity bound \( O(m_0 + n_0) \) is the same as \( O(n_0) \).

By Lemma 22, we can transform the \( k_0 \)-outerplanar embedding of \( \mathcal{N}_0 \) into a good \( k \)-outerplanar embedding of an equivalent \( \mathcal{N} \), with \( k = k_0 \). The transformation is such that \( \text{exDim}(\mathcal{N}_0) = \text{exDim}(\mathcal{N}) = p + q \). Let \( m = |E_\#| \) and \( n = |V| \). By Lemma 22, \( m \leq 2m_0 \) and \( n \leq 2n_0 \).

We next run Algorithm 1 on the good \( k \)-outerplanar embedding of \( \mathcal{N} \). We first consider the correctness of the algorithm, and then its run-time complexity. The initialization consists in breaking up \( \mathcal{N} \) into \( n \) one-vertex subnetworks, each of external dimension 3.

The first iteration assembles new subnetworks \( \mathcal{M} \) of external dimension 4, if we ignore the presence of all input/output edges of \( \mathcal{N} \).\(^{10}\) See Figure 3.9 for an illustration. Such a subnetwork \( \mathcal{M} \) of external dimension 4 has two vertices – say \( \{\nu_1, \nu_2\} \) – that are either on the same peeling level or on two consecutive peeling levels. Specifically, there is \( 1 \leq i \leq k \), such that either both \( \nu_1, \nu_2 \in L_i \) or \( \nu_1 \in L_i \) and \( \nu_2 \in L_{i+1} \).

\(^{10}\)By “ignoring an input/output edge \( a \)”, we mean that we omit \( a \) but not the input/output vertex \( \nu \) to which \( a \) is incident. The vertex \( \nu \) is thus temporarily made to have degree 2.
Algorithm 1  BindSchedule: Define Optimal Binding Schedule

**input:** good planar embedding of network $\mathcal{N} = (V, E)$, with $E = \mathcal{E}_{\text{in}, \text{out}} \cup \mathcal{E}_{\#1} \cup \mathcal{E}_{\#2}$

**output:** $\Theta = b_1b_2\ldots b_m$, an ordering of internal edges of $\mathcal{N}$ (a “binding schedule”), where $\mathcal{E}_{\#} = \{b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_m\}$, together with a tight upper bound $\partial$ on $\text{index}(\Theta)$.

**initialization**

1: $k := \text{outerplanarity of } \mathcal{N}$
2: $\Theta := \varepsilon$  // $\Theta$ is initially the empty “binding schedule”
3: $\mathcal{C} := \{\mathcal{M} \mid \text{M subnetwork of } \mathcal{N} \text{ induced by } \{\nu\} \text{ with } \nu \in V\}$
   // $\mathcal{N}$ is disassembled into $|\mathcal{N}|$ one-vertex subnetworks, each of external dimension

**first iteration**  // pre-processing
4: for every edge $a \in \mathcal{E}_{\#1}$ do
5:     $(\Theta, \partial, \mathcal{C}) := \text{Merge}(\mathcal{M}, \mathcal{M}', \Theta, \partial, \mathcal{C})$
     where $\mathcal{M}, \mathcal{M}' \in \mathcal{C}$ are the two subnetworks such that $a \in \text{joint-arcs}(\mathcal{M}, \mathcal{M}')$
6: end for  // every edge $a \in \mathcal{E}_{\#1}$ is now included in $\Theta$,
   // for every $\mathcal{M} \in \mathcal{C}$ such that $|\mathcal{M}| = 1$, the single vertex of $\mathcal{M}$ is an input/output vertex,
   // for every $\mathcal{M} \in \mathcal{C}$ such that $|\mathcal{M}| \geq 2$, ignoring input/output edges of $\mathcal{N}$,
   $\text{exDim}(\mathcal{M}) = 4$

**second iteration**  // pre-processing
7: while there are neighbors $\mathcal{M}, \mathcal{M}' \in \mathcal{C}$ such that: $|\mathcal{M}| = 1$ or binding-strength$(\mathcal{M}, \mathcal{M}') = 2$ do
8:     $(\Theta, \partial, \mathcal{C}) := \text{Merge}(\mathcal{M}, \mathcal{M}', \Theta, \partial, \mathcal{C})$
9: end while  // for every $\mathcal{M} \in \mathcal{C}$, ignoring input/output edges of $\mathcal{N}$, $\text{exDim}(\mathcal{M}) = 4$

**main iteration**  // re-assemble $\mathcal{N}$ from the subnetworks in $\mathcal{C}$ and store it in $\tilde{\mathcal{N}}$
10: $\tilde{\mathcal{N}} := \mathcal{M}$ where $\mathcal{M}$ is any “outermost” subnetwork in $\mathcal{C}$
11: $\mathcal{C} := \mathcal{C} - \{\tilde{\mathcal{N}}\}$
12: while $\mathcal{C} \neq \emptyset$ do
13:     select $\mathcal{M} \in \mathcal{C}$ which is a strong neighbor of $\tilde{\mathcal{N}}$
14:     $\Theta := \Theta \text{ joint-arcs}(\tilde{\mathcal{N}}, \mathcal{M})$
15:     $\partial := \max\{\partial, \text{exDim}(\tilde{\mathcal{N}}) + \text{exDim}(\mathcal{M}) - 2\}$
16:     $\tilde{\mathcal{N}} := \tilde{\mathcal{N}} \oplus \mathcal{M}$
17:     $\mathcal{C} := \mathcal{C} - \{\mathcal{M}\}$
18: end while  // $\mathcal{N}$ is now re-assembled and stored in $\tilde{\mathcal{N}}$
19: return $\Theta$ and $\partial$
A similar conclusion applies to the second iteration: It assembles new subnetworks \( \mathcal{M} \) of external dimension 4, again ignoring the presence of all input/output edges of \( \mathcal{N} \). See Figure 3.9 for an illustration. Such a subnetwork has external dimension 4, with four input/output vertices (these are not the same as the input/output vertices of \( \mathcal{N} \)) – say \( \{\nu_1, \nu_2, \nu_3, \nu_4\} \) – that are either all on the same peeling level or on two consecutive peeling levels with two vertices on each. Specifically, there is \( 1 \leq i \leq k \), such that either both \( \{\nu_1, \nu_2, \nu_3, \nu_4\} \subseteq L'_i \) or \( \{\nu_1, \nu_2\} \subseteq L'_i \) and \( \{\nu_3, \nu_4\} \subseteq L'_{i+1} \).

At the end of the second iteration, if we ignore all input/output edges of \( \mathcal{N} \), every subnetwork \( \mathcal{M} \) in \( \mathcal{C} \) has external dimension 4 and is one of two kinds:

- \( \mathcal{M} \) is assembled in the first iteration and not affected by the second iteration. In this case, \( \mathcal{M} \) straddles either two opposite vertices of the same level \( L'_i \) or two vertices of two consecutive levels \( L'_i \) and \( L'_{i+1} \).
- \( \mathcal{M} \) is assembled in the second iteration from two or more networks of the previous kind. In this case, \( \mathcal{M} \) straddles either two opposite peeling edges on the same level or two peeling edges on two consecutive levels.

At the end of the second iteration, for any two subnetworks \( \mathcal{M}_1, \mathcal{M}_2 \in \mathcal{C} \), if \( \mathcal{M}_1 \) and \( \mathcal{M}_2 \) are neighbors, then \( \text{binding-strength}(\mathcal{M}_1, \mathcal{M}_2) = 1 \).

The task of the main iteration in Algorithm 1 is to re-assemble the original \( \mathcal{N} \) from the subnetworks in \( \mathcal{C} \) at the end of the second iteration in such a way as to minimize the external dimension of the intermediate subnetwork \( \tilde{\mathcal{N}} \). We initialize \( \tilde{\mathcal{N}} \) by selecting for it an “outermost” \( \mathcal{M} \) in \( \mathcal{C} \) (line 10 of Algorithm 1), i.e., we choose \( \mathcal{M} \) so that all its vertices are either all on level \( L'_1 \) or on two consecutive levels \( L'_1 \) and \( L'_2 \).

The selection of the initial \( \mathcal{M} \) in the main iteration is totally arbitrary. For example, in the third assembly on the right of Figure 3.9, we choose for this initial \( \mathcal{M} \) the subnetwork containing the north-west corner of \( \mathcal{N} \), and the corresponding progress of Algorithm 1 during the main iteration is shown in Figure 3.10.

To minimize the external dimension of \( \tilde{\mathcal{N}} \) at every turn of the main iteration, it suffices to select any \( \mathcal{M} \in \mathcal{C} \) which is a strong neighbor of \( \tilde{\mathcal{N}} \) (line 13 of Algorithm 1).
which is a neighbor of \( \overline{N} \), we have binding-strength(\( \overline{N}, M \)) \( \geq 1 \). Initially, \( \text{exDim}(\overline{N}) = 4 \) (ignoring all input/output edges of \( N \)), and the maximum number of strong neighbors \( M \in \mathcal{C} \) such that binding-strength(\( \overline{N}, M \)) = 1 in consecutive turns of the main iteration is \((k - 1)\). It is now easy to see that \( \text{exDim}(\overline{N}) \leq 2k + 2 \) is an invariant of the main iteration. Figure 3.10 shows how \( \overline{N} \) may be assembled during the main iteration.

Consider now a subnetwork \( M \) which is obtained by merging subnetworks \( M' \) and \( M'' \), i.e., \( M = M' \circledast M'' \), where:

- \( \text{exDim}(M') = \ell' \geq 2 \) and \( \text{exDim}(M'') = \ell'' \geq 2 \),
- joint-arcs(\( M', M'' \)) = \( \{a_1, \ldots, a_j\} \) where \( j \leq \min\{\ell', \ell''\} \).

The edges in \( \{a_1, \ldots, a_j\} \) are re-connected one at a time, so that, starting from \( \{M', M''\} \) and ending with \( M \), the merge operation produces \( j \) intermediate subnetworks (including \( M \)) with external dimensions:

\[
(\ell' + \ell'' - 2), (\ell' + \ell'' - 4), \ldots, (\ell' + \ell'' - 2j),
\]

respectively. Hence, while \( \text{exDim}(\overline{N}) \leq 2k + 2 \), the maximum external dimension encountered in the course of the operation of Algorithm 1 is – again ignoring all input/output edges of \( N \):

\[
\text{“maximum external dimension of } \overline{N}” + \text{“external dimension of all subnetworks in } \mathcal{C}” - 2
\leq (2k + 2) + 4 - 2 = 2k + 4,
\]

Hence, if we include the presence of the \( p + q \) input/output edges of \( N \), the maximum external dimension of subnetworks produced during the entire operation of Algorithm 1 cannot exceed \( 2k + 4 + p + q \), which is precisely the final value assigned to \( \partial \) by Algorithm 1, which is also \( \leq 4k_0 + 4 + p + q \) where \( k_0 \) is the outerplanarity of the original network \( N_0 \).

To conclude the proof of Theorem 22, we need to show that the run-time complexity is \( O(n_0) = O(n) \). This is a straightforward consequence of the fact that:

1. The initial transformation from \( N_0 \) to \( N \) is carried out in time \( O(n_0) \), according to Lemma 22.
2. Each of the four stages in Algorithm 1 (initialization, first iteration, second iteration, and main iteration) runs in time $O(m)$, which is the same as $O(m_0) = O(n_0)$.

Figure 3.9: Progress of Algorithm 1 on a good 3-outerplanar embedding (same as in Figure 3.7). The shaded areas demarcate the subnetworks already assembled. Left assembly: after initialization, Middle assembly: after first iteration, Right assembly: after second iteration.
Figure 3.10: Progress of Algorithm 1 on a good 3-outerplanar embedding (same as in Figure 3.7) during the main iteration.
Proof 27 (for Lemma 14). We have all the pieces for showing the proof of Lemma 14. To do so, given a planar flow network $\mathcal{N} = (V, E)$ with a fixed $k$-outerplanar embedding, we take following steps before applying the approach in Theorem 11 for finding a principal typing for $\mathcal{N}$:

- Using Lemma 22, in $O(n)$ steps, we find a good planar embeddings (see definition 20) for $\mathcal{N}$. This new embedding has the same outerplanarity $k$.

- Using Lemma 18, in $O(n)$ steps, we find a linear reassembling sequence $\Theta$ for $\mathcal{N}$ where the edge-boundary degree of the main component at every step during reassembling is $\kappa \leq 2(k + 1)$.

Using $\Theta$ in the approach if Theorem 11 we compute a principal for $\mathcal{N}$, and in particular the value of the maximum in/out feasible flow in $\mathcal{N}$.

The proof of Theorem 11 utilizes an induction on the size the main component $\mathcal{N}$ appearing in the reassembling sequence. The time complexity of this approach directly depends on: (1) the time complexity of splicing an edge in every step, i.e. the time complexity of the binding procedure and (2) the size of the principal typing of the main component, i.e. $|\bar{T}|$, where $\bar{T}$ is the principal typing of the main component $\mathcal{N}$. The analysis of the time complexity of the method used in Theorem 11 can be broken down as following:

1. Let $C(\bar{P})$ be the set of constraints representing the adequate form of an NNCC $P$ in $\bar{T}$. Based on the adequate representation of $P$, every constraints of $C(\bar{P})$ is linear and the coefficient of the variables contributing are in set $\{0, \pm 1\}$. Accordingly, if the edge-boundary degree of the main component at every step is $\kappa$, every NNCC of the $\bar{T}$ is defined by at most $2^\kappa$ constraints. In a binding step (splicing $e^+$ and $e^-$) assume one of the edges $\{e^+, e^-\}$ belongs to $\mathcal{N}$ and the other is an outer edge of a one-vertex component $\mathcal{M}$. Also let $T$ be the principal typing for $\mathcal{M}$. Hence, as explained in the proof of Theorem 11, the time complexity of finding a principal typing for the new main component $\mathcal{N}'$ is $O(|T| \cdot |\bar{T}| \cdot \mathcal{P}(2^\kappa))$. The polynomial $\mathcal{P}$ represents the cost of computing the intersection of $e^+ = e^-$ with $\bar{P}$ and $P$, for every NNCC $\bar{P}$ of $\bar{T}$ and every NNCC $P$ of $T$. Since (besides other efficient method) invoking Linear
Programming methods is always an option for this purpose, then this cost is polynomial with respect to the size of $C(P)$ and $C(P)$.

2. The base case of the inductive approach in the proof of Theorem 11 starts with a one-vertex main component $\bar{N}_0 = (\{v\}, \bar{E}_0)$. It is left to reader and easy to check that $|\bar{T}_0| \leq 2^{\text{degree}(v)}$, where $\bar{T}_0$ is a principal typing for $\bar{N}_0$. Now consider an inductive step of the proof of Theorem 11. Let $\bar{T}_i$ be the principal typing for the main component $\bar{N}_i$ and $\bar{E}_{i,\text{in,out}}$ be the set of outer edges of $\bar{N}_i$. For the induction hypothesis let assume $|\bar{T}_i| \leq 2^{\bar{E}_{i,\text{in,out}}}$. It is easy to check that subcases of Case 4.1.1 are the only cases where after splicing $e^+$ and $e^-$, we have $|\bar{T}_{i+1}| \geq |\bar{T}_i|$. Precisely, $|\bar{T}_i| \leq |\bar{T}_{i+1}| \leq 2|\bar{T}_i|$. On the other hand, $\bar{E}_{i+1,\text{in,out}} = \bar{E}_{i,\text{in,out}} + 2$. Hence, after every inductive step, the induction hypothesis assumption $|\bar{T}_{i+1}| \leq 2^{\bar{E}_{i+1,\text{in,out}}}$ holds.

Since based on $\Theta$, for every main component $\bar{N}_i$ we have $|\bar{T}_i| \in \mathcal{O}(2^k)$, and also the fact that for every one-vertex component $|T|$ is a small constant, then the time complexity of every edge splicing is in $\mathcal{O}(2^k \cdot \mathcal{P}(2^k))$ (i.e. it is independent of the size of $N$).

Finally, since there are exactly $m$ binding steps where each one’s time complexity is in $\mathcal{O}(2^k \cdot \mathcal{P}(2^k))$, then the overall cost of finding a principal typing for a $k$-outerplanar network is in $\mathcal{O}(m \cdot 2^k \cdot \mathcal{P}(2^k)) = \mathcal{O}(n \cdot 2^k \cdot \mathcal{P}(2^k))$.

### 3.7 Conclusion and Future work

In this chapter we studied the network typings framework as a solution for a compositional, algebraic and polyhedral analysis of a more general class of flow networks, i.e. additive flow network. In addition to the presenting necessary notions, definitions and theorems for this framework for additive flow networks, we also formally presented an efficient approach for finding a principal typing for an arbitrary flow network $N$ when the underlying graph of $N$ is $k$-outerplanar (where $k$ is a small and constant integer value relative to the size of $N$).

There are possible and natural generalizations of this framework that can be investigated in future. Among such generalizations:
1. Adjust the formal framework to handle the commonly-considered cases of:
   - *multicommodity flows* (formal definitions in [2])
   - *minimum-cost flows, minimum-cost max flows*, and variations

   These cases introduce new kinds of linear constraints, often more general than *flow-conservation equations* and *capacity-constraint inequalities*.

2. Other *network topologies* that are amenable to the kind of examination we already applied to *planar networks*, which can be efficiently analyzed.

Beyond network generalizations and topologies, there are a number of questions more directly related to the fine-tuning of our framework. For instance the existence of customized and efficient algebraic operators for additive flow networks which are the counterparts of efficient operators (e.g. *Bind operator*) that we studied in [63] for standard networks.
Chapter 4

Max-Flow and Shortest Path Problems in Additive Flow Networks

In previous chapter we studied a compositional framework for analysis of flow networks, with additive gains an losses where to every edge $e$ is assigned a gain factor $g(e)$ which represents the loss or gain of the flow while using edge $e$. Hence, if a flow $f(e)$ enters the edge $e$ and $f(e)$ is less than the designated capacity of $e$, then $f(e) + g(e) \geq 0$ units of flow reach the end point of $e$, provided $e$ is used, i.e., provided $f(e) \neq 0$. In this chapter we study the maximum flow problem in additive flow networks, which we prove to be NP-hard even when the underlying graphs of additive flow networks are planar. Additionally, we also investigate the shortest path problem, when to every edge $e$ is assigned a cost value for every unit flow entering edge $e$, which we show to be NP-hard in the strong sense even when the additive flow networks are planar.

4.1 Background and Motivation

In standard definition of flow network problems, such as the max-flow problem, it is assumed that if $f(e)$ units of flow enter the edge $e = (v, w)$ at its tail $v$, exactly $f(e)$ units will reach its head $u$. In practice this assumption in many flow models does not hold. For instance, in the well-known generalized flow networks, if $f(e)$ units of flow enter $v$, and a gain factor $g(e)$ is assigned to $e$, then $g(e) \times f(e)$ units reach $u$. Depending on the application, the gain factor can represent the loss or gain due to evaporation, energy dissipation, interest, leakage, toll or etc.

The generalized maximum flow problem has been widely studied. Similar to the standard max-flow problem, generalized max-flow problem can be formulated as a linear programming,
and therefore it can be polynomially solved using different approaches such as modified simplex method, or the ellipsoid method, or the interior-point methods. Taking advantage of the structure of the problem, different general purpose linear programming algorithms have been tailored to speed up the calculation of max-flow in generalized flow networks [54, 57, 77].

The strong relationship between generalized max-flow problem and minimum cost flow problem was first recognized and established by Truemper in [94]. Exploiting this relationship and more importantly the discrete structure of the underlying graph, the generalized max-flow problem can also be solved in polynomial time by combinatorial methods [42, 46, 47, 78, 91, 95].

In contrast to the well-studied generalized flow networks, recently in [20], the authors introduced and investigated flow networks where an additive fixed gain factor is assigned to every edge if used. Flow networks with additive gains and losses (additive flow networks for short) have several applications in practice. In communication networks, a fixed-size load is added to every package being sent out by routing nodes in the network. In transportation of goods or commodities, a fixed amount may be lost in the transportation process or a flat-rate amount of other commodities or cost may be added to the commodity passing every toll station. In financial systems there are fixed costs or losses for every transaction.

The max-flow problem in additive networks can be viewed as the problem of finding a feasible flow which either maximizes the amount of flows departing the source vertices or maximizes the amount of flow reaching the sink vertices (respectively called maximum in-flow and maximum out-flow problems). Similarly, assuming that a unit flow is departing a source vertex, the shortest path problem is the problem of finding a feasible flow along a path from the source vertex to the sink vertex with minimum accumulated cost.

In Chapter 3 we studied the compositional analysis of additive flow network using so called typing framework. As we saw in this chapter and discussed in [20], flow networks with additive gains and losses, are different in many aspects from standard and generalized flow networks due to some properties such as flow discontinuity, lack of max-flow/min-cut duality, and unsuitability of augmented path methods. Similarly, some basic properties of the shortest path in standard flow network do not hold in the additive case. For instance, it is not anymore the case that the sub-
path, the prefix or the suffix of a shortest path must themselves be shortest. For more details on
the properties of additive flow networks, we refer the reader to [20]. These differences make both
the max-flow problem and the shortest path problem hard to solve for additive flow networks. In
Chapter 3 is shown that an efficient algorithm for finding the value of maximum in/out flow exists,
when the underlying graph of the network is $k$-outerplanar and $k$ is relatively a small integer value.
The authors of [20] show that the shortest path problem and the maximum in/out-flow problems are
NP-hard for general graphs. In this paper we extend this results to the case where the underlying
graph of the flow network is planar.

4.2 Definitions and Preliminaries

In this chapter we augment the definition of additive flow networks by adding flow cost values to
every edge. This definition complies with the Definition 1 in Chapter 3 while for simplicity we
assume that the flow networks do not have dangling edges and instead there are two designated set
of source and sink vertices. Hence, a flow network with additive losses and gains (*additive flow
network* for short) is defined by a tuple $\mathcal{N} = (V, E, S, T, U, c, g)$, where $G = (V, E)$ is the directed
underlying graph with $n = |V|$ vertices and $m = |E|$ edges. The two sets $S, T \subset V$ are respectively
the designated sets of source and sink vertices. $U : E \to \mathbb{R}^+$ is the edge capacity function, while
$U : E \to \mathbb{R}$ is the cost function and $g : E \to \mathbb{R}$ assigns a gain or loss value to every edge if used.
Precisely speaking, the cost $U(e)$ per units of flow and the gain factor $g(e)$ are applied, only if a
positive flow enters the edge $e$.

As in standard flow networks, it is assumed that for every source vertex $s \in S$, $deg^+(s) = 0$
and for every sink vertex $t \in T$, $deg^-(t) = 0$. Flow $f : E \to \mathbb{R}_+$ in a network $\mathcal{N}$ is feasible if
it satisfies edge capacity $0 \leq f(e) \leq U(e)$ for every edge $e \in E$ and flow conservation constraint
at every vertex in $V$. Formally speaking, $f$ satisfies the flow conservation constraints if for every
$v \in V - (S \cup T)$:

$$\sum_{e \in \text{in}(v), f(e) > 0} \max(0, f(e) + g(e)) = \sum_{e \in \text{out}(v)} f(e).$$
Given edge $e = (v, u)$, if flow $f(e)$ exits vertex $v$, then $\max(0, f(e) + g(e))$ units reach $u$. Therefore edge $e = (u, v) \in E$ is lossy if the entering edge $f(e)$ is positive and $g(e) < 0$. Edge $e$ consumes the entering flow if $f(e) + g(e) < 0$, in which case no flow reaches the vertex $v$.

**Definition 28 (Out-flow and in-flow).** Given flow $f$ for network $N$, the out-flow is the summation of the amount of flow exiting source vertices, i.e., $f_{out} = \sum_{s \in S, e \in \text{out}(s)} f(e)$. Similarly, in-flow is the summation of flow values entering all sink vertices, namely $f_{in} = \sum_{t \in T, e \in \text{in}(t), f(e) > 0} \max(0, f(e) + g(e))$.

In additive flow networks, the max-flow problem can be studied from the producers’ (source vertices) point of view or from the consumers’ (sink vertices) point of view. Hence, the maximum out-flow problem is the problem of finding a feasible flow $f$ maximizing $f_{out}$, and the maximum in-flow problem is defined similarly. Regarding these two problems, while trying to maximize the amount of outgoing/incoming flows, we are not concerned with the cost of flow.

On the other hand, in additive flow networks, the shortest path problem can be generalized in several ways. For instance, given a producer vertex $s \in S$ (similarly consumer vertex $t \in T$), the problem can be defined as finding a consumer vertex $t \in T$ (producer vertex $s \in S$) with the shortest distance among the others, with respect to the cost of a unit flow departing $s$ towards $t$. A more generalized variation of the problem can be defined, where neither of the source or destination vertices are fixed. Therefore, the generalized shortest path is the problem of finding a source vertex $s \in S$, a destination vertex $t \in T$, and a path $\Pi$ from $s$ to $t$ with minimum cost, if a unit of flow departs $s$. Without loss of generality, in the rest of this chapter, it is assumed that the sets of source and sink vertices each has one member (namely $|S| = |T| = 1$). Hence, every negative result shown for this special case is immediately applicable to the generalized version of the shortest path problem. Section 4.3 concerns the shortest path problem and the related definitions with more details.

**Definition 29 (Cost of flow).** Given a flow function $f$ in network $N$, the cost of flow on every edge $e$ is $f(e) \times U(e)$. Similarly the accumulated cost of $f$ is the summation of cost of flow entering all edges, i.e., $\text{cost}(f) = \sum_{e \in E} f(e) \times U(e)$. 

Example 30. In Figure 4.1 an additive flow network and a feasible flow from vertex $s$ to vertex $t$ are depicted. The cost of unit flow for every edge is 1 and the capacity of every edge is $B + 1$ for $B > 1$. For a compact illustration of figures in this chapter, we adopt the following conventions:

- If we label an edge $e$ with $g = r$ or $c = r$ or $u = r$, for some $r \in \mathbb{R}$, then we mean that $g(e) = r$ or $U(e) = r$, respectively.

- If we omit such a label on an edge $e$, then we mean that the value of the corresponding function for $e$ is the default value (as stated in the description of that figure).

For instance in Figure 4.1, $g((s, v_1)) = B + 1$ for edge $(s, v_1)$, is represented by $g = B + 1$ by that edge. The missing gain values are the default value 0. In this example, the initial unit flow leaves vertex $s$ while $B + 2$ units reach $v_1$, due to gain value $B + 1$ assigned to edge $(s, v_1)$. The flow entering edge $v_1, v_5$ is fully absorbed by the gain factor $-B$ assigned to it. Hence, the accumulated cost of the flow along path $^1 \Pi = (s, v_1, v_2, v_3, t)$ is $B + 4$ while the accumulated cost of the flow $f$ is $B + 5$.

\[
\begin{align*}
g(s,v_1) &= B + 1 \\
g(s,v_2) &= -B \\
g(s,v_3) &= B + 1 \\
g(s,v_4) &= B + 1 \\
g(s,v_5) &= -B \\
g(s,v_1) &= B + 1 \\
g(s,v_2) &= -B \\
g(s,v_3) &= B + 1 \\
g(s,v_4) &= B + 1 \\
g(s,v_5) &= -B \\
f(s,v_1) &= 1 \\
f(s,v_2) &= 0 \\
f(s,v_3) &= 0 \\
f(s,v_4) &= 0 \\
f(s,v_5) &= 0 \\
f(s,v_1) &= 1 \\
f(s,v_2) &= 0 \\
f(s,v_3) &= 0 \\
f(s,v_4) &= 0 \\
f(s,v_5) &= 0 \\
f(t) &= 1 \\
f(v_1) &= 1 \\
f(v_2) &= 0 \\
f(v_3) &= 0 \\
f(v_4) &= 0 \\
f(v_5) &= 0
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 4.1: An example of an additive flow network $\mathcal{N}$ and the flow function $f$ assigning feasible flow values to every edge of $\mathcal{N}$. Missing gain values are 0, the cost function $c$ is 1 on every edge, and the capacity function $u$ is a "large number" on every edge (for example $B + 1$).

---

$^1$A simple path can be interchangeably represented both by the set of vertices or by the set of edges taking part in it.
4.3 Shortest Path Problem in Additive Flow Network

Let $N$ be an additive flow network and let $\Pi = (\{s, v_1\}, \{v_1, v_2\}, \ldots, \{v_{k-1}, t\})$ be a (simple) path in $N$ from vertex $s$ to $t$. Let $e_i = \{v_{i-1}, v_i\}$ for $2 \leq i \leq k-1$ while $e_1 = \{s, v_1\}$ and $e_k = \{v_{k-1}, t\}$. Given the flow $f$ along path $\Pi$ with the initial flow $f_1$ entering $e_1$ (seed flow for short), the accumulated flow entering edge $e_i$ for every $1 \leq i \leq k$, is represented by:

$$\gamma(\Pi, f_1, i) = f_1 + \sum_{j<i} g(e_1).$$

**Definition 31** (Feasible and dead-end flows along a path). Flow $f$ with the seed flow $f_1$, is **feasible** along path $\Pi = (e_1, \ldots, e_k)$ if the flow on every edge is positive and a positive amount of flow reaches the destination $t$. i.e. for $1 \leq i \leq k + 1$:

$$\gamma(\Pi, f_1, i) > 0.$$

Flow $f$ is **infeasible** or **dead-end** if an edge $e_i$ for $1 \leq i \leq k$ absorbs all the entering flow, due to the loss value $g(e_i)$ assigned to that edge. Hence, no flow reaches the destination vertex. \hfill \square

For every vertex $t$ reachable from $s$ via some path $\Pi$, there exists a threshold value $\Upsilon$ such that a flow along $\Pi$ is feasible only if its seed flow $f_1 > \Upsilon$. Finding the reachability threshold (if exists) for every pair of source and sink vertices is a polynomial task, as formally stated in Lemma 32.

**Lemma 32.** Consider a flow network $\mathcal{N} = (V, E, \{s\}, \{t\}, U, c, g)$. There exists a polynomial time algorithm that decides the reachability of $t$ from $s$ in network $\mathcal{N}$ and finds the reachability threshold in $O(nm)$, if such threshold exists.

**Proof.** In order to find the threshold value $\Upsilon$ in $\mathcal{N}$ such that at least one path from source $s$ to destination $t$ is feasible (i.e., $t$ is reachable from $s$ for seed flow $f_1 > \Upsilon$), one can use a variation of well-known shortest path algorithms (such as Bellman-Ford algorithm) in the reversed graph of $\mathcal{N}$. The reversed graph is constructed from the underlying graph of $\mathcal{N}$ by reversing the direction of every edge $e$ and assigning $-g(e)$ as the weight of the reversed edge. Hence, the reachability
threshold problem reduces to a modified variation of the shortest path problem from $t$ to $s$. This problem is a modified variation of the standard shortest path problem with negative costs, in the sense that the distance of no two vertices can be negative. Hence, in the modified variation of the Bellman-Ford algorithm in the process of updating the distance matrix for every vertex $v$ from $s$, the distance of $v$ from $s$ is set to $\max\{0, d\}$, where $d$ is the newly updated distance of $v$ from $s$. Note that due to flow conservation constraints at every vertex, there is no feasible flow with positive gain cycles involved in it. Also in this modified variation of Bellman-Ford algorithm the distance of no two vertices can be negative. Assuming that there is no positive gain cycle in $\mathcal{N}$, means that there is no negative cycle in the reversed graph, which in turn implies that the modified variation of Bellman-Ford algorithm always returns the threshold, if $t$ is reachable from $s$. The correctness proof of this approach is straightforward and similar to the proof of the correctness of the standard Bellman-Ford algorithm for the shortest path problem. The time complexity of this algorithm is the same as the standard Bellman-Ford algorithm, which has $O(|V| \times |E|)$ worst case time bound.

The accumulated cost of a flow along the path $\Pi = (e_1, \ldots, e_k)$ (feasible or not), is the summation of the cost of the flows entering every edge times the value of cost function assigned to that edge, namely:

$$\sum_{1 \leq i \leq k} U(c_i)\gamma(\Pi, f_1, i).$$

In [20] regarding the shortest path problem, the authors simplify the problem by assuming that the seed value $f_1 = 1$. On the other hand, given the source and destination vertices $s$ and $t$ in flow network $\mathcal{N}$, it may be the case that for every path $\Pi$ from $s$ to $t$, no feasible flow along $\Pi$ with the seed value $f_1 = 1$ exists. Accordingly the definition of shortest path problem in [20] can be generalized as in following.

**Definition 33** (Shortest path in additive flow networks). The shortest path problem in additive flow network $\mathcal{N}$ for a given pair of source and sink vertices $\{s, t\}$, is the problem of finding a min-cost feasible flow along some path $\Pi$ from $s$ to $t$, when the seed flow $f_1 = \min\{1, \Upsilon\}$. Where $\Upsilon$ is the reachability threshold for the source/destination pair $\{s, t\}$. 

\[\Box\]
In contrast to the shortest path problem in standard flow networks, this problem is hard in the case of additive flow networks. From Theorem 1 in [20] it can be inferred that when the underlying graph of the flow network is planar, this problem is weakly NP-hard. In other words, the problem may be polynomially solvable if the cost and capacity values assigned to the edges are bounded from above by some polynomial function in the size of the graph. In the same paper it is shown that this result holds if the cost and gain values are all nonnegative integers, even for the case where the underlying graph is not necessary planar.

In this section we show that the shortest path problem is NP-hard in the strong sense when the underlying graph of the additive flow network is planar (planar additive flow network for short). We show this result using a polynomial reduction from a problem called Path Avoiding Forbidden Transitions (PAFT for short) [56]. PAFT is a special case of the problem of finding a path from source vertex $s$ to destination vertex $t$ while avoiding a set of forbidden paths (initially introduced in [96]). Before presenting the main result of this section (as stated in Theorem 39), we briefly define PAFT and some results on this problem (for more details, the reader is referred to [56]).

Given undirected multi-graph $G = (V,E)$, a transition in $G$ is an unordered set of two distinct edges of $E$ which are incident to the same vertex of $V$. If $\mathcal{T}$ denotes the set of all possible transitions in the graph $G$, the set $\mathcal{F}$ of forbidden transitions is a subset of $\mathcal{T}$. Then $\mathcal{A} = \mathcal{T} - \mathcal{F}$ denotes the set of allowed transitions. A simple path $\Pi = (e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_k)$, where $e_1 = \{s, v_1\}$ and $e_k = \{v_{k-1}, t\}$, is $\mathcal{F}$-valid if for every $1 \leq i < k$, $\{e_i, e_{i+1}\} \notin \mathcal{F}$; namely, no transition in $\Pi$ is forbidden. A vertex $v$ is involved in a forbidden transition $\{e, e'\}$ if two edges $e$ and $e'$ share $v$ and $\{e, e'\} \in \mathcal{F}$.

**Definition 34 (PAFT).** Consider a multi-graph $G = (V, E)$, a set of forbidden transitions $\mathcal{F}$ and designated source and destination vertices $s, t \in V$. PAFT is the problem of find an $\mathcal{F}$-valid path from $s$ to $t$, if exists.

**Lemma 35.** PAFT is NP-complete for planar graphs where the degree of every vertex $v \in V - \{s, t\}$ is 3 or 4, where $s$ and $t$ are the source and destination vertices, respectively.

**Proof.** In [56], the authors show that PAFT is NP-complete in planar graphs where the degree of every vertex is at most 4. Consider graph $G = (V, E)$ with maximum vertex degree 4 and source
and destination vertices \( s \) and \( t \), and let \( \mathcal{F} \) be the set of forbidden transitions. Graph \( G' = (V', E') \) and the set of forbidden transitions \( \mathcal{F}' \) are constructed as explained in what follows.

Initially \( V' = V, E' = E \) and \( T' = T \). Until there is no vertex of degree 1 or 2, for every vertex \( v \in V' - \{s, t\} \):

1. If \( \text{degree}(v) = 1 \): (i) \( V' = V' - v \), (ii) \( E' = E' - e \), where \( e \) is the edge incident to \( v \), and (iii) \( T' = T' - \tau \), for every forbidden transition \( \tau \) that \( v \) is involved in.

2. If \( \text{degree}(v) = 2 \) and \( \tau = \{e_1, e_2\} \in \mathcal{F} \), where \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \) share \( v \): (i) \( V' = V' - v \), (ii) \( E' = E' - \{e_1, e_2\} \), and (iii) \( T' = T' - \tau \).

3. If \( \text{degree}(v) = 2 \) and \( \tau = \{e_1, e_2\} \notin \mathcal{F} \), where \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \) share \( v \): (i) \( v \) is smoothed out by removing \( v \) and the two incident edge \( e_1 = \{w, v\} \) and \( e_2 = \{v, u\} \) and introducing a new edge \( e' = \{w, u\} \). (ii) For \( i \in \{1, 2\} \) if \( \{e_i, e\} \in \mathcal{F} \) for some \( e \in E \); \( F' = F' - \{e_i, e\} \).

It is straightforward and left to reader to verify that there is \( \mathcal{F} \)-valid path from \( s \) to \( t \) in \( G \) iff there is a \( \mathcal{F}' \)-valid path from \( s \) to \( t \) in \( G' \). Accordingly, the NP-hardness of PAFT for planar graphs with maximum degree 4 results in the NP-hardness of PAFT for the class of planar graphs where the degree of every vertex is 3 or 4. In [56], using a similar approach, this result is extended to grid graphs.

This lemma helps us to draw the main result of this section (as stated at the end of this section in Theorem 39). Before that, in an intermediate step, Procedure 36 represents an approach to transforming an instance of PAFT into an additive flow network. Without loss of generality, we assume that the source and the sink vertices are not involved in any forbidden transition\(^2\).

**Procedure 36 (PAFT's instance into additive flow network).** Consider a planar undirected multigraph\(^3\) \( G = (V, E) \), a set of forbidden transitions \( \mathcal{F} \), and source and destination vertices \( s \) and \( t \) as an instance of PAFT, where for every vertex \( v \in V \), \( \text{degree}(v) \in \{3, 4\} \). We transform such instance of PAFT into an additive flow network \( \mathcal{N} \) in several steps:

\(^2\)If the source vertex (or sink vertex) is involved in any forbidden transition, a new source vertex (or sink vertex) is introduced and is connected to the old one.

\(^3\)Assume that the planar embedding is given.
1. Every undirected edge $e = \{v, u\}$ is replaced by a pair of parallel incoming/outgoing directed edges $e = (v, u)$ and $e' = (u, v)$.

2. Two new vertices $s'$ and $t'$ are introduced. $s'$ is connected to $s$ via edge $e_s = (s', s)$ and $t$ is connected to $t'$ via $e_t = (t, t')$. $e_t$ has 0 gain while $e_s$ has gain value $B$ assigned to it for some $B > 1$. To both edges $e_s$ and $e_t$ is assigned cost value 0.

3. For every vertex $v$, not involved in any forbidden transition, every outgoing edge $(v, v')$ is subdivided into two edges $(v, w)$ and $(w, v')$ by introducing a new vertex $w$. Two edges $(v, w)$ and $(w, v')$ respectively have gain value $-B$ and $+B$ and cost $c = +B$ and $c = -B$. Figure 4.2 represents the replacement gadget for a vertex $v$ with degree 4.

The gain value $-B$ assigned to every outgoing edge $(v, w)$ guarantees that if $B + 1$ units of flow enter the gadget of $v$, the exiting flow reaches the gadget of at most one of the neighbors of $v$ in $G$. The gain value $+B$ assigned to the edge $(w, v')$ (connected to outgoing edge $(v, w)$) compensates for the lost flow that enters $(v, w)$, if some flow reach $w$. Hence, $B + 1$ units of flow entering the gadget of $v$ reach the gadget of exactly one of the neighbors of $v$ in $G$ with no loss, if only one of the outgoing edges is chosen.

Moreover based on the same reasoning, the cost values in this gadget assure us that the $B + 1$ units of flow entering this gadget reaches the gadget of the neighboring vertex with no cost, if only one of the outgoing edges is chosen.

In summary, if $B + 1$ units of flow enter such gadget of a vertex $v$, in order to have some flow reaching the neighboring gadget, one of the outgoing edges must have $B + 1 - x$ units entering flow for $0 \leq x < 1$. In this case $B + 1 - x$ units reach the neighboring gadget and the $x$ units of flow is consumed with total cost $xB$. 
4. Consider vertex $v$ involved in some forbidden transitions with degree $d = \text{degree}(v) \leq 4$ incident to $d$ pairs of incoming/outgoing parallel edges $\{e_1, e'_1\}, \ldots, \{e_d, e'_d\}$. Originally in graph $G$, vertex $v$ is incident to $e_1, \ldots, e_d$. The planar embedding of $v$ in $G$ is represented in Figure 4.3 on the left, when $d = 4$.

(a) If $d = 3$: vertex $v$ is replaced by 3 new vertices $v_1, v_2, v_3$ where $v_i$ is incident to the pair $\{e_i, e'_i\}$ for $1 \leq i \leq 3$, based on the planar embedding of edges $e_1, e_2, e_3$ in $G$. For $1 \leq i, j \leq 3$, two vertices $v_i$ and $v_j$ are directly connected with a pair of parallel incoming/outgoing edges, if $\{e_i, e_j\} \notin \mathcal{F}$. The cost of every edge is 0 and the gain factor for every introduced edge $\langle v_i, v_j \rangle$ is $-B$ for $1 \leq i, j \leq 3$. Finally, every outgoing edge connecting $v_i$ (for $1 \leq i \leq 3$) to another gadget (corresponding to one of the neighbors of $v$ in $G$) has cost 0 and gain factor $+B$.

(b) If $d = 4$ and $\{\{e_1, e_4\}, \{e_2, e_3\}\} \notin \mathcal{A}$: A gadget of four vertices replaces $v$, following the same procedure as explained in the previous case. Figure 4.3 depicts an example of transforming a vertex of degree 4 involved in some forbidden transitions.

(c) If $d = 4$ and $\{\{e_1, e_4\}, \{e_2, e_3\}\} \subseteq \mathcal{A}$: Using the same approach as in the previous case spoils the planarity of the resulting network $\mathcal{N}$. To solve this problem, vertex $v$ is replaced by a gadget of 5 vertices. In addition to 4 vertices $v_1, \ldots, v_4$, where for $1 \leq i \leq 4$, $v_i$ is connected to the pair of incoming/outgoing edges $\{e_i, e'_i\}$, a central vertex $w$ is introduced as well. As depicted in Figure 4.4, in the replacing gadget,
vertices $v_1$ and $v_4$ (also vertices $v_2$ and $v_3$) are connected via the central vertex $w$. Any other two vertices $v_i$ and $v_j$ for $1 \leq i, j \leq 4$ are directly connected via a pair of parallel incoming/outgoing edges, if $\{e_i, e_j\} \notin \mathcal{F}$ (with gain and cost values $-B$ and $0$ respectively). The cost and gain factors for every edge can be found by that edge and the missing values are the default value $0$.

Assume $B + 1$ units of flow reach any of the four vertices $v_1, \ldots, v_4$. The gain and cost values assigned to the edges incident to $w$ guarantee that a flow can go through the central vertex $w$ with no cost and reach the destination with $-B$ units loss, only if it is from $v_1$ to $v_4$ and vice versa or if it is from $v_2$ to $v_3$ and vice versa. Any other flow, with the initial value $B + 1$ units, that uses $w$ is either costly (costs $2B(B + 1)$) or gets fully consumed (i.e., does not reach the destination).

5. Every edge has capacity $B + 1$.

Note that if the undirected multi-graph $G$ is planar, then so is the underlying graph of the flow network $\mathcal{N}$ as a result of the preceding transformation. Also since the capacity of every edge is $B + 1$, it is guaranteed that maximum amount of flow that enters a gadget is $B + 1$ units and no more than $B + 1$ units of flow departs any gadget.
Example 37. Figure 4.5a denotes a graph $G$ and its designated source and destination vertices. The set of forbidden transitions is $\mathcal{F} = \{\{e_2, e_3\}, \{e_3, e_4\}\}$. Figure 4.5b shows the additive flow network $N$ constructed based on $G$ and the set of forbidden transitions. The set of four vertices shown in the dashed circle represents the gadget replacing vertex $v$ which is the only vertex involved in the forbidden transitions. The missing gains of every edge in this gadget is $-B$. 

Figure 4.4: The gadget replacing vertex $v$ where $\text{degree}(v) = 4$ and $\{e_1, e_4\}, \{e_2, e_3\} \in A$. Edges $e_1, \ldots, e_4$ are the edges connected to $v$ as represented in a planar embedding of $G$ in Figure 4.3 (on the left). This gadget replaces $v$ where $\{e_1, e_2\}, \{e_3, e_4\} \in \mathcal{F}$. 
Lemma 38. Consider an undirected multi-graph $G$, a set of forbidden transitions $F$, and source and destination vertices $s$ and $t$ as an instance of PAFT, where the degree of every vertex $v \in V$ is 3 or 4. Let $N$ be the additive flow network constructed from $G$ and the forbidden transitions set $F$ using Procedure 36. There is a (simple) $F$-valid path from $s$ to $t$ iff there exists a feasible flow in $N$ along a (simple) path from $s'$ to $t'$ with no cost, when seed flow $f_1 = 1$.

Proof. ($\Rightarrow$) Assume there is a $F$-valid (simple) path $\Pi = (s, v_1, \ldots, v_k, t)$ in $G$. Based on $\Pi$ we suggest a flow in $N$ where a unit of flow departing $s'$ reaches the gadget of $v_1 = s$ while gaining $B$ units of flow. The accumulated cost so far is 0. Based on the construction of every gadget, following the path $\Pi$, the $B + 1$ units of flow can go through the corresponding gadget of every vertex $v_i$ and reach the gadget of $t$ with no loss and no cost. Therefore, there is a feasible flow in $N$ from $s'$ to $t'$ with 0 cost.

($\Leftarrow$) Let $f$ be a feasible flow in $N$ along a (simple) path $\Pi = (s', s, \ldots, t, t')$ with no cost, where
seed flow \( f_1 = 1 \). Based on the construction of \( \mathcal{N} \) from \( G \), in a coarser view, a feasible flow goes from one gadget to another gadget. Hence, path \( \Pi \) can be viewed as \( \Pi = (s', s, v_1, \ldots, v_k, t, t') \), where \( v_i \) represent the gadget corresponding to vertex \( v_i \) that some of its edges are used in path \( \Pi \).

The unit flow departs \( s' \) and \( B + 1 \) units reach the gadget \( s \) with cost 0. When \( B + 1 \) units reach the gadget \( v \) of \( v \):

- **If \( v \) is not involved in any forbidden transition:** As explained in the third step of Procedure 36, \( B + 1 - x \) units reach the gadget of one of the neighbors of \( v \) with cost \( xB \) for \( 0 \leq x < 1 \).

- **If \( v \) is involved in some forbidden transitions:**
  
  - If \( v \) is an instance of 4-(a) or 4-(b) in Procedure 36, flow can reach the gadget of exactly one of neighbors of \( v \) only if no forbidden transition is used.
  
  - If \( v \) is an instance of 4-(c) in Procedure 36, as explained in this case, the flow is either fully consumed or suffers cost \( 2B(B + 1) \), if any forbidden transition is used. The entering flow to this gadget reaches the neighboring gadget with no loss and no cost, only if no forbidden transition is used by the flow.
  
  - For every gadget involved in some forbidden transitions, it is always the case that the entering \( B + 1 \) units of flow either is fully consumed or suffers no loss upon reaching the neighboring gadget.

Every feasible flow \( f \) originated from \( s' \) with seed flow \( f_1 = 1 \) as reaches \( t' \) has gained \( B - x \) units, with accumulated cost \( xB \) for \( 0 \leq x < 1 \), if no forbidden transition is used. On the other hand, if any forbidden transition is used, a feasible flow along a path from \( s' \) to \( t' \) costs at least \( 2B(B + 1) \), as explained in the sub-cases of case 4 in Procedure 36. Accordingly, a feasible flow with \( f_1 = 1 \) along some path from \( s' \) to \( t' \) has minimum cost 0, only if no forbidden transition is used and \( x = 0 \) (i.e., \( B + 1 \) units reach \( t' \) with no loss).

The following theorem concludes this section.
Theorem 39. The simple shortest path problem is NP-hard in the strong sense for additive flow networks where the underlying graph is planar.

Proof. Proof is immediate based on Lemmas 35 and 38 and the fact that the procedure 36 can be carried out in polynomial time (with respect to the size of the input graph $G$ and the set of forbidden transitions $\mathcal{F}$).

4.4 Maximum Flow Problem in Additive Flow Network

In [20], the authors study the problem of maximum flow with additive gains and losses for general graphs. They show that finding maximum in-flow and out-flow are NP-hard tasks for general graphs. In this section we show the same result for planar additive flow networks. In order to show this result, we facilitate a special variation of planar satisfiability problem (planar SAT), which is briefly defined in the following.

Definition 40 (Strongly planar CNF). Conjunctive normal form (CNF for short) formula $\varphi = (\mathcal{X}, \mathcal{C})$ with the set of variable $\mathcal{X}$ and the set of clauses $\mathcal{C}$ is strongly planar if graph $G_{\varphi} = (V, E)$ constructed as follows is planar:

1. $V$ contains a vertex for every literal and one vertex for every clause.
2. $\{x, \overline{x}\} \in E$ for every $x \in \mathcal{X}$, where $\overline{x}$ denotes the negation of boolean variable $x$.
3. If a clause $C$ contains literal $\overline{x}$ (which can be $x$ or $\overline{x}$), there is an edge $\{\overline{x}, C\}$ connecting vertex $\overline{x}$ and the vertex corresponding to $C$.
4. No other edge exists other than those introduced in Part 2 and Part 3.

Example 41. Consider CNF formula $\varphi = (\overline{x} \lor y \lor \overline{z}) \land (x \lor \overline{y} \lor z) \land (x \lor w \lor z) \land (\overline{x} \lor \overline{w} \lor \overline{z})$. Figure 4.6 represents a planar embedding of the graph $G_{\varphi}$.

Definition 42 (1-in-3SAT). Given 3CNF formula $\varphi$, 1-in-3SAT is the problem of finding a satisfying assignment such that in each clause, exactly one of the three literals is assigned to 1.
Lemma 43. *Strongly Planar 1-in-3SAT is NP-complete.*

For the proof of Lemma 43, we refer the reader to [98]. We use Lemma 43 to present the main contribution of this section (stated in Theorems 47 and 49). Initially, Procedure 44 shows three steps in order to transform a CNF formula \( \varphi \) into an additive flow network \( \mathcal{N}_\varphi \).

**Procedure 44 (CNF into additive flow network).** Consider graph \( G_\varphi = (V, E) \) corresponding to a 3CNF \( \varphi \) as an instance of 1-in-3SAT. Starting from the undirected graph \( G_\varphi \), additive flow network \( \mathcal{N}_\varphi \) is constructed using the following steps:

1. Every undirected edge \( \{ \overline{x}, C \} \) connecting literal \( \overline{x} \) (which can be \( x \) or \( \overline{x} \)) to clause \( C \) is replaced by a directed edge \( e = \langle x, C \rangle \) from \( x \) to \( C \) where \( U(e) = 1 \) and \( g(e) = 0 \).

2. For every clause-vertex \( C_i \), a sink vertex \( t_i \) and an edge \( e = \langle C_i, t_i \rangle \) are introduced, where \( U(e) = 1 \) and \( g(e) = 0 \).

3. Every pair of literal-vertices \( \{ x, \overline{x} \} \) is replaced by a gadget as shown in Figure 4.7.

**Example 45.** The flow network corresponding to the CNF formula \( \varphi \) of example 41 is depicted in Figure 4.8. The missing capacity values and gain factors are 1 and 0, respectively. For simplicity some source vertices (also some sink vertices) are combined. It is easy to see that the graph of the constructed network \( \mathcal{N}_\varphi \) is planar iff \( G_\varphi \) is planar.
Lemma 46. CNF formula $\varphi = (X, C)$ is a positive instance of strongly planar 1-in-3SAT iff the maximum in-flow in additive flow network $N_\varphi$ is $2|X| + |C|$, where $N_\varphi$ is constructed according to procedure 44.

Proof. ($\Rightarrow$) Consider a satisfying assignment of variables that every clause has exactly one literal with value 1. For every literal $\overline{x}$ assigned to 1 we push 1 unit flow through the edge connecting a
source vertex to the related literal-vertex of $\overline{x}$. The amount of flow that reaches $\overline{x}$ is exactly one unit more than the number of clauses containing $\overline{x}$. This flow saturates all the edge connecting $\overline{x}$ to the vertices of the clauses that contain the literal $\overline{x}$. The remaining one unit flow reaches the sink vertex in the gadget containing the vertex of $\overline{x}$ (plus an extra unit flow gained). Every edge connecting a source to the vertices corresponding to the literals that are assigned 0, will not be used. It is easy to check that the suggested flow is feasible and all the edges connected to sink vertices are saturated.

($\Leftarrow$) We produce a variable assignment for $\varphi$ based on a given feasible $f$ for $N_\varphi$. According to the construction of the gadgets for every pair of literals $\{x, \overline{x}\}$ in Figure 4.7, in every feasible flow at most one of the two edges $(s_x, x)$ and $(s_x, \overline{x})$ can be used (i.e. in every feasible flow $f$, for every $x \in X$, $f(x) = 0$ or $f(\overline{x}) = 0$). A literal $x$ is set to 1 if $f((s_x, x)) > 0$, and is set to 0 otherwise.

Hence, given $N_\varphi$ where $f_{in} = 2|\mathcal{X}| + |\mathcal{C}|$, all the edges reaching a sink vertex are saturated. Namely: (i) every edge connecting a clause-vertex to a sink vertex is saturated, which make up $|\mathcal{C}|$ units of flow (i.e. corresponding clause is satisfied) and (ii) the remaining $2|\mathcal{X}|$ units of flow is supplied by the sink vertices of all the gadgets (i.e. $f((s_x, x)) = 1$ or $f((s_x, \overline{x})) = 1$ for every pair $\{x, \overline{x}\}$). Accordingly, if a feasible flow has maximum in-flow $2|\mathcal{X}| + |\mathcal{C}|$, it is the case that for every variable $x$ only one of the literal-vertices $x$ or $\overline{x}$ has entering flow, hence in the suggested assignment that literal is set to 1. Also for every clause $C_i$ one unit flow reaches its corresponding vertex, which means that clause is satisfied and only one of its literal is set to 1.

It is not hard to check that Procedure 44 can be done in polynomial time in the size of the input CNF formula. Hence, based on Lemmas 43 and 46, the following theorem can be deduced immediately.

**Theorem 47.** computing a feasible flow $f$ with maximum in-flow $f_{in}$ is an NP-hard problem in the strong for the class planar additive flow networks.

In the context of max-flow problem,\textsuperscript{4} for every additive flow network $N = (V, E, S, T, U, g)$ there exists a reversed flow network $N' = (V', E', S', T', U', g')$, constructed by reversing the direction of every edge and swapping source vertices with sink vertices (i.e. $S' = T$ and $T' = S$).

\textsuperscript{4}Note that in this context cost functions are irrelevant.
Given edge $e = \langle v, u \rangle$ in $E$, we have $e' = \langle u, v \rangle \in E'$ where $u'(e') = U(e) + g(e)$ and $g(e') = -g(e)$.

Hence, if edge $e$ is gainy (lossy) in $N$, $e'$ is lossy (gainy) in $N'$.

Based on the definition of reversed flow networks, the following lemma is straightforward and the details can be found in [20].

**Lemma 48.** Consider the feasible flow $f$ for an additive flow network $N$, where for every edge $e, g(e) \geq 0$ (in other words, there is no lossy edge in $N$). Then exists a flow $f'$ for the reversed network $N'$, where $f'_{\text{out}} = f_{\text{in}}$ (and similarly $f'_{\text{in}} = f_{\text{out}}$).

In the construction of $N_\varphi$ from $G_\varphi$ based on Procedure 44, there is no lossy edge. Hence the following theorem, as an immediate result of lemma 48, concludes this section. The proof is straightforward and left to the reader.

**Theorem 49.** In planar additive flow networks, finding feasible flow $f$ with maximum out-flow $f_{\text{out}}$ is an NP-hard problem in the strong sense.

### 4.5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter we investigated the max-flow and shortest path problems for flow networks with additive gains and losts when the underlying graph is planar. In Sections 4.3 and 4.4, we show that both problems are NP-hard in the strong sense for planar additive flow networks, i.e. even when all the values of cost, gain and capacity functions assigned to every edge are bounded by polynomials in the size of the input network.

Hence, there is the question of existence of approximation algorithms for any of the two problems. To our best knowledge, no approximation algorithm has yet been suggested for any of those problems for additive flow networks (with or without any restriction on the structure of the underlying graph).

Chapter 3 proposes a compositional framework for the analysis of additive flow networks. As shown in Section 3.4 and Section 3.5 there exists a principal typing for every arbitrary additive flow network $N$. An immediate result of this principal typing is efficient calculation of the value of maximum in/out flow for $N$. As defined currently, this framework does not account for the
presence of cost functions on the flow. Hence, another problem left for future investigation is the problem of incorporating cost functions in that framework thereby allowing a compositional analysis of the shortest path problem in additive flow networks.
Chapter 5

Efficient Reassembling of Graphs

The reassembling of a connected graph \( G = (V, E) \) is the problem arising in the study of flow network analysis. The graph reassembling problem has a simple representation which is relative to a rooted binary tree \( B \) – its so-called reassembling tree, with root node at the top and \( n = |V| \) leaf nodes at the bottom – where every cross-section corresponds to a partition of \( V \) (every node of the cross-section is a representative of a block in the partition) such that:

- leaf nodes or bottom cross-section is the finest partition of \( V \) with \( n \) one-vertex blocks,
- the top cross-section (i.e., the root) is the coarsest partition with a single block, the entire set \( V \),
- an internal node in an intermediate cross-section (or partition) is the result of merging its two children nodes (or blocks) in the cross-section (or partition) below it.

A component \( A \) is a subset of \( V \) and its edge-boundary degree is the number of edges in \( G \) with one endpoint in \( A \) and one endpoint in \( V - A \) (which is the same as the number of half edges attached to \( A \) after all edges with both endpoints in \( A \) have been spliced together). The maximum edge-boundary degree encountered during the reassembling process is what we call the \textbf{\( \alpha \)-measure} of the reassembling, and the sum of all edge-boundary degrees is its \textbf{\( \beta \)-measure}. The \( \alpha \)-optimization (resp. \( \beta \)-optimization) of the reassembling of \( G \) is to determine an order \( \Theta \) for splicing the edges that minimizes its \( \alpha \)-measure (resp. \( \beta \)-measure).

There are different forms of reassembling, depending on restrictions and variations on the ordering \( \Theta \) of the edges. To be consistent with our approach for compositional analysis of flow networks in Chapter 3, we considered the cases satisfying the condition that if the an edge between disjoint
components $A$ and $B$ is spliced, then all the edges between $A$ and $B$ are spliced at the same time. A particular case restricting the reassembling sequence is called linear reassembling, which requires that the next edge to be spliced must be adjacent to an already spliced edge. Subsequently, in a linear reassembling the height of reassembling tree $B$ is $(n - 1)$. A reassembling is balanced, when the $B$ has height $\lceil \log n \rceil$. Finally, it is the general reassembling, which is the case when the height of $B$ can be any number between $(n - 1)$ and $\lceil \log n \rceil$, namely there is no restriction on the reassembling sequence $\Theta$.

5.1 Background and Motivation

Besides the questions of optimization and different reassembling variations which are naturally suggested, graph reassembling is part of the execution by programs in flow network typing framework as explained in Chapter 3. In network reassembling, the network is taken apart and reassembled in an order determined by the designer; in network assembling, the order in which components are put together is pre-determined, which is the order in which components become available to the designer for the sake of the compositional analysis of the network.

A flow network is a directed graph where vertices and edges are assigned various attributes that regulate flow through the network. Programs for flow-network design are meant to connect network components in such a way that typings at their interfaces, i.e., formally specified properties at their common boundaries, are satisfied. Network typings guarantee there are no conflicting data types when different components are connected, and insure that desirable properties of safe and secure operation are not violated by these connections, i.e., they are invariant properties of the whole network construction.

A typing $T$ for a network component $M$ formally expresses a constraining relationship between the flow variables denoting the input/output edges of $M$. The smaller the set of input/output edges of $M$ (shown by $\partial(V(M))$ where $V(M)$ is the set of vertices of component $M$) is, the easier and more efficient it is to formulate and analyze the typing $T$ and to test whether it is compatible.

---

1Such networks are typically more complex than the capacitated directed graphs that algorithms for max-flow (and other related quantities) and its generalizations (e.g., multicommodity max-flow) operate on.
with the typing $T'$ of another network component $M'$. Although every input/output edge of $M$ is directed, as input edge or output edge, the complexity of the formulation of $T$ depends only on the number of input/output edges (i.e., $|\partial(V(M))|$), not on their directions.

If $k$ is a uniform upper bound on the number of input/output edges of all network components, as discussed in Chapter 3, the time complexity of reassembling the network without violating any component typing $T$ can be made linear in the size $n$ of the completed network and exponential in the bound $k$ – not counting the preprocessing time $f(n)$ to determine an appropriate reassembling order. Hence, the smaller are $k$ and $f(n)$, the more efficient is the construction of the entire network. From this follows the importance of minimizing the preprocessing time $f(n)$ for finding a reassembling strategy that also minimizes the bound $k$.

5.2 Problem Statement

We start with a gentle presentation of our graph reassembling problem.

Let $G = (V, E)$ be a connected, undirected graph, with $|V| = n \geq 1$ vertices and $|E| = m$ edges. One version of the reassembling of $G$ is edge-directed and can be defined by a total order $\Theta$ of the $m$ edges of $G$. Informally and very simply, a total order $\Theta$ of the edges gives rise to a reassembling of $G$ as follows:

1. In the disassembling step every edge is cut into two dangling halves, thus obtaining a collection of $n$ one-vertex components, s.t. every the one-vertex component comprising vertex $v \in V$ has $\deg(v)$ half edges attached to it.

2. In the reassembling step, the two halves of every edge are connected in the order specified by $\Theta$, obtaining larger and larger components in every splicing of half edges, until the original $G$ is fully reassembled.

The reassembling of a graph $G$ can also be defined relative to a binary tree $B$ – one root node at the top, $n$ leaf nodes at the bottom – where every cross-section corresponds to a partition of $V$ (a block in the partition is a node in the cross-section) such that:

- the bottom (or first) cross-section (i.e., all the leaves) is the finest partition of $V$ with $n$
one-vertex blocks,

- the top (or last) cross-section (i.e., the root) is the coarsest partition with a single block, the entire set $V$,

- a node (or block) in an intermediate cross-section (or partition) is the result of merging its two children nodes (or blocks) in the cross-section (or partition) below it.

For convenience, we say vertices to refer to the vertices of $G$ and nodes to refer to those of the tree $B$. We call $G$ the input graph and $B$ the reassembling tree.

We distinguish this definition of graph reassembling of $G$ when it is in accordance with an order $\Theta$ (called sequential reassembling) from a later definition which is more suitable for parallel computation, called binary reassembling.

A bridge is defined as a yet-to-be-spliced edge between two disjoint components $A$ and $B$; we call such components clusters. The set of bridges between $A$ and $B$ is denoted by $\partial(A, B)$.

For the purpose of this report and the approach used in Chapter 3, when we reconnect one of the bridges in $\partial(A, B)$, we also reconnect all the other bridges in $\partial(A, B)$ and remove them from further consideration in $\Theta$. Hence, in the reassembling of $G$ according to $\Theta$, there are at most $m$ steps, rather than exactly $m$ steps.

In the case when $B = V - A$, the set $\partial(A, B)$ is the same as the set of input/output edges of $A$ (equivalently the set of input/output edges component $B$). For the sake of brevity, instead of $\partial(A, V - A)$, we write $\partial(A)$. The edge-boundary degree of a cluster $A$ is $|\partial(A)|$ which in Chapter 3 is denoted by $\text{exDim}(A)$.

Various optimization problems can be associated with graph reassembling. Two such optimizations are the following, identified by the letters $\alpha$ and $\beta$ throughout. We want to determine a reassembling tree $B$ for which:

- (\alpha) the maximum edge-boundary degree encountered during reassembling is minimized, or
- (\beta) the sum of all edge-boundary degrees encountered during reassembling is minimized.

\[\text{2 These terms (bridge, cluster, and others, later in this report) are overloaded in graph-theoretical problems. We make our own use of these terms, and state it explicitly when our meaning is somewhat at variance with that elsewhere in the literature.}\]
Initially, before we start reassembling, we always set the \( \alpha \)-measure \( M_\alpha \) to the maximum of all the vertex degrees, i.e., \( \max \{ \text{degree}(v) \mid v \in V \} \), and we set the \( \beta \)-measure \( M_\beta \) to the sum of the vertex degrees, i.e., \( \sum \{ \text{degree}(v) \mid v \in V \} \), regardless of which strategy, i.e., the order \( \Theta \) of edges, is selected for the reassembling. During reassembling, after we merge disjoint nonempty clusters \( A \) and \( B \), we update the \( \alpha \)-measure \( M_\alpha \) to:

\[
\max \{ M_\alpha, |\partial(A \cup B)| \}
\]

and the \( \beta \)-measure \( M_\beta \) to:

\[
M_\beta + |\partial(A \cup B)|
\]

The reassembling process terminates when only one cluster remains, which is also the set \( V \) of all the vertices.

In what we call the binary reassembling of \( G \), we reconnect bridges in several non-overlapping pairs of clusters simultaneously. That is, at every step – which we may call a parallel step for emphasis – we choose \( k \geq 1 \) and choose \( k \) cluster pairs \( (A_1, B_1), \ldots, (A_k, B_k) \), where \( A_1, B_1, \ldots, A_k, B_k \) are \( 2k \) pairwise disjoint clusters (i.e., with pairwise disjoint subsets of vertices), and simultaneously reconnect all the bridges in \( \sum_{1 \leq i \leq k} \partial(A_i, B_i) \). The subsets \( A_1, B_1, \ldots, A_k, B_k \) may or may not include all of the vertices, i.e., in general \( \sum_{1 \leq i \leq k} (A_i \cup B_i) \subseteq V \) rather than \( = V \). (We write \( \cup \) to denote disjoint union.)

A binary reassembling is naturally viewed as vertex-directed and described by a binary tree \( B \) – root at the top, leaves at the bottom – with \( n \) leaf nodes, one for each of the initial one-vertex clusters. Each non-leaf node in \( B \) is a cluster \( (A \cup B) \) obtained by reconnecting all the bridges in \( \partial(A, B) \) between the sibling clusters \( A \) and \( B \). The first parallel step, \( i = 0 \), starts at the bottom in the reassembling process, by considering the \( n \) leaf nodes of \( B \) and calculating the max (for \( \alpha \) optimization) or the sum (for \( \beta \) optimization) of all vertex degrees. If \( h \) is the height of \( B \), the last parallel step is \( i = h \), which corresponds to the root node of \( B \) (the entire set \( V \) of vertices) and produces the final \( \alpha \)-measure and \( \beta \)-measure. Clearly, \( \lfloor \log n \rfloor \leq h \leq n - 1 \).

Every sequential reassembling of \( G \) can be viewed as a binary reassembling of \( G \) where, at every step, only one cluster pair \( (A, B) \) is selected and one nonempty set of bridges \( \partial(A, B) \) is re-connected. Conversely, by serializing (or sequentializing) parallel steps, every binary reassembling which we call strict can be re-defined as a sequential reassembling. Details of the correspondence between sequential and binary reassemblings are in Appendix 1 of [64].

A binary reassembling is strict if the merging of a cluster pair \( (A, B) \) is restricted to the case
If \( \partial(A, B) \neq \emptyset \). If an \( \alpha \)-optimal (resp. \( \beta \)-optimal) binary reassembling is strict, then its serialization is an \( \alpha \)-optimal (resp. \( \beta \)-optimal) sequential reassembling.

**The Linear Case.** A possible and natural variation (or restriction) of graph reassembling is one which we call linear. If, at every step of the reassembling process, we require that the cluster pair \((A, B)\) to be merged is such that one of the two clusters, \(A\) or \(B\) (or both at the first step), is a singleton set, then the resulting reassembling is linear. The binary tree \(B\) describing a linear reassembling of a graph \(G\) with \(n\) vertices is therefore a degenerate tree of height \(h = n - 1\).

Clearly, there can be no non-trivial parallel step which merges two (or more) cluster pairs in linear reassembling, i.e., no step which simultaneously merges disjoint cluster pairs \((A_1, B_1)\) and \((A_2, B_2)\) to form the non-singleton clusters \((A_1 \cup B_1)\) and \((A_2 \cup B_2)\), before they are merged to form the cluster \((A_1 \cup B_1) \cup (A_2 \cup B_2)\).

Another useful way of understanding a linear reassembling of graph \(G\) is in its sequential formulation (when the reassembling is strict): The order \(\Theta\) for reconnecting the edges is such that the next edge to be reconnected is always adjacent to an already re-reconnected edge, which enforces the requirement that the next cluster pair \((A, B)\) to be merged is always such that \(A\) or \(B\) is a singleton set.

**The Balanced Case.** There are other natural variations of graph reassembling, such as balanced reassembling, whose binary tree \(B\) maximizes the merging of cluster pairs at every parallel step. In other words, in balanced case, at every level of the reassembling, there is a maximum number of pairs of blocks which are each merged into a block at the next level up. The height \(h\) of \(B\) is therefore \([\log n]\).

**Main Results.** In this report, we first prove that \(\alpha\)-optimization and \(\beta\)-optimization of linear and balanced reassembling are both NP-hard problems. We obtain these results by showing that:

- \(\alpha\)-optimization of linear reassembling and minimum-cutwidth linear arrangement (CutWidth) are polynomially-reducible to each other,
• \( \beta \)-optimization of linear reassembling and *minimum-cost linear arrangement* (MinArr) are polynomially-reducible to each other.

• there is a sequence of several polynomial-time reductions from *minimum bisection of graphs* (MinBisection) to \( \alpha \)-optimization of balanced reassembling of graphs,

• there is a sequence of several polynomial-time reductions from *clique cover of graphs* (called CliqueCover) to \( \beta \)-optimization of balanced reassembling of graphs.

CutWidth, MinArr, MinBisection and CliqueCover have been extensively studied: They are all NP-hard in general, but, in a few non-trivial special cases, amenable to low-degree polynomial-time solutions [79]. By our polynomial-reducibility results, these polynomial-time solutions are transferable to the \( \alpha \)-optimization and \( \beta \)-optimization of linear reassembling. This leaves open the problem of identifying classes of graphs, whether of practical or theoretical significance, for which there are low-degree polynomial-time solutions for our two optimization problems.

Later on in Chapter 6, we study the general reassembling problem by showing that the \( \beta \)-optimization of general reassembling of weighted/multi-graphs is an NP-hard problem. We show this result by translating this problem into the well-known *Tree Layout* problem, as a special case of graph embedding problems.

### 5.3 Formal Definitions and Preliminary Lemmas

Let \( G = (V, E) \) be a simple undirected graph, with \(|V| = n \geq 1\) and \(|E| = m \geq 1\). Without loss of generality, throughout this chapter, it is assumed that \( G \) is connected.

As pointed out in Section 5.2, there are two distinct definitions of the reassembling of \( G \). The first and easier to state informally is *sequential reassembling*. The second is *binary reassembling*, which is more convenient for the optimization problems we seek to study and more suitable for our main purpose, *i.e.* providing the possibility of parallel computation for the sake of the efficiency of the compositional framework represented in Section 3. Our analyses in this chapter are based on the binary reassembling and its variations; Hence, in this Chapter we only consider the binary case. In what follows, we briefly represent some basic definitions and notations that are used in the
future sections.

We write \( \text{GRAPHS}(2^*) \) to denote the class of all simple graphs \( G = (V, E) \) where \(|V|\) is a power-of-2.

**Definition 50 (Minimum Bisection Problem).** A bisection of the graph \( G = (V, E) \) is a partition \( \{A, B\} \) of \( V(G) \) with two blocks of equal size:

\[
|A| = |B|, \quad A \cap B = \emptyset, \quad \text{and} \quad A \cup B = V.
\]

(Our running assumption is that \( V \) has an even number of vertices and can therefore be partitioned into two equal-size blocks.) We say the bisection \( \{A, B\} \) is of type \((X, Y)\) iff \(X, Y \subseteq V(G)\) such that:

- either \( X \cap Y = \emptyset, \quad X \subseteq A, \quad \text{and} \quad Y \subseteq B, \)
- or \( X \cap Y = \emptyset, \quad X \subseteq B, \quad \text{and} \quad Y \subseteq A. \)

A minimum bisection \( \{A, B\} \) of \( G \) is one that minimizes the set of bridges \( \partial(A, B) \) between \( A \) and \( B \), i.e.,

\[
|\partial(A, B)| \leq \min \{|\partial(A', B')| \mid \{A', B'\} \text{ is a bisection of } G \}.
\]

The minimum bisection problem, MinBisection, asks for finding a minimum bisection of a given input graph \( G \). MinBisection is known to be NP-hard [37].

We write \( \text{MinBisection}(2^*) \) for the restriction of MinBisection to the class \( \text{GRAPHS}(2^*) \). Lemma 95 asserts that \( \text{MinBisection}(2^*) \) is also NP-hard.

**Definition 51 (Clique Cover Problem).** Given an integer \( k \geq 1 \), a \( k \)-clique cover of the graph \( G = (V, E) \) is a partition of \( V(G) \) into \( k \) disjoint subsets \( \{V_1, \ldots, V_k\} \) such that each of the induced subgraphs \( G[V_1], \ldots, G[V_k] \) is a complete graph (or a clique in \( G \)).

The \( k \)-clique cover problem, \( k \)-CliqueCover in shorthand, is a (yes, no) question that asks whether a graph \( G \) has a \( k \)-clique cover. \( k \)-CliqueCover is polynomial-time solvable for \( k = 1, 2 \), and is known to be NP-complete for every \( k \geq 3 \) [58].
5.3.1 Binary Graph-Reassembling

The notion of binary reassembling of graph \( G = (V, E) \) is directly related to the notion of a binary tree defined over a set of leaf nodes \( V = \{v_1, \ldots, v_n\} \) and internal nodes which correspond to the subsets of \( V \). Our definition of binary trees is not standard, but is more convenient for our purposes.\(^3\)

**Definition 52 (Binary trees).** An (unordered) binary tree \( B \) over \( V = \{v_1, \ldots, v_n\} \) is a collection of non-empty subsets of \( V \) satisfying three conditions:

1. For every \( v \in V \), the singleton set \( \{v\} \) is in \( B \).
2. The full set \( V \) is in \( B \).
3. For every \( X \in B \), there is a unique \( Y \in B \) such that: \( X \cap Y = \emptyset \) and \( (X \cup Y) \in B \).

The leaf nodes of \( B \) are the singleton sets \( \{v\} \) for some \( v \in V \), and the root node of \( B \) is the full set \( V \). Depending on the context, we may refer to the members of \( B \) as its nodes or as its clusters.

Some properties of \( B \) are stated in the next two propositions.

Our definition of Binary tree slightly differs from the standard definition in the sense that we are not concerned regarding the order of the nodes with the same parent. Formally speaking given binary tree \( B \) and \( X, Y, Z \in B \) where \( X \) and \( Y \) are direct children of \( Z \) (i.e. \( X \cap Y = \emptyset \) and \( X \cap Y = Z \)), as apposed to the standard definition, in our definition of binary tree no ordering is assigned to the nodes \( X \) and \( Y \).

**Proposition 53 (Properties of binary trees).** Let \( B \) be a binary tree as in Definition 52, let \( v \in V \), and let:

\[
\{v\} = X_0 \not\subseteq X_1 \not\subseteq X_2 \not\subseteq \cdots \not\subseteq X_p = V
\]

be a maximal sequence of nested clusters from \( B \). We then have:

\[^3\]A standard definition of a binary tree \( T \) makes \( T \) a subset of the set of finite binary strings \( \{0, 1\}^* \) such that:
- \( T \) is prefix-closed, i.e., if \( t \in T \) and \( u \) is a prefix of \( t \), then \( u \in T \).
- Every node has two children, i.e., \( t \not\in T \) iff \( t1 \in T \) for every \( t \in \{0, 1\}^* \).

The root node of \( T \) is the empty string \( \varepsilon \), and a leaf node of \( T \) is a string \( t \in T \) without children, i.e., both \( t0 \not\in T \) and \( t1 \not\in T \).
1. The sequence in (†) is uniquely defined, i.e., every maximal nested sequence starting from \( \{v\} \) is the same.

2. For every cluster \( Y \in \mathcal{B} \), if \( \{v\} \subseteq Y \), then \( Y \in \{X_0, \ldots, X_p\} \).

3. There are pairwise disjoint clusters \( \{Y_0, \ldots, Y_{p-1}\} \subseteq \mathcal{B} \) such that, for every \( 0 \leq i < p \):

\[
X_i \cap Y_i = \emptyset \quad \text{and} \quad X_i \cup Y_i = X_{i+1}.
\]

Based on this proposition, we use the following terminology:

- We call the sequence in (†), which is unique by part 1, the path from the leaf node \( \{v\} \) to the root node \( V \).
- Every cluster containing \( v \) is one of the nodes along this unique path, according to part 2.
- In part 3, we call \( Y_i \) the unique sibling of \( X_i \), whose unique common parent is \( X_{i+1} \), for every \( 0 \leq i < p \).

**Proof.** Part 1 is a consequence of the third condition in Definition 52, which prevents any cluster/node in \( \mathcal{B} \) from having two distinct parents.

For part 2, consider the nested sequence \( \{v\} \subseteq Y \subseteq V \), and extend it to a maximal nested sequence, which is uniquely defined by part 1. This implies \( Y \) is one of the nodes along the path from \( \{v\} \) to the root \( V \).

Part 3 is another consequence of the third condition in Definition 52: For every \( 0 \leq i < p \), \( Y_i \) is the unique cluster in \( \mathcal{B} \) such that \( X_i \cap Y_i = \emptyset \) and \( X_i \cup Y_i \in \mathcal{B} \). Remaining details omitted.

**Proposition 54** (Properties of binary trees). Let \( \mathcal{B} \) be a binary tree as in Definition 52. We then have:

1. For all clusters \( X, Y \in \mathcal{B} \), if \( X \cap Y \neq \emptyset \) then \( X \subseteq Y \) or \( Y \subseteq X \).

2. For every cluster \( X \in \mathcal{B} \), the sub-collection of clusters \( \mathcal{B}_X := \{Y \in \mathcal{B} \mid Y \subseteq X\} \) is a binary tree over \( X \), with root node \( X \).

3. \( \mathcal{B} \) is a collection of \((2n - 1)\) clusters.
Proof. For part 1, let $Z = X \cap Y \neq \emptyset$ and consider the maximal sequence of nested clusters which extends $Z \subseteq X \subseteq V$ or $Z \subseteq Y \subseteq V$. By part 1 of Proposition 53, both $X$ and $Y$ must occur along this nested sequence.

For part 2, we directly check that $\mathcal{B}_X$ satisfies the three defining properties of a binary tree. Straightforward details omitted.

Part 3 is proved by induction on $n \geq 1$. For the induction hypothesis, we assume the statement is true for every binary tree with less than $n$ leaf nodes, and we then prove that the statement is true for an arbitrary binary tree over $V$ with $|V| = n$. Consider a largest cluster $X \in \mathcal{B}$ such that $X \neq V$. There is a unique $Y \in \mathcal{B}$ such that $X \cap Y = \emptyset$ and $X \cup Y \in \mathcal{B}$. Because $X$ is largest in size but smaller than $V$, it must be that $X \cup Y = V$, which implies that $\{X, Y\}$ is a two-block partition of $V$. Consider now the subtrees $\mathcal{B}_X$ and $\mathcal{B}_Y$, apply the induction hypothesis to each, and draw the desired conclusion. □

A common measure for a standard definition of binary trees is \textit{height}, which becomes for our notion of binary trees in Definition 52:

$$\text{height}(\mathcal{B}) := \max \{ p \mid \text{there is } v \in V \text{ such that } \{v\}, X_0 \subseteq X_1 \subseteq \cdots \subseteq X_p = V \text{ is a maximal sequence of nested clusters} \}.$$ 

For a particular node/cluster $X \in \mathcal{B}$, the subtree of $\mathcal{B}$ rooted at $X$ is $\mathcal{B}_X$, by part 2 in Proposition 54. The height of $X$ in $\mathcal{B}$ is therefore $\text{height}_{\mathcal{B}}(X) := \text{height}(\mathcal{B}_X)$.

If $X, Y \subseteq V$ are disjoint sets of vertices, $\partial_G(X, Y)$ is the subset of edges of $G$ with one endpoint in each of $X$ and $Y$. If $Y = V - X$, we write $\partial_G(X)$ instead of $\partial_G(X, V - X)$.

\textbf{Definition 55 (Binary reassembling).} A \textit{binary reassembling of the graph} $G = (V, E)$ is simply defined by a pair $(G, \mathcal{B})$ where $\mathcal{B}$ is a binary tree over $V$, as in Definition 52.

Given a binary reassembling $(G, \mathcal{B})$ of $G$, two measures are of particular interest for our later analysis, namely, for every cluster $X \in \mathcal{B}$, the \textit{degree} of $X$ and the \textit{height} of $X$:

$$\text{degree}_{G, \mathcal{B}}(X) := |\partial_G(X)| \quad \text{and} \quad \text{height}_{G, \mathcal{B}}(X) := \text{height}_{\mathcal{B}}(X).$$
If the context makes clear the binary reassembling \((G, B)\) – respectively, the binary tree \(B\) – relative to which these measures are defined, we write \(\text{degree}(X)\) and \(\text{height}(X)\) – respectively, \(\text{degree}_G(X)\) and \(\text{height}_G(X)\) – instead of \(\text{degree}_{G,B}(X)\) and \(\text{height}_{G,B}(X)\).  

**Definition 56 (Strict binary reassembling).** We say the binary reassembling \((G, B)\) in Definition 55 is **strict** if it satisfies the following condition: For all clusters \(X, Y \in B\), if \(X\) and \(Y\) are sibling nodes, then \(\partial_G(X, Y) \neq \emptyset\). (In Definition 55, when we merge sibling clusters \(X, Y \in B\), we do not require that \(\partial_G(X, Y) \neq \emptyset\)).

### 5.3.2 Optimization Problems

The following definition repeats a definition in Section 5.2 more formally.

**Definition 57 (Measures on the reassembling of a graph).** Let \((G, B)\) be a binary reassembling of \(G\). We define the measures \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) on \((G, B)\) as follows:

\[
\alpha(G, B) := \max \{ \text{degree}_{G,B}(X) \mid X \in B \},
\]

\[
\beta(G, B) := \sum \{ \text{degree}_{G,B}(X) \mid X \in B \}.
\]

An optimization problem arises with the minimization of each of these measures. For example, the optimal \(\alpha\)-measure of graph \(G\) is:

\[
\alpha(G) = \min \{ \alpha(G, B) \mid (G, B) \text{ is a binary reassembling of } G \}.
\]

We say the binary reassembling \((G, B)\) is \(\alpha\)-*optimal* iff \(\alpha(G, B) = \alpha(G)\). We leave to the reader the obvious similar definition of what it means for the binary reassembling \((G, B)\) to be \(\beta\)-*optimal*.  

\[\square\]

\[\square\]

---

\(^4\) Our binary reassembling of \(G\) can be viewed as the “hierarchical clustering” of \(G\), similar to a method of analysis in data mining, though used for a different purpose. Our binary reassembling mimicks what is called “agglomerative, or bottom-up, hierarchical clustering” in data mining.
5.3.3 Linear Graph-Reassembling

Let $G = (V, E)$ be a simple undirected graph with $|V| = n$. We say the binary reassembling $(G, B)$ is linear if $B$ is a linear binary tree over $V$, i.e., all the clusters of size $\geq 2$ forms a single nested chain of length $(n - 1)$:

$$X_1 \supset X_2 \supset \cdots \supset X_{n-1} = V$$ (A)

This implies the height of $B$ is $(n - 1)$. By part 3 in Proposition 53, there are $n$ leaf nodes/singleton clusters $\{Y_0, \ldots, Y_{n-1}\} \subseteq B$ such that $X_1 = Y_0 \cup Y_1$ and for every $1 \leq i \leq n - 2$:

$$X_i \cap Y_{i+1} = \emptyset \quad \text{and} \quad X_i \cup Y_{i+1} = X_{i+1}.$$ (B)

We use the letter $L$ to denote a linear binary tree, and write $(G, L)$ to denote a linear reassembling of $G$.

In Definition 58, we mostly use the notation and conventions of [79] and the references therein. We write $vw$ to denote the edge connecting vertex $v$ and vertex $w$.

**Definition 58 (Linear arrangements and cutwidths).** A linear arrangement $\varphi$ of the graph $G = (V, E)$, where $|V| = n$, is a bijection $\varphi : V \to \{1, \ldots, n\}$. We refer to this linear arrangement by writing $(G, \varphi)$.

Following [79], given linear arrangement $(G, \varphi)$ and $i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$, we define a two-block partition of the vertices, $V = L(G, \varphi, i) \cup R(G, \varphi, i)$, where:

$$L(G, \varphi, i) := \{ v \in V \mid \varphi(v) \leq i \} \quad \text{and} \quad R(G, \varphi, i) := \{ w \in V \mid \varphi(w) > i \}.$$ 

The edge cut at position $i$, denoted $\zeta(G, \varphi, i)$, is the number of edges connecting $L(G, \varphi, i)$ and $R(G, \varphi, i)$:

$$\zeta(G, \varphi, i) := \left| \{ vw \in E \mid v \in L(G, \varphi, i) \text{ and } w \in R(G, \varphi, i) \} \right|.$$
In our notation in Definition 55, we have:

\[ \zeta(G, \varphi, i) = \left| \partial(L(G, \varphi, i), R(G, \varphi, i)) \right| = \text{degree}(L(G, \varphi, i)). \]

The length of \( \overrightarrow{vw} \) in the linear arrangement \((G, \varphi)\), denoted \( \xi(G, \varphi, \overrightarrow{vw}) \), is “1 + the number of vertices between \( v \) and \( w \)’’:

\[ \xi(G, \varphi, \overrightarrow{vw}) := |\varphi(v) - \varphi(w)|. \]

The \( \alpha \)-measure and \( \beta \)-measure of the linear arrangement \((G, \varphi)\) are defined by:

\[
\alpha(G, \varphi) := \max \{ \zeta(G, \varphi, i) \mid 1 \leq i \leq n \} = \max \{ \text{degree}(L(G, \varphi, i)) \mid 1 \leq i \leq n \},
\]

\[
\beta(G, \varphi) := \sum \{ \zeta(G, \varphi, i) \mid 1 \leq i \leq n \} = \sum \{ \text{degree}(L(G, \varphi, i)) \mid 1 \leq i \leq n \}.
\]

In the literature, \( \alpha(G, \varphi) \) is called the cutwidth of the linear arrangement \((G, \varphi)\). The cost of the linear arrangement \((G, \varphi)\) is usually defined as the total length of all the edges relative to \((G, \varphi)\), i.e., the cost is the measure \( \gamma(G, \varphi) \) given by:

\[
\gamma(G, \varphi) := \sum \{ \xi(G, \varphi, \overrightarrow{vw}) \mid \overrightarrow{vw} \in E \}.
\]

However, by Lemma 59 below, \( \beta(G, \varphi) \) is equal to \( \gamma(G, \varphi) \).

\[ \square \]

Lemma 59. For every linear arrangement \((G, \varphi)\), we have \( \beta(G, \varphi) = \gamma(G, \varphi) \).

Proof. We have to prove that

\[
\sum \{ \zeta(G, \varphi, i) \mid 1 \leq i \leq n \} = \sum \{ \xi(G, \varphi, \overrightarrow{vw}) \mid \overrightarrow{vw} \in E \}.
\]

This equality holds whether \( G \) is connected or not. So, a formal proof (omitted) can be written by induction on the number \( m \geq 0 \) of edges in \( G \). But informally, for every edge \( \overrightarrow{vw} \in E \), if \( \varphi(v) = i \) and \( \varphi(w) = j \) with \( i < j \), then its length \( \xi(G, \varphi, \overrightarrow{vw}) = j - i \). In this case, the length of edge \( \overrightarrow{vw} \) contributes one unit to each of \((j - i)\) consecutive edge cuts: \( \zeta(G, \varphi, i), \ldots, \zeta(G, \varphi, j - 1) \). Hence,
if we delete edge $vw$ from the graph, we decrease the two quantities:

$$\sum \{ \zeta(G, \varphi, i) | 1 \leq i \leq n \} \quad \text{and} \quad \sum \{ \xi(G, \varphi, vw) | vw \in E \}.$$ 

by exactly the same amount $(j - i)$. The desired conclusion follows.

**Definition 60 (Optimal linear arrangements).** Let $G = (V, E)$ be a simple undirected graph. We say the linear arrangement $(G, \varphi)$ is $\alpha$-optimal if:

$$\alpha(G, \varphi) = \min \{ \alpha(G, \varphi') \mid (G, \varphi') \text{ is a linear arrangement} \}.$$ 

The $\alpha$-optimal linear arrangement problem is the problem of defining bijection $\varphi : V \to \{1, \ldots, n\}$ such that $(G, \varphi)$ is $\alpha$-optimal. We define similarly the $\beta$-optimal linear arrangement problem.

**Definition 61 (Linear arrangement induced by linear reassembling).** Let $G = (V, E)$ be a simple undirected graph and $(G, \mathcal{L})$ be a linear reassembling of $G$. Using the notation in (A) and (B) in the opening paragraph of Section 5.3.3, the $n$ leaf nodes (or singleton clusters) of $\mathcal{L}$ are: $Y_0, Y_1, Y_2, \ldots, Y_{n-1}$. Observe that the order of the singletons $Y_2, \ldots, Y_{n-1}$ and, therefore, the order of the $(n - 2)$ vertices in $Y_2 \cup \cdots \cup Y_{n-1}$ is uniquely determined by the chain in (A), but this is not the case for the order in which we write $Y_0$ and $Y_1$, i.e., the first cluster $X_1$ in (A) is equal to both $Y_0 \cup Y_1$ and $Y_1 \cup Y_0$.

We want to extract a linear arrangement $(G, \varphi)$ from the linear reassembling $(G, \mathcal{L})$. This is achieved by defining $\varphi : V \to \{1, \ldots, n\}$ as follows:

- Let $Y_0 = \{v\}$ and $Y_1 = \{v'\}$.
  - If $\text{degree}(v) \leq \text{degree}(v')$ then set $\varphi(v) := 1$ and $\varphi(v') := 2$.
  - If $\text{degree}(v) \geq \text{degree}(v')$ then set $\varphi(v') := 1$ and $\varphi(v) := 2$.
- For every $2 \leq i \leq n - 1$, if $Y_i = \{v\}$ then set $\varphi(v) := i + 1$.

It is possible that $\text{degree}(v) = \text{degree}(v')$, in which case $\varphi$ may place $v$ first and $v'$ second, or $v'$ first and $v$ second. This ambiguity is harmless for our analysis, in that it does not affect the
\(\alpha\)-measure and the \(\beta\)-measure of the linear arrangement \((G, \varphi)\).

Whether \(\varphi\) places \(v\) first and \(v'\) second, or \(v'\) first and \(v\) second, we call \((G, \varphi)\) a linear arrangement of \(G\) induced by the linear reassembling \((G, \mathcal{L})\).

Note that, for every \(1 \leq i \leq n - 1\), we have the equality \(X_i = L(G, \varphi, i)\), where \(L(G, \varphi, i)\) is the set of vertices at position \(i\) and to the left of it, as in Definition 58.

**Definition 62 (Linear reassembling induced by linear arrangement).** Let \(G = (V, E)\) be a simple undirected graph and let \((G, \varphi)\) be a linear arrangement of \(G\). We extract a linear reassembling \((G, \mathcal{L})\) from \((G, \varphi)\). The \(n\) leaf nodes/singleton clusters of \(\mathcal{L}\) are:

\[
\left\{ \{v\} \mid v \in V \right\} = \left\{ \{\varphi^{-1}(i)\} \mid 1 \leq i \leq n \right\}.
\]

The \((n - 1)\) non-leaf nodes/clusters of \(\mathcal{L}\) are:

\[
\begin{align*}
X_1 & := \{\varphi^{-1}(1), \varphi^{-1}(2)\}, \\
X_2 & := \{\varphi^{-1}(1), \varphi^{-1}(2), \varphi^{-1}(3)\}, \\
& \quad \ldots \\
X_{n-1} & := \{\varphi^{-1}(1), \varphi^{-1}(2), \varphi^{-1}(3), \ldots, \varphi^{-1}(n)\} = V.
\end{align*}
\]

We call \((G, \mathcal{L})\) the linear reassembling of \(G\) induced by the linear arrangement \((G, \varphi)\).

**5.4 Examples**

We present several simple examples to illustrate notions mentioned in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. We first introduce a convenient notation for specifying binary trees over a set \(V\) of vertices. Let \(2^V\) denote the power set of \(V\). We define a binary operation \(\overline{\mathcal{X}} \mathcal{Y}\) for all \(\mathcal{X} \subseteq 2^V\) and \(\mathcal{Y} \subseteq 2^V\) by:

\[
\overline{\mathcal{X}} \mathcal{Y} := (\mathcal{X} \cup \mathcal{Y}) \cup \left( (\bigcup \mathcal{X}) \cup (\bigcup \mathcal{Y}) \right)
\]

The examples below illustrate how we use this operation “−”. 
We overload the overline notation \( \overline{v} \) to denote a nonempty subset of \( V \), i.e., \( \overline{v_1 \ldots v_k} \) means \( \{v_1, \ldots, v_k\} \). In particular, the edge connecting \( v \) and \( w \) is denoted by the two-vertex set \( \overline{vw} = \{v, w\} \).

The context will make clear whether we use \( \overline{\cdot} \) to refer to a set of subsets of \( V \) (in the case of binary trees) or to just a subset of \( V \).

**Example 63.** The hypercube graph \( Q_3 \) is shown on the left in Figure 5.1, and three of its reassemblings are shown on the right in Figure 5.1. The top reassembling is neither balanced nor linear; the middle one is balanced; and the bottom one is linear.

![Figure 5.1: Two different drawings of the hypercube graph \( Q_3 \) (on the left) and three of its reassemblings (on the right).](image)

For each of the three reassemblings on the right in Figure 5.1, from top to bottom, we list the unique binary tree \( B \) over the vertices \( \{1, \ldots, 8\} \) underlying it (in its binary reassembling formulation) and one of the orderings \( \Theta \) of the edges \( \{12, \ldots, 78\} \) inducing it (in its sequential reassembling formulation):

\[
B_1 = \begin{cases} 
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7 & 8 \\
\end{cases} 
\quad \Theta_{Q_3}^{B_1} = \overline{12 \ 34 \ 56 \ 78 \ 13 \ 35 \ 57 \ 78} \ldots
\]

\[
B_2 = \begin{cases} 
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7 & 8 \\
\end{cases} 
\quad \Theta_{Q_3}^{B_2} = \overline{12 \ 34 \ 56 \ 78 \ 13 \ 57 \ 35 \ 78} \ldots \text{(balanced)}
\]

\[
B_3 = \begin{cases} 
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7 & 8 \\
\end{cases} 
\quad \Theta_{Q_3}^{B_3} = \overline{12 \ 13 \ 34 \ 35 \ 56 \ 57 \ 78} \ldots \text{(linear)}
\]
where, for simplicity, we write just “\(v\)” instead of the cumbersome \(\{v\} = \overline{v}\). Thus, for example, two of the subsets of \(B_1\) above appear as “1 2” and “1 2 3 4”, and if we expand them in full, we obtain:

\[
1 2 = \{1\}, \{2\}, \{1, 2\} \quad \text{and} \quad 1 2 3 4 = \{1\}, \{2\}, \{3\}, \{4\}, \{1, 2\}, \{3, 4\}, \{1, 2, 3, 4\}.
\]

The ellipsis “…” in the definition of \(\Theta_3^{Q_i}\) above are the remaining edges of \(Q_3\), which can be listed in any order without changing the reassembling.\(^5\) A simple calculation of the \(\alpha\)-measure and \(\beta\)-measure of these three reassemblings of \(Q_3\) produces:

\[
\alpha(Q_3, B_1) = \alpha(Q_3, B_2) = 4 \quad \text{and} \quad \alpha(Q_3, B_3) = 5, \\
\beta(Q_3, B_1) = \beta(Q_3, B_2) = 48 \quad \text{and} \quad \beta(Q_3, B_3) = 49.
\]

By exhaustive inspection (details omitted), \((Q_3, B_1)\) is both \(\alpha\)-optimal and \(\beta\)-optimal for the class of all binary reassemblings of \(Q_3\). Because the \(\alpha\)-measure and \(\beta\)-measure of \((Q_3, B_1)\) and those of \((Q_3, B_2)\) are equal, \((Q_3, B_2)\) is also both \(\alpha\)-optimal and \(\beta\)-optimal for the class of all binary reassemblings and, therefore, for the smaller class of all balanced reassemblings of which it is a member. By exhaustive inspection again, \((Q_3, B_3)\) is both \(\alpha\)-optimal and \(\beta\)-optimal for the subclass of all linear reassemblings, but not for the full class of all binary reassemblings of \(Q_3\). \(\square\)

**Example 64.** The complete graph \(K_8\) on 8 vertices is shown in Figure 5.2. We can carry out three reassemblings of \(K_8\) by using the binary trees \(B_1, B_2,\) and \(B_3,\) from Example 63 again.

\(^5\) We qualify \(\Theta_3^{Q_i}\) with the superscript “\(Q_i\)” because it depends on the graph \(Q_i\). The same ordering of the edges may not be valid for a sequential reassembly of another 8-vertex graph with a set of edges different from that of \(Q_3\). This is not the case for the binary tree \(B\) underlying the binary reassembling \((G, B)\) of a graph \(G = (V, E)\); that is, regardless of the placement of edges in \(G\), the tree \(B\) over \(V\) is valid for the binary reassembling \((G, B)\) and again for the binary reassembling \((G', B')\) of every graph \(G' = (V, E')\) over the same set \(V\) of vertices.
A straightforward calculation of the $\alpha$-measure and $\beta$-measure of the resulting reassemblings $(K_8,B_1)$, $(K_8,B_2)$, and $(K_8,B_3)$ produces the following values:

$\alpha(K_8,B_1) = \alpha(K_8,B_2) = \alpha(K_8,B_3) = 16,$
$\beta(K_8,B_1) = 132,$
$\beta(K_8,B_2) = 136,$
$\beta(K_8,B_3) = 133.$

Because of the symmetries of $K_8$ ("every permutation of the 8 vertices produces another graph isomorphic to $K_8$"), all balanced reassemblings are isomorphic and so are all linear reassemblings. Hence, $(K_8,B_2)$ is trivially $\alpha$-optimal and $\beta$-optimal for the class of all balanced reassemblings of $K_8$, and $(K_8,B_3)$ is trivially $\alpha$-optimal and $\beta$-optimal for the class of all linear reassemblings of $K_8$.

By exhaustive inspection (details omitted), it turns out that $(K_8,B_1)$ is $\alpha$-optimal for the class of all binary reassemblings, but it is not $\beta$-optimal for the same class. The underlying tree of a $\beta$-optimal binary reassembling of $K_8$ turns out to be the following $B_4$ over the vertices $\{1,\ldots,8\}$, shown with an ordering $\Theta^K_4$ of the edges which induces a sequential ordering equal to $(K_8,B_4)$:

$B_4 = \left\{ \begin{array}{cccccccc}
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7 & 8 \\
\hline
\end{array} \right.$

$\Theta^K_4 = \begin{array}{cccccccc}
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 13 & 15 & 17 & 18 & \ldots
\end{array}$

where the ellipsis "..." are the remaining edges in any order. The resulting $\beta$-measure is $\beta(K_8,B_4) = 127$.

**Example 65.** The star graph $S_7$, with 7 leaves and one internal vertex, is shown in Figure 5.3. We can carry out four reassemblings of $S_7$ by using the binary trees $B_1$, $B_2$, $B_3$, and $B_4$, from Examples 63 and 64 again.
From a straightforward calculation of the $\alpha$-measure and $\beta$-measure of the reassemblings $(S_7, B_1)$, $(S_7, B_2)$, $(S_7, B_3)$, and $(S_7, B_4)$:

$$\alpha(S_7, B_1) = \alpha(S_7, B_2) = \alpha(S_7, B_3) = \alpha(S_7, B_4) = 7,$$

$$\beta(S_7, B_1) = 32, \quad \beta(S_7, B_2) = 34,$$

$$\beta(S_7, B_3) = 35, \quad \beta(S_7, B_4) = 31.$$

The preceding four reassemblings are all $\alpha$-optimal, each for its own class of reassemblings, i.e., $(S_7, B_2)$ is $\alpha$-optimal for the class of balanced reassemblings of $S_7$ and $(S_7, B_3)$ for the class of linear reassemblings of $S_7$. It turns out that only $(S_7, B_2)$ is $\beta$-optimal for its own class, the class of balanced reassemblings of $S_7$. None of the four is $\beta$-optimal for the class of all binary reassemblings of $S_7$.

Of the four binary reassemblings above, only $(S_7, B_3)$ is strict; the three other are not strict, i.e., the three other merge some cluster pairs $(A, B)$ such that $\partial(A, B) = \emptyset$. Because $(S_7, B_1)$, $(S_7, B_2)$, and $(S_7, B_4)$ are not strict, it is not possible to re-define them as sequential reassemblings, each relative to an appropriate edge ordering. An ordering $\Theta^S_3$ of the edges that induces a sequential reassembling equal to $(S_7, B_3)$ is:

$$\Theta^S_3 = 1\ 2\ 3\ 4\ 5\ 6\ 7\ 8.$$

By exhaustive inspection (details omitted), the following is a binary tree $B_5$ over the vertices \{1, \ldots, 8\} such that $(S_7, B_5)$ is $\beta$-optimal for the class of all binary reassemblings of $S_7$. Since $(S_7, B_5)$ is not strict, there is no corresponding ordering $\Theta^S_5$ of the edges:

$$B_5 = \{ 2\ 3\ 4\ 1\ 5\ 6\ 7\ 8 \}.$$
The resulting $\beta$-measure is $\beta(S_7, B_5) = 29$. Note that $B_5$ is also linear. Hence, $(S_7, B_5)$ is also $\beta$-optimal for the class of linear reassemblings of $S_7$. \qed

**Example 66.** The binary tree $B_3$ in Examples 63, 64, and 65, is a linear binary tree. Written in full, using the notation in (A) at the beginning of Section 5.3.3, the non-singleton sets of $B_3$ are:

$$
X_1 = \overline{1\ 2}, \quad X_2 = \overline{1\ 2\ 3}, \quad X_3 = \overline{1\ 2\ 3\ 4}, \quad X_4 = \overline{1\ 2\ 3\ 4\ 5},
$$

$$
X_5 = \overline{1\ 2\ 3\ 4\ 5\ 6}, \quad X_6 = \overline{1\ 2\ 3\ 4\ 5\ 6\ 7}, \quad X_7 = \overline{1\ 2\ 3\ 4\ 5\ 6\ 7\ 8}.
$$

The singleton sets of $B_3$ are:

$$
Y_0 = \overline{1}, \ Y_1 = \overline{2}, \ Y_2 = \overline{3}, \ Y_3 = \overline{4}, \ Y_4 = \overline{5}, \ Y_5 = \overline{6}, \ Y_6 = \overline{7}, \ Y_7 = \overline{8}.
$$

The linear arrangement $\varphi_3$ induced by the linear reassembling $(S_7, B_3)$ in Example 65 is (see Definition 61):

$$
\varphi_3(2) = 1, \varphi_3(1) = 2, \varphi_3(3) = 3, \varphi_3(4) = 4, \varphi_3(5) = 5, \varphi_3(6) = 6, \varphi_3(7) = 7, \varphi_3(8) = 8,
$$

rather than the linear arrangement $\varphi'$:

$$
\varphi'_3(1) = 1, \varphi'_3(2) = 2, \varphi'_3(3) = 3, \varphi'_3(4) = 4, \varphi'_3(5) = 5, \varphi'_3(6) = 6, \varphi'_3(7) = 7, \varphi'_3(8) = 8,
$$

because $\text{degree}_{S_7}(2) = 1 < 7 = \text{degree}_{S_7}(1)$. The difference between $\varphi_3$ and $\varphi'_3$ is in the placement of the two first vertices: vertex “1” and vertex “2”. \qed

**Example 67.** The binary tree $B_5$ in Example 65 is a linear binary tree. As in Example 66, it is straightforward to specify the singleton and non-singleton sets of $B_5$ (omitted here) to fit the notation of (A) and (B) at the beginning of Section 5.3.3. There are two possible linear arrangements, $\varphi_5$ and $\varphi'_5$, which are induced by the linear reassembling $(S_7, B_5)$, because $\text{degree}_{S_7}(2) = \ldots$
\[ \text{degree}_{S_7}(3) = 1 \] (see Definition 61), namely:

\[ \varphi_5(2) = 1, \varphi_5(3) = 2, \varphi_5(4) = 3, \varphi_5(1) = 4, \varphi_5(5) = 5, \varphi_5(6) = 6, \varphi_5(7) = 7, \varphi_5(8) = 8, \]

\[ \varphi'_5(3) = 1, \varphi'_5(2) = 2, \varphi'_5(4) = 3, \varphi'_5(1) = 4, \varphi'_5(5) = 5, \varphi'_5(6) = 6, \varphi'_5(7) = 7, \varphi'_5(8) = 8. \]

The difference between \( \varphi_5 \) and \( \varphi'_5 \) is in the placement of the two first vertices: vertex “2” and vertex “3”. In contrast to \( \varphi_3 \) and \( \varphi'_3 \) in Example 66, both \( \varphi_5 \) and \( \varphi'_5 \) are valid as linear arrangements induced by the linear reassembling \((S_7, B_5)\). A comparison between \( \varphi_3 \) and \( \varphi_5 \) is shown in Figure 5.4.

\[ \alpha(S_7, \varphi_3) = \max \{1, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1\} = 6 \quad \alpha(S_7, \varphi_5) = \max \{1, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 1\} = 4 \]

\[ \beta(S_7, \varphi_3) = \sum \{1, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1\} = 22 \quad \beta(S_7, \varphi_5) = \sum \{1, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 1\} = 16 \]

\textbf{Figure 5.4:} Comparison of linear arrangements \((S_7, \varphi_3)\) in Example 66 and \((S_7, \varphi_5)\) in Example 67.

\textbf{Example 68.} This is a continuation of Example 66. The linear reassembling induced by the linear arrangement \((S_7, \varphi_3)\) is precisely \((S_7, B_3)\), but so is the linear reassembling induced by the linear arrangement \((S_7, \varphi'_3)\) again the same \((S_7, B_3)\), according to Definition 62. This means: \emph{linear arrangements make distinction that linear reassemblings do not make.} This difference is in the placement of the two first vertices, specifically:

- The \( \alpha \)-measure and \( \beta \)-measure of a \emph{linear arrangement} generally depend on which vertex is placed first and which is placed second.

- The \( \alpha \)-measure and \( \beta \)-measure of a \emph{linear reassembling} do \emph{not} distinguish between a first and second vertex and do \emph{not} depend on which is placed first and which is placed second.
As an example, consider the linear arrangements \((S_7, \varphi_3)\) and \((S_7, \varphi'_3)\). Their \(\alpha\)-measure and \(\beta\)-measure are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\alpha(S_7, \varphi_3) &= 6, & \beta(S_7, \varphi_3) &= 22, \\
\alpha(S_7, \varphi'_3) &= 7, & \beta(S_7, \varphi'_3) &= 28.
\end{align*}
\]

For the linear reassembling \((S_7, B_3)\) induced by both \((S_7, \varphi_3)\) and \((S_7, \varphi'_3)\), we have: \(\alpha(S_7, B_3) = 7\) and \(\beta(S_7, B_3) = 35\), as noted in Example 65. Moreover, while both \((S_7, \varphi_3)\) and \((S_7, \varphi'_3)\) are neither \(\alpha\)-optimal nor \(\beta\)-optimal, \((S_7, B_3)\) is \(\alpha\)-optimal (though not \(\beta\)-optimal).

### 5.5 \(\alpha\)-Optimization of Linear Reassembling Is NP-Hard

We prove that the \(\alpha\)-optimality of linear arrangements (in the literature: the minimum-cutwidth linear arrangement problem) and the \(\alpha\)-optimality of linear reassemblings are reducible to each other in polynomial time.

**Definition 69 (Chordal graph, triangulation, clique number, treewidth).** Let \(G = (V, E)\) be a simple undirected graph. The following are standard notions of graph theory [27].

- \(G\) is a **chordal graph** if every cycle of length of 4 or more has a chord, i.e., an edge connecting two vertices that are not consecutive in the cycle.
- A **triangulation of \(G\)** is a chordal graph \(G' = (V', E')\) where \(V = V'\) and \(E \subseteq E'\). In such a case, we say that \(G\) can be **triangulated into \(G'\)**, not uniquely in general.
- The **clique number** of \(G\), denoted \(\omega(G)\), is the size of a largest clique in \(G\).
- There are different equivalent definitions of the **treewidth**. We here use a definition, or a consequence of the original definition, which is more convenient for our purposes [21, 27].

The **treewidth** of \(G\) is:

\[
\min \{ \omega(G') \mid G' \text{ is a triangulation of } G \} - 1.
\]
In words, among all triangulations $G'$ of $G$, we choose a $G'$ whose clique number is smallest: The 
*treewidth* of $G$ is one less than the clique number of such a $G'$.

**Lemma 70.** For every positive integers $\Delta$ and $k$, there is an algorithm $A$ using $\Delta$ and $k$ as fixed parameters, such that, given an arbitrary simple undirected graph $G = (V, E)$ as input to $A$, if:

1. the maximum vertex degree in $G$ is $\leq \Delta$, and
2. the treewidth of $G$ is $\leq k$,

then $A$ computes a minimum-cutwidth linear arrangement of $G$ in time $O(n^{\Delta k^2})$ where $n = |V|$.

**Proof.** This is Theorem 4.2 in [93], where the algorithm not only computes the value of a minimum cutwidth, but can be adjusted to output the corresponding minimum-cutwidth linear arrangement $\varphi : V \to \{1, \ldots, n\}$.

In Lemma 71, a *cut vertex* in $G$ is a vertex whose removal increases the number of connected components.

**Lemma 71.** There is an algorithm $A$ such that, given an arbitrary simple undirected graph $G = (V, E)$ as input to $A$, if:

1. every vertex in $G$ has degree $\leq 3$, and
2. every vertex in $G$ of degree $= 3$ is a cut vertex,

then $A$ computes a minimum-cutwidth linear arrangement of $G$ in time $O(n^{12})$ where $n = |V|$.

**Proof.** We show that the treewidth $k$ of $G$ is $\leq 2$. Because the maximum vertex degree $\Delta$ of $G$ is $\leq 3$, Lemma 70 implies the existence of an algorithm $A$ which runs in time $O(n^{\Delta k^2}) = O(n^{12})$.

To show that $k \leq 2$, consider a vertex $v$ of degree $= 3$, which is therefore a cut vertex. The removal of $v$ can have one of two possible outcomes:

(a) disconnect $G$ into 3 components, or

(b) disconnect $G$ into 2 components.

If every vertex of degree $= 3$ satisfies condition (a), then $G$ is tree whose treewidth is 1, since its clique number $\omega(G) = 2$ in this case.
If \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) are cycles in \( G \), each with 3 vertices or more, then \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) are non-overlapping, i.e., \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) have no vertex in common and no edge in common. If they have an edge \( \overline{v_1w_1} \) in common, then there is an edge \( \overline{v_2w_2} \in C_1 \cap C_2 \) such that \( \deg(v_2) = 3 \) (or, resp., \( \deg(w_2) = 3 \)) and \( v_2 \) (or, resp., \( w_2 \)) is not a cut vertex, contradicting the hypothesis. If \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) have no edge in common, but do have a vertex \( v \) in common, then \( \deg(v) > 3 \), again contradicting the hypothesis.

In case one or more vertices satisfy condition (b), \( G \) can be therefore viewed as a finite collection of non-overlapping rings \( \{ R_1, \ldots, R_p \} \), each ring being a cycle with at least 3 vertices, satisfying condition (c):

(c) if two distinct rings \( \{ R_i, R_j \} \), with \( i \neq j \), are connected by a path \( P_{i,j} \), then the removal of all the vertices and edges of \( P_{i,j} \) (in particular the two endpoints of \( P_{i,j} \), one in \( R_i \) and one in \( R_j \), which are necessarily vertices of degree = 3) disconnects \( G \) into 2 components.

Another way of expressing (c) is that, if all the rings \( \{ R_1, \ldots, R_p \} \) are each contracted to a single vertex, then the result is a tree (where some of the internal vertices may now have degree larger than 3). Since the clique number of a ring is 3, the treewidth of a ring is 2, and the desired conclusion follows.

**Lemma 72.** Let \( G = (V, E) \) be a simple undirected graph, where every vertex has degree \( \leq 3 \), and let \( (G, L) \) be a linear reassembling of \( G \). Consider the longest chain of nested clusters of size \( \geq 2 \), as in (A) in the opening paragraph of Section 5.3.3:

\[
X_1 \preceq X_2 \preceq \ldots \preceq X_{n-1} = V.
\]

**Conclusion:** If there is one vertex of degree = 3 in \( G \) which is not a cut vertex, then 
\[
\max\{ \deg(X_1), \ldots, \deg(X_{n-1}) \} \geq 3.
\]

**Proof.** We first show there are at least two vertices of degree = 3 which are not cut vertices. Let \( v \) be a vertex of degree = 3 which is not a cut vertex, and let \( \{ \overline{vx}, \overline{vy}, \overline{vz} \} \) be the three edges incident to \( v \). Because \( v \) is not a cut vertex, any two edges in \( \{ \overline{vx}, \overline{vy}, \overline{vz} \} \) are consecutive edges in a cycle
containing \( v \). Let \( C(v, x, y) \) be a cycle containing edges \( \{ vx, vy \} \), and define similarly cycles \( C(v, x, z) \) and \( C(v, y, z) \). If any of these three cycles contains a chord, then the two endpoints of the chord are vertices of degree \( = 3 \) which are not cut vertices. If none of these three cycles contain a chord, then we can combine any two of them, because they share an edge, to form another cycle with a chord, which again implies the existence of two vertices of degree \( = 3 \) which are not cut vertices.

To conclude the proof, consider the clusters of \( \mathcal{L} \) of size \( \geq 2 \): These are \( \{ X_1, \ldots, X_{n-1} \} \), and the corresponding singleton clusters are \( \{ Y_0, \ldots, Y_{n-1} \} \), as in (A) and (B) in Section 5.3.3. By the preceding argument, there are at least two vertices of degree \( = 3 \) which are not cut vertices. Let one of these two be \( v \), with \( Y_i = \{ v \} \) for some \( i \geq 1 \).

We have \( X_{i-1} \cap Y_i = \emptyset \) and \( X_{i-1} \cup Y_i = X_i \). There are two cases: (1) For some vertex \( w \in X_{i-1} \), there is an edge \( vw \in E \), and (2) for every vertex \( w \in X_{i-1} \), there is no such edge. We consider case (1) and leave the other (easier) case (2) to the reader.

We cannot have \( \deg(X_{i-1}) = 0 \), otherwise \( G \) is disconnected, nor can we have \( \deg(X_{i-1}) = 1 \), otherwise \( v \) is a cut vertex. Hence, \( \deg(X_{i-1}) \geq 2 \). If \( \deg(X_{i-1}) \geq 3 \), this is already the conclusion of the lemma and there is nothing else to prove. Suppose \( \deg(X_{i-1}) = 2 \), the case left to consider.

Similarly, we cannot have \( \deg(X_i) = 0 \), otherwise \( G \) is disconnected, nor \( \deg(X_i) = 1 \), otherwise \( v \) is a cut vertex. Hence, \( \deg(X_i) \geq 2 \). But if \( \deg(X_{i-1}) = 2 \) and \( \deg(X_i) \geq 2 \), with \( \deg(v) = 3 \), then it must be that \( \deg(X_i) = 3 \).

\[ \square \]

**Lemma 73.** Let \( G = (V, E) \) be a simple undirected graph, where every vertex has degree \( \leq 3 \) and where one vertex of degree \( = 3 \) is not a cut vertex. Let \( (G, \mathcal{L}) \) be a linear reassembling and \( (G, \varphi) \) a linear arrangement.

**Conclusion:** If \( (G, \mathcal{L}) \) is induced by \( (G, \varphi) \), or if \( (G, \varphi) \) is induced by \( (G, \mathcal{L}) \), then:

- \( \alpha(G, \mathcal{L}) = \alpha(G, \varphi) \).
- \( (G, \mathcal{L}) \) is \( \alpha \)-optimal iff \( (G, \varphi) \) is \( \alpha \)-optimal.

**Proof.** Straightforward consequence of Lemma 72, the definitions of \( \alpha(G, \mathcal{L}) \) and \( \alpha(G, \varphi) \), and
what it means for \((G, \mathcal{L})\) to be induced by \((G, \varphi)\) and for \((G, \varphi)\) to be induced by \((G, \mathcal{L})\). When there is at least one vertex of degree \(= 3\) which is \textit{not} a cut vertex, and therefore at least two of them by the proof of Lemma 72, we can ignore the degrees of singleton clusters in the computation of \(\alpha(G, \mathcal{L})\). All details omitted.

\[\square\]

**Theorem 74.** For the class of simple undirected graphs \(G\) where every vertex has degree \(\leq 3\), the \(\alpha\)-optimality of linear arrangements \((G, \varphi)\) is polynomial-time reducible to the \(\alpha\)-optimality of linear reassemblings \((G, \mathcal{L})\).

More explicitly, a polynomial-time algorithm \(A\), which returns an \(\alpha\)-optimal linear reassembling \((G, \mathcal{L})\) of a graph \(G\) where every vertex has degree \(\leq 3\), can be used to return an \(\alpha\)-optimal linear arrangement \((G, \varphi)\). 

**Proof.** Consider an arbitrary \(G\) where every vertex has degree \(\leq 3\). If every vertex in \(G\) of degree \(= 3\) is a cut vertex, we use the algorithm in Lemma 71 to compute an \(\alpha\)-optimal linear arrangement \((G, \varphi)\) in time \(O(n^{12})\). If there is a vertex in \(G\) of degree \(= 3\) which is not a cut vertex, we first compute an \(\alpha\)-optimal linear reassembling \((G, \mathcal{L})\) and then return the linear arrangement \((G, \varphi)\) induced by \((G, \mathcal{L})\). The desired conclusion follows from Lemma 73.

\[\square\]

**Corollary 75.** For the class of all simple undirected graphs \(G\), the computation of \(\alpha\)-optimal linear reassemblings \((G, \mathcal{L})\) is an NP-hard problem.

**Proof.** If there is a polynomial-time algorithm \(A\) to compute, for an arbitrary simple undirected graph, an \(\alpha\)-optimal linear reassembling, then the same algorithm \(A\) can be used to compute in polynomial-time an \(\alpha\)-optimal linear reassembling \((G, \mathcal{L})\) for a graph \(G\) where every vertex has degree \(\leq 3\). By Theorem 74, \(A\) can be further adapted to compute an \(\alpha\)-optimal linear arrangement \((G, \varphi)\) for such a graph \(G\) in polynomial time. But the latter problem (in the literature: the \textit{minimum-cutwidth linear arrangement} problem) is known to be NP-hard \([69, 76]\). 

\[\square\]

**Remark 76.** To the best of our knowledge, the complexity status of the \textit{minimum-cutwidth linear arrangement} problem for \(k\)-regular graphs for a fixed \(k \geq 3\) is an open problem. If it were known to be NP-hard, we would be able to simplify our proof of Theorem 74 and its corollary considerably.
In particular, we would be able to eliminate Lemmas 70 and 71 and the supporting Definition 69, as well as simplify Lemmas 72 and 73 by restricting them to \(k\)-regular graphs.

Theorem 74 and Corollary 75 together say the \(\alpha\)-optimality of linear arrangements \((G, \varphi)\) is polynomial-time reducible to the \(\alpha\)-optimality of linear reassemblings \((G, \mathcal{L})\). For completeness, we show the converse in the next theorem.

**Theorem 77.** For the class of simple undirected graphs \(G\) in general, the \(\alpha\)-optimality of linear reassemblings \((G, \mathcal{L})\) is polynomial-time reducible to the \(\alpha\)-optimality of linear arrangements \((G, \varphi)\).

**Proof.** In Section 5.9.

5.6 \(\beta\)-Optimization of Linear Reassembling Is NP-Hard

We prove that the \(\beta\)-optimality of linear arrangements (in the literature: the minimum-cost linear arrangement problem or also the optimal linear arrangement problem) and the \(\beta\)-optimality of linear reassemblings are reducible to each other in polynomial time. Towards this end, we prove an intermediate result, which is also of independent interest (Theorem 83 which presupposes Definition 78).

**Definition 78** (Anchored linear reassemblings). Let \(G = (V, E)\) be a simple undirected graph and let \(w \in V\). Let \((G, \mathcal{L})\) be a linear reassembling of \(G\), whose longest chain of nested clusters of size \(\geq 2\), as in (A) in the opening paragraph of Section 5.3.3, is:

\[
X_1 \not\subseteq X_2 \not\subseteq \cdots \not\subseteq X_{n-1} = V
\]

and whose corresponding singleton clusters are \(\{Y_0, \ldots, Y_{n-1}\}\), as determined by (B) in the opening paragraph of Section 5.3.3. We say \((G, \mathcal{L})\) is a linear reassembling anchored at \(w \in V\) iff there is a vertex \(w' \in V\) such that:

\[
Y_0 = \{w\}, \quad Y_1 = \{w'\}, \quad \text{and} \quad \text{degree}_G(w) \leq \text{degree}_G(w').
\]
Note that we require that the immediate sibling $Y_1 = \{w'\}$ of the leaf node $Y_0 = \{w\}$ satisfy the condition $\text{degree}_G(w) \leq \text{degree}_G(w')$. This implies that, given an arbitrary vertex $w \in V$, we cannot anchor a linear reassembling at $w$ unless we find another vertex $w' \in V$ such that $\text{degree}_G(w) \leq \text{degree}_G(w')$ and then make $\{w\}$ and $\{w'\}$ sibling leaf-nodes. This is a technical restriction to simplify the statement of Lemma 81.\[\]

**Definition 79 (Anchored linear arrangements).** Let $G = (V, E)$ be a simple undirected graph and let $w \in V$. Let $(G, \varphi)$ be a linear arrangement of $G$. We say $(G, \varphi)$ is a linear arrangement **anchored at** $w \in V$ iff there is a vertex $w' \in V$ such that:

$$\varphi(w) = 1, \quad \varphi(w') = 2, \quad \text{and} \quad \text{degree}_G(w) \leq \text{degree}_G(w').$$

Again, as in Definition 78, the condition $\text{degree}_G(w) \leq \text{degree}_G(w')$ is imposed in order to simplify the statement of Lemma 81. It is worth noting that, if we relax this condition and allow $\text{degree}_G(w) > \text{degree}_G(w')$, then the new arrangement $\varphi'$ which permutes the positions of $w$ and $w'$, i.e.:

$$\varphi'(w') = 1, \quad \varphi'(w) = 2, \quad \text{and} \quad \varphi'(v) = \varphi(v) \quad \text{for all} \quad v \in V - \{w, w'\},$$

is such that $\beta(G, \varphi') < \beta(G, \varphi)$. In words, if we allowed $\text{degree}_G(w) > \text{degree}_G(w')$, the linear arrangement $(G, \varphi)$ would not be $\beta$-optimal.\[\]

**Example 80.** Consider the linear reassemblings $(S_7, B_3)$ and $(S_7, B_5)$ in Example 65. $(S_7, B_3)$ is anchored at vertex “2”, but cannot be anchored at vertex “1”, while $(S_7, B_5)$ is anchored at vertex “2”, and can be anchored again at vertex “3”. Both $(S_7, B_3)$ and $(S_7, B_5)$ are $\alpha$-optimal and, a fortiori, $\alpha$-optimal for the class of all linear reassemblings of $S_7$ anchored at vertex “2”. Moreover, $\beta(S_7, B_3) = 35$ and $\beta(S_7, B_5) = 29$, so that $(S_7, B_3)$ is not $\beta$-optimal for the class of all linear reassemblings of $S_7$ anchored at vertex “2”, while $(S_7, B_5)$ is $\beta$-optimal for the same class.

---

\[\]

6Thus, we cannot say that the linear reassembling $(S_7, B_3)$, in Examples 65 and 66, is anchored at vertex “1”, though we can say that $(S_7, B_3)$ is anchored at vertex “2”. More generally, in the case of a star graph $S_k$ with $k \geq 3$ leaves: There is no linear reassembling of $S_k$ anchored at the internal vertex of $S_k$.

7A similar statement applies to the $\alpha$-measure: If we allowed $\text{degree}_G(w) > \text{degree}_G(w')$, then the new arrangement $\varphi'$ would be such that $\alpha(G, \varphi') \leq \alpha(G, \varphi)$, but not necessarily $\alpha(G, \varphi') < \alpha(G, \varphi)$.\[\]
Consider now the linear arrangements \((S_7, \varphi_3)\) and \((S_7, \varphi_5)\) induced by the linear reassemblings \((S_7, B_3)\) and \((S_7, B_5)\), respectively. \(\varphi_3\) and \(\varphi_5\) are given in Example 66 and Example 67. Both \((S_7, \varphi_3)\) and \((S_7, \varphi_5)\) are anchored at vertex “2”. Moreover, \((S_7, \varphi_3)\) cannot be anchored at vertex “1” (the sibling leaf of “2” in \(\varphi_3\)), while \((S_7, \varphi_5)\) can be anchored again at vertex “3” (the sibling leaf of “2” in \(\varphi_5\)).

\((S_7, \varphi_3)\) is neither \(\alpha\)-optimal nor \(\beta\)-optimal for the class of all linear arrangements of \(S_7\) anchored at “2”; hence, \((S_7, \varphi_3)\) is neither \(\alpha\)-optimal nor \(\beta\)-optimal for the super-class of all linear arrangements of \(S_7\). By contrast, \((S_7, \varphi_5)\) is both \(\alpha\)-optimal and \(\beta\)-optimal for the class of all linear arrangements of \(S_7\); hence, \((S_7, \varphi_5)\) is both \(\alpha\)-optimal and \(\beta\)-optimal for the sub-class of all linear arrangements of \(S_7\) anchored at “2”.

Let \((G, \mathcal{L})\) be a linear reassembling anchored at vertex \(w \in V\). We say \((G, \mathcal{L})\) is \(\beta\)-optimal relative to anchor \(w\) iff:

\[
\beta(G, \mathcal{L}) = \min \left\{ \beta(G, \mathcal{L}') \mid (G, \mathcal{L}') \text{ is a linear reassembling anchored at } w \right\}.
\]

Clearly, \((G, \mathcal{L})\) is a \(\beta\)-optimal linear reassembling, with no anchor restriction, iff:

\[
\beta(G, \mathcal{L}) = \min \left\{ \beta(G, \mathcal{L}') \mid \text{there is a vertex } w \in V \text{ and } (G, \mathcal{L}') \text{ is a linear reassembling } \beta\text{-optimal relative to anchor } w \right\}.
\]

Similar obvious conditions apply to what it means for \((G, \varphi)\) to be a \(\beta\)-optimal linear arrangement relative to anchor \(w\).

**Lemma 81.** Let \(G = (V, E)\) be a simple undirected graph and \(w \in V\). Let \((G, \mathcal{L})\) be a linear reassembling of \(G\) anchored at \(w\), and \((G, \varphi)\) be a linear arrangement of \(G\) anchored at \(w\), such that:

\((G, \varphi)\) is induced by \((G, \mathcal{L})\) or \((G, \mathcal{L})\) is induced by \((G, \varphi)\).

**Conclusion:** \((G, \mathcal{L})\) is \(\beta\)-optimal relative to anchor \(w\) iff \((G, \varphi)\) is \(\beta\)-optimal relative to anchor \(w\).
Proof. Let \( d = \text{degree}(w) \geq 1 \) and \( \Delta = \sum \{ \text{degree}(v) \mid v \in V \text{ and } v \neq w \} \). Consider the case when arrangement \((G, \varphi)\) is induced by reassembling \((G, \mathcal{L})\). (We omit the case when reassembling \((G, \mathcal{L})\) is induced by arrangement \((G, \varphi)\), which is treated similarly.) From Definition 57,

\[
\beta(G, \mathcal{L}) = d + \Delta + \sum \{ \text{degree}(X_i) \mid 1 \leq i \leq n - 1 \}
\]

where \( X_1, \ldots, X_{n-1} \) are all the clusters of size \( \geq 2 \) in \( \mathcal{L} \). From Definitions 58 and 61,

\[
\beta(G, \varphi) = d + \sum \{ \text{degree}(X_i) \mid 1 \leq i \leq n - 1 \}.
\]

Hence, both \( \beta(G, \mathcal{L}) \) and \( \beta(G, \varphi) \) are minimized when the same quantity \( \sum \{ \text{degree}(X_i) \mid 1 \leq i \leq n - 1 \} \) is minimized. The desired conclusion follows. \( \square \)

Remark 82. There is an obvious definition of anchored \( \alpha \)-optimality, similar to that of anchored \( \beta \)-optimality above. However, results for the latter do not necessarily have counterparts for the former. In particular, the conclusion of Lemma 81 does not hold for \( \alpha \)-optimality. Specifically, there are simple counter-examples showing the existence of a simple undirected graph \( G(V, E) \) with a distinguished vertex \( w \in V \) such that:

- there is a linear reassembling \((G, \mathcal{L})\) which is \( \alpha \)-optimal relative to anchor \( w \),
- but the linear arrangement \((G, \varphi)\) induced by \((G, \mathcal{L})\) is not \( \alpha \)-optimal relative to anchor \( w \).

Such a counter-example is the linear reassembling \((S_7, B_3)\) and the linear arrangement \((S_7, \varphi_3)\) it induces, in Example 80, both anchored at vertex “2”: the former is \( \alpha \)-optimal for the class of all linear reassemblings of \( S_7 \) anchored at “2”, the latter is not \( \alpha \)-optimal for the class of all linear arrangements of \( S_7 \) anchored at “2”.

There is an examination, yet to be undertaken, of the relation between linear reassemblings \((G, \mathcal{L})\) and linear arrangements \((G, \varphi)\) that are \( \alpha \)-optimal relative to the same anchor, similar to our study of anchored \( \beta \)-optimality below. This examination we do not pursue in this report. \( \square \)

Theorem 83. For the class of all simple undirected graphs \( G = (V, E) \), each with a distinguished vertex \( w \in V \), the two following problems are polynomial-time reducible to each other:
• the $\beta$-optimality of linear arrangements $(G, \varphi)$ anchored at $w$,

• the $\beta$-optimality of linear reassemblings $(G, \mathcal{L})$ anchored at $w$.

More explicitly, a polynomial-time algorithm $A$, which returns a linear reassembling $(G, \mathcal{L})$ [resp. a linear arrangement $(G, \varphi)$] which is $\beta$-optimal relative to anchor $w$ can be used to return in polynomial time a linear arrangement $(G, \varphi)$ [resp. a linear reassembling $(G, \mathcal{L})$] which is $\beta$-optimal relative to anchor $w$.

**Proof.** This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 81. □

**Definition 84 (Auxiliary graphs).** Let $G = (V, E)$ be a simple undirected graph, with $|V| = n$ and $|E| = m$. For every $w \in V$ we define what we call an auxiliary graph $G_w = (V_w, E_w)$ as follows:

- $V_w := V \cup U$ where $U$ is a fresh set of $p = \sum \{ \text{degree}_G(v) \mid v \in V \}$ vertices.
- $E_w := E \cup D_w$, where $D_w := \{ uw \mid u \in U \} \cup \{ u_1 w_2 \mid u_1, u_2 \in U \text{ and } u_1 \neq u_2 \}$.

Thus, the subgraph of $G_w$ induced by the set $V$ is simply the original graph $G$, and the subgraph of $G_w$ induced by the set $U \cup \{ w \}$ is the complete graph $K_{p+1}$ over $p + 1$ vertices.

Informally, $G_w$ is constructed from $G$ and the complete graph $K_{p+1}$ by identifying vertex $w \in V$ with one of the vertices of $K_{p+1}$. In particular, $w$ is a cut vertex of the auxiliary graph $G_w$. We call $w$, which is the common vertex of $G$ and $K_{p+1}$, the distinguished vertex of $G_w$. □

**Lemma 85.** If $G_w = (V_w, E_w)$ is the auxiliary graph for vertex $w \in V$, as constructed in Definition 84, then $|V_w| \leq n^2$ and $|E_w| \leq (n^4 - 2n^3 + 3n^2 - 2n)/2$.

**Proof.** The number $m$ of edges in $G$ is bounded by $(n^2 - n)/2$. Hence, $p = \sum \{ \text{degree}(v) \mid v \in V \} \leq (n^2 - n)$, implying that the total number of vertices $p + n$ in $G_w$ is $\leq (n^2 - n) + n = n^2$. The number of edges in $K_p$ is $(p^2 - p)/2$, and in $K_{p+1}$ it is $(p^2 + p)/2$, which is $\leq \left(\left((n^2 - n)^2 + (n^2 - n)\right)/2 = (n^4 - 2n^3 + 3n^2 - 2n)/2\right)$. Hence, the total number of edges in $G_w$ is $m + (p^2 + p)/2 \leq (n^4 - 2n^3 + 3n^2 - 2n)/2$. □

Let $\mathcal{L}$ be a linear binary tree over $V$ where, as in (A) in the opening paragraph of Section 5.3.3,
the longest chain of nested clusters of size \(\geq 2\) is:

\[X_1 \subseteq X_2 \subseteq \ldots \subseteq X_{n-1} = V,\]

and let the corresponding singleton clusters be \(\{Y_0, \ldots, Y_{n-1}\}\) as determined by (B). The linear tree \(L\) is uniquely determined by a sequence of vertices written in the form:

\[\begin{bmatrix} v_1 & \ldots & v_n \end{bmatrix}\]

where \(Y_0 = \{v_1\}, Y_1 = \{v_2\}, \ldots, Y_{n-1} = \{v_n\}\). We say \([v_1 \ldots v_n]\) is the vertex sequence induced by \(L\), and \(L\) the linear reassembling (or the linear binary tree) induced by the vertex sequence \([v_1 \ldots v_n]\).

Similarly, if \(\varphi : V \to \{1, \ldots, n\}\) is a linear arrangement of \(V\), then \(\varphi\) is uniquely determined by a sequence of vertices in the same form:

\[\begin{bmatrix} v_1 & \ldots & v_n \end{bmatrix}\]

where \(\varphi^{-1}(1) = v_1, \varphi^{-1}(2) = v_2, \ldots, \varphi^{-1}(n) = v_n\). We say \([v_1 \ldots v_n]\) is the vertex sequence induced by \(\varphi\), and \(\varphi\) the linear arrangement induced by the vertex sequence \([v_1 \ldots v_n]\).

For the auxiliary graph \(G_w\), whether we deal with a linear reassembling \((G_w, L)\) or a linear arrangement \((G_w, \varphi)\), it is convenient to consider sequences of the following form, which interleaves vertices and cutwidths:

\[S := \begin{bmatrix} x_1 & (r_1, s_1) & x_2 & (r_2, s_2) & \ldots & \ldots & x_{n+p-1} & (r_{n+p-1}, s_{n+p-1}) & x_{n+p} \end{bmatrix} \quad (\diamond)\]

where \(\{x_1, \ldots, x_{n+p}\} = V_w = \{v_1, \ldots, v_n\} \cup \{u_1, \ldots, u_p\}\), and for every \(1 \leq i \leq n + p - 1\):

\[r_i := degree_G(\{x_1, \ldots, x_i\}) \quad \text{and} \quad s_i := degree_{K_{p+1}}(\{x_1, \ldots, x_i\}).\]
We say the sequence $S$ in $(\Diamond)$ is the sequence of vertices and cutwidths induced by $(G_w, L)$ or by $(G_w, \varphi)$, whichever of the two is the case. The measure $\beta$ on $S$ is:

$$\beta(S) := \sum_{1 \leq i \leq n + p - 1} (r_i + s_i).$$

**Lemma 86.** Consider the sequence of vertices and cutwidths induced by $(G_w, L)$ or by $(G_w, \varphi)$, as just defined. **Conclusion:**

- For every $1 \leq i \leq n + p - 1$, it holds that $r_i + s_i = \deg_{G_w}(\{x_1, \ldots, x_i\})$.
- If the sequence in $(\Diamond)$ is induced by the linear arrangement $(G_w, \varphi)$, then

  $$\beta(G_w, \varphi) = \beta(S) = \sum_{1 \leq i \leq n + p - 1} (r_i + s_i).$$

- If the sequence in $(\Diamond)$ is induced by the linear reassembling $(G_w, L)$, then

  $$\beta(G_w, L) = \Delta + \beta(S) = \Delta + \sum_{1 \leq i \leq n + p - 1} (r_i + s_i),$$

  where $\Delta = \sum \{\deg_{G_w}(v) \mid v \in V_w \text{ and } v \neq x_1\}$.

**Proof.** Straightforward consequence of the definitions. All details omitted. \(\square\)

We say that the sequence $S$ is scattered if the vertices of $K_{p+1}$ do not occur consecutively, i.e., the vertices of $K_{p+1}$ are interspersed with vertices of $V - \{w\}$.

**Lemma 87.** Let $G_w = (V_w, E_w)$ be the auxiliary graph for vertex $w \in V$, as constructed in Definition 84. Let $S$ be the sequence of vertices and cutwidths, as in $(\Diamond)$, induced by a $\beta$-optimal linear reassembling $(G_w, L)$ or by a $\beta$-optimal linear arrangement $(G_w, \varphi)$. **Conclusion:** $S$ is not scattered.

In words, in a $\beta$-optimal linear reassembling $(G_w, L)$ [or in a $\beta$-optimal linear arrangement $(G_w, \varphi)$, resp.] all the vertices of $K_{p+1}$ are reassembled consecutively [or arranged consecutively, resp.] without intervening vertices from $V - \{w\}$. 
Proof. In Section 5.9. □

Consider again the sequence $S$ of vertices and cutwidths in $(\ast)$. Suppose $S$ is not scattered. This means that the $p + 1$ vertices of $K_{p+1}$ occur consecutively in $S$. We say $S$ is balanced iff one of two conditions holds:

(1) $\{x_1, \ldots, x_{n-1}\} = V - \{w\}$, $\{x_n\} = \{w\}$, $\{x_{n+1}, \ldots, x_{n+p}\} = U$,

(2) $\{x_1, \ldots, x_p\} = U$, $\{x_{p+1}\} = \{w\}$, $\{x_{p+2}, \ldots, x_{n+p}\} = V - \{w\}$.

In words, $S$ is balanced if all the vertices of $V - \{w\}$ are on the same side (on the left in (1), or on the right in (2)) of the distinguished vertex $w$ and all the vertices of $U$ are on the other side (on the right in (1), or on the left in (2)) of $w$. Put differently still, $S$ is balanced if all the vertices of $V - \{w\}$ are together, all the vertices of $U$ are together, and $w$ is between the two sets of vertices. The following is a refinement of the preceding lemma and its proof is based on a similar argument.

**Lemma 88.** Let $G_w = (V_w, E_w)$ be the auxiliary graph for vertex $w \in V$, as constructed in Definition 84. Let $S$ be the sequence of vertices and cutwidths, as in $(\ast)$, induced by a $\beta$-optimal linear reassembling $(G_w, L)$ or by a $\beta$-optimal linear arrangement $(G_w, \varphi)$. **Conclusion:** $S$ is balanced.

**Proof.** In Section 5.9. □

By the preceding lemma, if the sequence $S$ in $(\ast)$ is induced by a $\beta$-optimal linear reassembling $(G_w, L)$, or by a $\beta$-optimal linear arrangement $(G_w, \varphi)$, then $S$ is balanced, either on the left or on the right. For the rest of the analysis below, we assume that $S$ is balanced on the right, i.e., all the vertices in $U$ occur first, then $w$, and then all the vertices of $V - \{w\}$.

**Definition 89 (Restrictions of linear reassemblings and linear arrangements).** Let $\mathcal{L}$ be a linear binary tree over the set $V$. If $V' \subseteq V$, the restriction of $\mathcal{L}$ to $V'$, denoted $(\mathcal{L} | V')$, consists of the following clusters:

$$(\mathcal{L} | V') := \{ X \cap V' \mid X \in \mathcal{L} \}.$$
It is a straightforward exercise to show that \((\mathcal{L} \mid V')\) is a linear binary tree over \(V'\).

Let \(\varphi : V \to \{1, \ldots, n\}\) be a linear arrangement of \(V\). The \textit{restriction} of \(\varphi\) to \(V'\), denoted \((\varphi \mid V')\), is defined as follows. For every \(1 \leq i \leq n' = |V'|\), let:

\[
(\varphi \mid V')(v) := i \quad \text{where } v = \varphi^{-1}(j) \text{ and } j \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \text{ is the largest integer such that } |\{\varphi^{-1}(1), \ldots, \varphi^{-1}(j-1)\} \cap V'| = i - 1.
\]

Again here, it is straightforward to show that \((\varphi \mid V')\) is a linear arrangement of \(V'\) such that:

\[
(\varphi \mid V')^{-1}(1), \ldots, (\varphi \mid V')^{-1}(n') \text{ is a subsequence of } \varphi^{-1}(1), \ldots, \varphi^{-1}(n).
\]

Moreover, if \((G, \mathcal{L})\) is a linear reassembling [resp. \((G, \varphi)\) is a linear arrangement] of the simple undirected graph \(G = (V, E)\) and \(G' = (V', E')\) is the subgraph of \(G\) induced by \(V' \subseteq V\), then \((G', (\mathcal{L} \mid V'))\) is a linear reassembling [resp. \((G', (\varphi \mid V'))\) is a linear arrangement] of \(G'\).

**Lemma 90.** Let \(G_w = (V_w, E_w)\) be the auxiliary graph for vertex \(w \in V\), as constructed in Definition 84.

1. If \((G_w, \mathcal{L})\) is a \(\beta\)-optimal linear reassembling of \(G_w\) with no anchor restriction, then 
\((G, (\mathcal{L} \mid V))\) is a \(\beta\)-optimal linear reassembling relative to anchor \(w\).

2. If \((G_w, \varphi)\) is a \(\beta\)-optimal linear arrangement of \(G_w\) with no anchor restriction, then 
\((G, (\varphi \mid V))\) is a \(\beta\)-optimal linear arrangement relative to anchor \(w\).

**Proof.** We prove part 1 only, the proof of part 2 is similar. By Lemma 88, the sequence \(S\) induced by a \(\beta\)-optimal linear reassembling \((G_w, \mathcal{L})\) is balanced. By our assumption preceding Definition 78, we take \(S\) to be balanced on the right, \(i.e.,\) all the vertices in \(U\) occur first, then \(w\), and then all the vertices of \(V - \{w\}\). There are no edges connecting vertices in \(U\) on the left to vertices in \(V - \{w\}\) on the right, with \(w\) a cut vertex in the middle. The \(\beta\)-optimality of \((G_w, \mathcal{L})\) implies the \(\beta\)-optimality of the linear reassembling \((G, (\mathcal{L} \mid V))\) of the subgraph \(G = (V, E)\) of \(G_w = (V_w, E_w)\). We omit all formal details.
**Theorem 91.** For the class of all simple undirected graphs $G$, the two following problems are polynomial-time reducible to each other:

- the $\beta$-optimality of linear arrangements $(G, \varphi)$,
- the $\beta$-optimality of linear reassemblings $(G, L)$.

More explicitly, a polynomial-time algorithm $A$, which returns a $\beta$-optimal linear reassembling $(G, L)$ [resp. a $\beta$-optimal linear arrangement $(G, \varphi)$] of an arbitrary graph $G$, can be used to return a $\beta$-optimal linear arrangement $(G, \varphi)$ [resp. a $\beta$-optimal linear reassembling $(G, L)$] in polynomial time.

**Proof.** We compute a $\beta$-optimal linear reassembling $(G_{v_i}, L_i)$ [resp. a $\beta$-optimal linear arrangement $(G, \varphi_i)$] of the auxiliary graph $G_{v_i}$, one for each vertex $v_i \in V = \{v_1, \ldots, v_n\}$. We next consider the linear reassembling $(G, (L_i \mid V))$ [resp. the linear arrangement $(G, (\varphi_i \mid V))$] which, by Lemma 90, is a $\beta$-optimal linear reassembling relative to anchor $v_i$ [resp. a $\beta$-optimal linear arrangement relative to anchor $v_i$], for every $1 \leq i \leq n$. Let $(G, \varphi_i)$ be the linear arrangement induced by the linear reassembling $(G, (L_i \mid V))$ [resp. let $(G, L_i)$ be the linear reassembling induced by the linear arrangement $(G, (\varphi_i \mid V))$]. By Lemma 81, $(G, \varphi_i)$ is a $\beta$-optimal linear arrangement relative to anchor $v_i$ [resp. $(G, L_i)$ is a $\beta$-optimal linear reassembling relative to anchor $v_i$], for every $1 \leq i \leq n$. Among these $n$ linear arrangements [resp. $n$ linear reassemblings], we choose one such that $\beta(G, \varphi_i)$ is minimized [resp. $\beta(G, L_i)$ is minimized].

**Corollary 92.** For the class of all simple undirected graphs $G$, the computation of $\beta$-optimal linear reassemblings $(G, L)$ is an NP-hard problem.

**Proof.** This follows from the NP-hardness of the minimum-cost linear arrangement problem (also called the optimal linear arrangement problem in the literature) [36]. This problem is the same as what we call, in this report, the problem of computing a $\beta$-optimal linear arrangement.

**Remark 93.** To the best of our knowledge, the complexity status of the minimum-cost linear arrangement problem (or optimal linear arrangement problem) for $k$-regular graphs for a fixed
k \geq 3 is an open problem. If it were known to be NP-hard, we would be able to simplify our proof of Theorem 91 and its corollary considerably.

5.7 \alpha-Optimization of Balanced Reassembling Is NP-Hard

Consider an arbitrary graph $G = (V, E)$. Let $p$ be the smallest integer such that $2^p \geq |V| = n \geq 2$. It follows that $n + r = 2^p$ for some even integer $r$ such that $0 \leq r < n$. Another way of identifying $r$ is to say it is the smallest even integer such $n + r$ is a power of 2. Our standing assumption is that $n$ is even.

Let $q = (n/2) + r$. Following standard notation, $K_q$ denotes the complete graph over $q$ vertices. For Lemma 94, we construct an augmented graph $G$ consisting of the original $G$ together with two disjoint copies of $K_q$, which we denote by the separate letters $H$ and $I$ for clarity. More precisely,

$$V(G) = V(G) \cup V(H) \cup V(I),$$
$$E(G) = E(G) \cup E(H) \cup E(I) \cup \{ \overline{vw} | v \in V(G) \text{ and } w \in V(H) \cup V(I) \},$$

where we write “\cup” for “disjoint union”. We thus assemble the new $G$ by connecting every vertex in $G$ with all the vertices in $H$ and $I$. There are no edges between $H$ and $I$. There is a total of $n + q + q = 2n + 2r = 2^{p+1}$ vertices in $G$. Thus, the graph $G$ has between $2n$ and $3n$ vertices and is a member of the class $\text{GRAPHS}(2^*)$.

**Lemma 94.** Consider the graph $G$ as defined in the preceding paragraph. Every minimum bisection of $G$ must be of type $(V(H), V(I))$ – see Definition 50 – schematically shown in Figure 5.5a.

**Proof.** We consider a bisection $\{A, B\}$ of $G$ which is not of type $(V(H), V(I))$, and then show that it cannot be a minimum bisection.

Because $\{A, B\}$ is a bisection, we have $|A| = |B| = n + r$. And because $|V(H)| = |V(I)| = (n/2) + r$, it is never the case that $A \cap (V(H) \cup V(I)) = \emptyset$ or $B \cap (V(H) \cup V(I)) = \emptyset$. Hence, there are two possible cases, one shown in Figure 5.5b and one in Figure 5.5c. In Figure 5.5b, the vertices of both $H$ and $I$ appear on both sides of the bisection. In Figure 5.5c, the vertices of $H$ are
all on the same side of the bisection, while the vertices of $I$ appear on both sides of the bisection.

In these figures, $\{X, X', Y, Y', Z, Z'\}$ is a 6-block partition of $V(\mathbb{G})$, defined by:

\[
X = A \cap V(G) \quad \text{and} \quad X' = B \cap V(G) \quad \text{(the vertices of subgraph } G),
\]

\[
Y = A \cap V(H) \quad \text{and} \quad Y' = B \cap V(H) \quad \text{(the vertices of subgraph } H),
\]

\[
Z = A \cap V(I) \quad \text{and} \quad Z' = B \cap V(I) \quad \text{(the vertices of subgraph } I).
\]

In each of the two cases shown in Figures 5.5b and 5.5c, we need to prove that $|\partial(A, B)|$ can be decreased by moving an appropriate number of vertices of the subgraphs $H$ and $I$ from one side of the bisection to the other side.

**Case 1.** This is the case in Figure 5.5b. With no loss of generality, suppose:

\[
|X| \geq |X'|.
\]

Because $|A| = |B|$, this forces the inequality:

\[
|Y| + |Z| \leq |Y'| + |Z'|.
\]

Because $|Y| + |Y'| = |Z| + |Z'|$, this in turn forces one or both of the following inequalities:

\[
|Y| \leq |Z'| \quad \text{or} \quad |Z| \leq |Y'|.
\]

(†)

With no loss of generality, assume the first inequality $|Y| \leq |Z'|$ in (†) holds.

Let $|Y| = k \geq 1$. Select an arbitrary subset $U \subseteq Z'$ such that $|U| = k$. We define a new bisection $\{\tilde{A}, \tilde{B}\}$ of $\mathbb{G}$ by moving: (1) all the vertices of $Y$ from the $A$-side to the $B$-side, and (2) all the vertices of $U$ from the $B$-side to the $A$-side. Specifically, let:

\[
\tilde{A} = (A - Y) \cup U \quad \text{and} \quad \tilde{B} = (B - U) \cup Y.
\]
The resulting set of edges connecting \( \tilde{A} \) and \( \tilde{B} \) is:

\[
\partial(\tilde{A}, \tilde{B}) = \left( \partial(A, B) - \left( \partial(Y, X') \cup \partial(Y, Y') \cup \partial(U, X) \cup \partial(U, Z) \right) \right) \cup \left( \partial(Y, X) \cup \partial(U, X') \cup \partial(U, Z' - U) \right).
\]

Because \( |\partial(U, X)| = |\partial(Y, X)| \) and \( |\partial(U, X')| = |\partial(Y, X')| \), it follows:

\[
|\partial(\tilde{A}, \tilde{B})| = |\partial(A, B)| - |\partial(Y, Y')| - |\partial(U, Z)| + |\partial(U, Z' - U)|
\]

With the fact that \( |Y| = |U| \), the following inequality must hold:

\[
|\partial(Y, Y')| \geq |\partial(U, Z' - U)|
\]

otherwise, if it did not, we would have that \( |Y'| < |Z' - U| = |Z'| - |U| = |Z' - |Y|| \), in turn implying that \( |Y| + |Y'| < |Z'| \), which is a contradiction. Hence,

\[
|\partial(\tilde{A}, \tilde{B})| \geq |\partial(A, B)| - |\partial(U, Z)| > |\partial(A, B)|.
\]

We conclude that \( |\partial(\tilde{A}, \tilde{B})| < |\partial(A, B)| \).

**Case 2.** This is the case in Figure 5.5c. It cannot be that \( |X| < |X'| \), because if it were so, it would imply \( |X| < (n/2) \) which, with the fact that \( |Z \cup Z'| = (n/2) + r \), would in turn imply that \( |A| < n + r \), thus contradicting the hypothesis that \( \{A, B\} \) is a bisection of \( G \). Hence, it must be that:

\[
|X| \geq |X'| \geq n/2.
\]

The largest possible size of \( X \), which is \( n - 1 \), corresponds to the smallest possible size of \( Z \) which, because \( |X| + |Z| = n + r \), must therefore be \( r + 1 \). Corresponding to the smallest possible size of \( Z \) is the largest possible size of \( Z' \), which is therefore \( |V(I)| - (r + 1) = (n/2) - 1 \). Hence, it is always the case that \( |Z'| < |X| \).
We now proceed in a way similar to Case 1. Let $|Z'| = k > 1$. Select an arbitrary subset $U \subseteq X$ such that $|U| = k$ and $\partial(U, X') \neq \emptyset$. The new bisection $\{\tilde{A}, \tilde{B}\}$ of $G$ is obtained by moving: (1) all the vertices of $Z'$ from the $B$-side to the $A$-side, and (2) all the vertices of $U$ from the $A$-side to the $B$-side. Specifically, let:

$$\tilde{A} = (A - U) \cup Z' \quad \text{and} \quad \tilde{B} = (B - Z') \cup U.$$  

The resulting set of edges connecting $\tilde{A}$ and $\tilde{B}$ is:

$$\partial(\tilde{A}, \tilde{B}) = \left( \partial(A, B) - \left( \partial(Z', Z) \cup \partial(Z', X - U) \cup \partial(Y', U) \cup \partial(X', U) \right) \right)$$

$$\bigcup \left( \partial(Z', X') \cup \partial(Z', U) \cup \partial(Z, U) \cup \partial(X - U, U) \right).$$

Because $|\partial(Y', U)| = |\partial(Z \cup Z', U)| = |\partial(Z, U)| + |\partial(Z', U)|$, it follows that:

$$|\partial(\tilde{A}, \tilde{B})| = |\partial(A, B)| - |\partial(Z', Z)| - |\partial(Z', X - U)| - |\partial(X', U)|$$

$$+ |\partial(Z', X')| + |\partial(X - U, U)|.$$ 

Because $|\partial(Z', X - U)| \geq |\partial(X - U, U)|$, we obtain the inequality:

$$|\partial(\tilde{A}, \tilde{B})| \leq |\partial(A, B)| - |\partial(Z', Z)| - |\partial(X', U)| + |\partial(Z', X')|.$$ 

Because $|\partial(Z', Z)| \geq |\partial(Z', X')|$, it follows that:

$$|\partial(\tilde{A}, \tilde{B})| \leq |\partial(A, B)| - |\partial(X', U)|.$$ 

Because $|\partial(X', U)| \neq 0$, we conclude that $|\partial(\tilde{A}, \tilde{B})| < |\partial(A, B)|$. 

**Lemma 95.** MinBisection($2^*$) is an NP-hard problem.

**Proof.** We use the same notation as in the proof of Lemma 94. Given that subgraphs $H$ and $I$ of $G$ have an equal number $q = (n/2) + r$ of vertices, Lemma 94 implies we can reduce, in
polynomial time, MinBisection for an arbitrary graph $G$ to MinBisection($2^*$) for graph $G$. Hence, a minimum bisection for $G$ induces a minimum bisection for the given $G$. Hence, the NP-hardness of MinBisection in general implies the NP-hardness of MinBisection($2^*$).

Lemma 96. Let $G = (V, E)$ be a graph in the class $\text{GRAPHS}(2^*)$ and let $\mathcal{G}$ be the augmented graph of $G$ as in Lemma 94. Let $(\mathcal{G}, B)$ be a balanced reassembling of $\mathcal{G}$ where $B$ is a binary tree over $V(\mathcal{G})$ (see Definition 52). Let $A$ and $B$ be the two children nodes of the root node $V(\mathcal{G})$ in $B$.

Conclusion: If $(\mathcal{G}, B)$ is an $\alpha$-optimal balanced reassembling, then $\{A, B\}$ is a minimum bisection of $\mathcal{G}$.

Proof. Because $G \in \text{GRAPHS}(2^*)$, each of the complete graphs $H$ and $I$ has $(n/2)$ vertices, i.e., in contrast to the proof of Lemma 94, here $r = 0$. The augmented graph $\mathcal{G}$ is also in the class $\text{GRAPHS}(2^*)$, with $|V(G)| = n$ and $|V(\mathcal{G})| = 2n$. In the given balanced reassembling $(\mathcal{G}, B)$, we have that $\{A, B\}$ is a bisection of $\mathcal{G}$, with $|A| = |B| = n$. The subtrees $B_A$ and $B_B$ rooted at $A$ and $B$ are each over $n$ vertices. Based on the definition of graph reassembling and Definition 57, we have $\alpha(\mathcal{G}, B) \geq |\partial(A, B)|$. The conclusion of the lemma will follow from the fact that $\alpha(\mathcal{G}, B) = |\partial(A, B)|$, which we show next.
In the rest of the proof we use the notation and definitions in the proof of Lemma 94. There are two cases, depending on whether \( \{A, B\} \) is, or is not, of type \( (V(H), V(I)) \).

**Case 1.** If \( \{A, B\} \) is of type \( (V(H), V(I)) \), we can assume that \( V(H) \subseteq A \) and \( V(I) \subseteq V(I) \). We pose:

\[
X = A \cap V(G), \quad X' = B \cap V(G), \quad Y = A \cap V(H), \quad \text{and} \quad Z = B \cap V(I).
\]

By construction, \( |X| = |X'| = (n/2) \) and \( |Y| = |Z| = (n/2) \). Let \( C = |\partial(X, X')| \), which is the value of the bisection of the given graph \( G \). Because \( H \) and \( I \) are copies of the complete graph \( K_{n/2} \), the set of edges connecting \( Y \) to \( X' \), and the set of edges connecting \( Z \) to \( X \), satisfy the equalities:

\[
|\partial(Y, X')| = |\partial(Z, X)| = (n/2)^2 = n^2/4.
\]

Hence, using the notation of graph reassembling and Definition 57, we have:

\[
|\partial(A, B)| = \text{degree}_{G, B}(A) = \text{degree}_{G, B}(B) = (n^2/4) + (n^2/4) + C = (n^2/2) + C.
\]

Hence, \( \alpha(G, B) \geq (n^2/2) + C \). The equality in fact holds because, as argued next, \( \text{degree}_{G, B}(S) \leq (n^2/2) + C \) for every node/cluster of vertices \( S \) in the subtrees \( B_A \) and \( B_B \).

Let \( S \) be a node in \( B_A \). (The same argument applies if \( S \) is a node in \( B_B \).) If \( S = A \), we already know that \( \text{degree}_{G, B}(S) \leq (n^2/2) + C \). Suppose \( S \) is not the root of \( B_A \), i.e., \( S \neq A \). This implies \( |S| \leq |A|/2 \). Let \( |S| = k \), so that \( k \leq (n/2) \). Let \( S_1 = S \cap X \) and \( S_2 = S \cap Y \), with \( |S_1| = k_1 \) and \( |S_2| = k_2 \), so that also \( k_1 + k_2 = k \leq (n/2) \). Note that \( \partial(S_1, X') \subseteq \partial(X, X') \), so that if \( C_1 = |\partial(S_1, X')| \), then \( C_1 \leq C \). Also, \( \partial(S_2, X') = \partial(S_2, Z) = \emptyset \). We conclude:

\[
\text{degree}_{G, B}(S) = \frac{k_1(n/2) + C_1}{|\partial(S_1, B)|} + \frac{k_1k_2}{|\partial(S_1, S_2)|} + \frac{k_2(n/2)}{|\partial(S_2, X')|} = (k_1 + k_2)(n/2) + k_1k_2 + C_1 \leq (n^2/2) + C.
\]
Case 2. Suppose \( \{A, B\} \) is not of type \((V(H), V(I))\). By Lemma 94, \( \{A, B\} \) is not a minimum bisection and therefore \( |\partial(A, B)| > (n^2/2) + C \) where \( C \) is defined as in Case 1 above. Hence \( \alpha(G, B) > (n^2/2) + C \). By Case 1, \((G, B)\) is not an \( \alpha \)-optimal balanced reassembling.

Theorem 97. For the class of simple undirected graphs \( G \), the computation of \( \alpha \)-optimal balanced reassemblings \((G, B)\) is an NP-hard problem.

Proof. If a deterministic polynomial-time algorithm \( A \) existed for computing an \( \alpha \)-optimal balanced reassembling for an arbitrary graph \( G \), then \( A \) could be used for computing an \( \alpha \)-optimal balanced reassembling for the augmented graph \( G \) of an arbitrary graph \( G \in \text{GRAPHS}(2^*) \). Hence, by Lemma 96, \( A \) could also be used for computing a minimum bisection of \( G \) in deterministic polynomial time. This would contradict the NP-hardness of MinBisection(\(2^*\)), as asserted by Lemma 95. The desired conclusion follows.

5.8 \( \beta \)-Optimization of Balanced Reassembling Is NP-Hard

We need to introduce two variations of the \( k \)-CliqueCover problem (Definition 51).

Definition 98 (Fixed-Size 4-CliqueCover, Equal-Size 4-CliqueCover). In the Fixed-Size 4-CliqueCover problem we consider a graph \( G \) together with four positive integers \( \{n_1, n_2, n_3, n_4\} \) such that \( n_1 + n_2 + n_3 + n_4 = |V(G)| \) and we ask: Can we partition \( V(G) \) into four disjoint subsets \( A_1, A_2, A_3 \) and \( A_4 \) of respective sizes \( n_1, n_2, n_3 \) and \( n_4 \) such that each of the induced subgraphs \( G[A_1], G[A_2], G[A_3] \) and \( G[A_4] \) is a complete graph (i.e., \( A_1, A_2, A_3 \) and \( A_4 \) are cliques)?

In the Equal-Size 4-CliqueCover problem we consider a graph \( G \) and ask: Can we partition \( V(G) \) into four disjoint subsets \( A_1, A_2, A_3 \) and \( A_4 \) of equal size, i.e., \( |A_1| = |A_2| = |A_3| = |A_4| = |V(G)|/4 \), such that each of \( G[A_1], G[A_2], G[A_3] \) and \( G[A_4] \) is a complete graph (i.e., \( A_1, A_2, A_3 \) and \( A_4 \) are cliques)?

Lemma 99. Fixed-Size 4-CliqueCover is NP-complete.

Proof. Given a 4-part partition \( \{A_1, A_2, A_3, A_4\} \) of \( V(G) \), we can verify in polynomial time that the induced graphs \( \{G[A_1], G[A_2], G[A_3], G[A_4]\} \) are each complete and that their sizes are the
given \( \{n_1, n_2, n_3, n_4\} \). So the problem is in NP.

We next show that NP-completeness follows by reduction from 4-CliqueCover, i.e., the existence of a deterministic polynomial-time algorithm \( A \) for Fixed-Size 4-CliqueCover would imply the existence of a deterministic polynomial-time algorithm for 4-CliqueCover. The input for the hypothetical \( A \) consists of a graph \( G \) together with four positive integers \( \{n_1, n_2, n_3, n_4\} \). For the desired reduction, we use the function \( p(n, 4) \), a cubic polynomial in \( n \), which counts the number of ways of partitioning positive integer \( n \) into 4 positive integers [4]:

\[
p(n, 4) := \begin{cases} \frac{(n + 1)^3}{144} - \frac{(n + 1)}{48} & \text{if } n \text{ is even,} \\ \frac{(n + 1)^3}{144} - \frac{(n + 1)}{12} & \text{if } n \text{ is odd,} \end{cases}
\]

where \([x]\) is the nearest integer to \( x \). We leave to the reader the straightforward task of writing an algorithm \( A' \) to generate all partitions of \( n \) into 4 positive integers, which runs in \( O(n^3) \) time. To decide whether an arbitrarily given graph \( G \) is a positive instance of 4-CliqueCover, we run algorithm \( A' \) to generate the successive 4-part partitions of \( n = |V(G)| \). The given \( G \) has a 4-clique cover iff algorithm \( A \) returns “yes” when its input is: \( G \) together with at least one of these 4-part partitions of integer \( n \).

\[ \square \]

**Lemma 100.** *Equal-Size 4-CliqueCover is NP-complete.*

**Proof.** If \( \{A_1, A_2, A_3, A_4\} \) is a 4-part partition of \( V(G) \), where \(|A_1| = |A_2| = |A_3| = |A_4| = |V(G)|/4 = n/4\), then we can verify that the induced graphs \( \{G[A_1], G[A_2], G[A_3], G[A_4]\} \) are each complete (can be done in polynomial time). So the problem is in NP.

NP-completeness follows by reduction from Fixed-Size 4-CliqueCover to Equal-Size 4-CliqueCover, i.e., the existence of a deterministic polynomial-time algorithm \( A \) for Equal-Size 4-CliqueCover would imply the existence of a deterministic polynomial-time algorithm for Fixed-Size 4-CliqueCover, as shown next. Given an arbitrarily given graph \( G \) and four positive integers \( \{n_1, n_2, n_3, n_4\} \) such that \( n_1 + n_2 + n_3 + n_4 = |V(G)| = n \), we introduce 4 new sets of vertices \( \{A_1, A_2, A_3, A_4\} \) such
that:

\[ |A_1| = n - n_1, \quad |A_2| = n - n_2, \quad |A_3| = n - n_3, \quad |A_4| = n - n_4. \]

We construct a new graph \( G' \) such that:

\[
V(G') := V(G) \cup A_1 \cup A_2 \cup A_3 \cup A_4,
\]

\[
E(G') := E(G) \cup \{ \overline{vw} \mid v \in V(G) \text{ and } w \in A_1 \cup A_2 \cup A_3 \cup A_4 \}
\]

\[
\cup \{ \overline{vw} \mid v, w \in A_1 \} \cup \{ \overline{vw} \mid v, w \in A_2 \} \cup \{ \overline{vw} \mid v, w \in A_3 \} \cup \{ \overline{vw} \mid v, w \in A_4 \}. \]

In words, the new \( G' \) is obtained from \( G \) by adding four cliques, one clique on each of the new vertex sets in \( \{ A_1, A_2, A_3, A_4 \} \), and by connecting every vertex in \( A_1 \cup A_2 \cup A_3 \cup A_4 \) with every vertex in \( V(G) \). Hence, \( G' \) has \( 4n \) vertices, and there are no edges between the subgraphs \( \{ G[A_1], G[A_2], G[A_3], G[A_4] \} \).

Using the fact that no clique in \( G' \) can contain vertices from two distinct sets in \( \{ A_1, A_2, A_3, A_4 \} \), we conclude that \( G \) is a positive instance of Fixed-Size 4-CliqueCover with sizes \( \{ n_1, n_2, n_3, n_4 \} \) iff \( G' \) is a positive instance of Equal-Size 4-CliqueCover.

For the rest of this section we restrict attention to graphs \( G \) in the class \( \text{GRAPHS}(2^*) \), introduced before Definition 50. A balanced reassembling \((G, B)\) of such a graph \( G \) is relative to a full binary tree \( B \) of height \( \log n \) (i.e., with \( 1 + \log n \) levels) where \( n = |V(G)| \).

The nodes in a reassembling tree \( B \) are each a cluster of vertices (Definition 52), a subset of \( V(G) \). One of the measures on a node/cluster \( X \) in the reassembling \((G, B)\) is its height, denoted \( \text{height}_{G,B}(X) \). We can extend the measure \( \text{height} \) to every edge \( \overline{vw} \in E(G) \), by defining:

\[
\text{height}_{G,B}(\overline{vw}) := \min \{ \text{height}_{G,B}(X) \mid X \in B \text{ and both } v, w \in X \}. \]

In words, the height of \( \overline{vw} \) in \((G, B)\) is the height of the least node/cluster \( X \) that includes both endpoints of edge \( \overline{vw} \). Note that, if \( B \) is a full binary tree (the case of a balanced reassembling of \( G \in \text{GRAPHS}(2^*) \)), then the node/cluster \( X \) is at the same distance (or height) from the endpoints
(or leaf nodes) \(v\) and \(w\).

Another way of understanding \(\text{height}_{G,B}(v,w) = p\), where \(0 \leq p \leq \log n\), is that \(p\) is the level number in \(B\) (starting from the bottom, with level 0 being the level of all leaf nodes) at which the two halves of edge \(v,w\) are spliced together, or at which the edge \(v,w\) is re-introduced in the reassembling.

**Lemma 101.** If \(G \in \text{GRAPHS}(2^*)\) and \((G,B)\) is a balanced reassembling of \(G\), then:

\[
\beta(G,B) = 2 \times \sum \{ \text{height}_{G,B}(v,w) \mid v,w \in E(G) \}.
\]

Informally, \(\beta(G,B)\) is minimized (resp. maximized) when edges are spliced as soon as possible (as late as possible) in the reassembling.

**Proof.** Straightforward consequence of Definition 57 and the definition of the graph reassembling problem. A formal proof can be carried out by induction on \(p \geq 1\), where \(|V(G)| = n = 2^p\). All details omitted.

The proof of the next lemma is interesting in that it combines both algebraic reasoning (formulation of an instance of integer quadratic programming) and combinatorial reasoning (existence of a partition of \(V(G)\) into four independent vertex sets of equal size).

**Lemma 102.** Let \(G \in \text{GRAPHS}(2^*)\) with \(|V(G)| = n = 2^p\) for some \(p \geq 2\). Let \(A_1, A_2, A_3, A_4 \subseteq V(G)\) be four disjoint independent sets of vertices in \(G\), each of size \(n/4\). Let \((G,B)\) be a balanced reassembling and \(X_1, X_2, X_3, X_4 \in B\) be the nodes/vertex-clusters in the tree \(B\) such that \(|X_1| = |X_2| = |X_3| = |X_4| = n/4\).\(^8\)

**Conclusion:** If the \(\beta\)-measure \(\beta(G,B)\) is maximized, i.e.,

\[
\beta(G,B) = \max \{ \beta(G,B') \mid B' \text{ is a balanced reassembling tree} \},
\]

\(^8\) Stated differently, \(\{X_1, X_2, X_3, X_4\}\) are the four nodes of \(B\) such that:

\[
\text{height}_{G,B}(X_1) = \text{height}_{G,B}(X_2) = \text{height}_{G,B}(X_3) = \text{height}_{G,B}(X_4) = p - 2,
\]

where \(p = \log n\) with \(n = |V(G)|\), i.e., \(\{X_1, X_2, X_3, X_4\}\) are the four grandchildren of the root node \(V(G)\).
then \{X_1, X_2, X_3, X_4\} are disjoint independent sets in G, not necessarily the same as \{A_1, A_2, A_3, A_4\}, each of size \(n/4\).

Proof. Let \(V(G) = \{v_1, \ldots, v_n\}\). Assume \((X_1 \cup X_2)\) and \((X_3 \cup X_4)\) are the two children-nodes/vertex-clusters of the root \(V(G)\) in \(B\). The height in \((G, B)\) of every vertex cluster in \{X_1, X_2, X_3, X_4\} is \((p - 2)\), while the height of both \((X_1 \cup X_2)\) and \((X_3 \cup X_4)\) is \((p - 1)\), and the height of the root \(V(G)\) is of course \(p\).

Lemma 101 gives an alternative definition of \(\beta(G, B)\), obtained by summing the heights in \((G, B)\) of all the edges. This definition is presumed in the formulation of the integer quadratic programming below. The problem of finding a balanced reassembling tree \(B\) which maximizes \(\beta(G, B)\) can be translated to an integer quadratic programming, as follows:

\[
\text{maximize } (i) \quad 2p \times \sum_{v_i, v_j \in E(G)} (x_{i,1}x_{j,3} + x_{i,1}x_{j,4} + x_{i,2}x_{j,3} + x_{i,2}x_{j,4}) +
\]

\[
(ii) \quad 2(p - 1) \times \sum_{v_i, v_j \in E(G)} (x_{i,1}x_{j,2} + x_{i,3}x_{j,4}) +
\]

\[
(iii) \quad 2(p - 2) \times \sum_{v_i, v_j \in E(G)} (x_{i,1}x_{j,1} + x_{i,2}x_{j,2} + x_{i,3}x_{j,3} + x_{i,4}x_{j,4})
\]

subject to (i) for all \(1 \leq i \leq n\) and \(1 \leq k \leq 4\), \(x_{i,k} \in \{0, 1\}\)

(ii) for all \(1 \leq k \leq 4\), \(\sum_{1 \leq i \leq n} x_{i,k} = \frac{n}{4}\)

(iii) for all \(1 \leq i \leq n\), \(\sum_{1 \leq k \leq 4} x_{i,k} = 1\)

The optimization objective is quadratic and has three parts with respective coefficients \(2p\), \(2(p - 1)\), and \(2(p - 2)\), while the constraints are linear. Every vertex \(v_i \in V(G)\) corresponds to four variables \(\{x_{i,1}, x_{i,2}, x_{i,3}, x_{i,4}\}\), which indicate which set in \{X_1, X_2, X_3, X_4\} contains vertex \(v_i\).

Specifically, for every \(1 \leq i \leq n\) and \(1 \leq k \leq 4\):

\[
x_{i,k} = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } v_i \in X_k, \\
0 & \text{if } v_i \notin X_k.
\end{cases}
\]
To understand the preceding formulation as a \((0, 1)\) quadratic programming, observe that for every edge \(v_i v_j\):

\[
x_{i,k} x_{j,\ell} = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } v_i \in X_k \text{ and } v_j \in X_\ell, \\
0 & \text{if } v_i \notin X_k \text{ or } v_j \notin X_\ell.
\end{cases}
\]

Note that the suggested quadratic system is slightly relaxed in the sense that (as represented by part (iii) with coefficient \(2(p - 2)\) of the optimization objective) we assume that every edge \(v_i v_j\) whose endpoints are in the same \(X_k\), i.e., \(v_i, v_j \in X_k\) for some \(1 \leq k \leq 4\), contributes the maximum possible value, here \(2(p - 2)\), rather than its exact value to \(\beta(G, \mathcal{B})\). The rest of the proof shows that this relaxation does not affect its correctness.

A straightforward re-ordering of terms shows that the optimization objective can be written as follows:

\[
\theta := 2p \times \left( \sum_{v_i v_j \in E(G), \ 1 \leq k \leq 4} x_{i,k} x_{j,\ell} \right) - 2\theta_1 - 4\theta_2 \quad \text{where}
\]

\[
\theta_1 := \sum_{v_i v_j \in E(G)} \left( x_{i,1} x_{j,2} + x_{i,3} x_{j,4} \right) \quad \text{and}
\]

\[
\theta_2 := \sum_{v_i v_j \in E(G), 1 \leq k \leq 4} x_{i,k} x_{j,k} .
\]

The quantity \(\theta_1\) counts the number of edges \(v_i v_j\) satisfying one of the two conditions:

- either the endpoints \(v_i\) and \(v_j\) are in \(X_1\) and \(X_2\),
- or the endpoints \(v_i\) and \(v_j\) are in \(X_3\) and \(X_4\).

Every edge satisfying one of the two preceding conditions has height \((p - 1)\) in \((G, \mathcal{B})\). The quantity \(\theta_2\) counts the number of edges \(v_i v_j\) whose endpoints \(v_i\) and \(v_j\) are in the same \(X_k\), and whose height is therefore \(\leq (p - 2)\) in \((G, \mathcal{B})\). We now observe that:

\[
\sum_{v_i v_j \in E(G), \ 1 \leq k \leq 4} x_{i,k} x_{j,\ell} = |E(G)| = m .
\]
The optimization objective can now be simplified to read:

\[ \theta = 2pm - 2\theta_1 - 4\theta_2 = 2(p - 1)m + 2(m - \theta_1 - \theta_2) - 2\theta_2 = 2(p - 1)m + \theta' \quad \text{where} \quad \theta' := 2(m - \theta_1 - \theta_2) - 2\theta_2. \]

Hence, maximizing \( \theta \) is equivalent to maximizing \( \theta' \), and the latter is maximized when \( (m - \theta_1 - \theta_2) \) is maximized and \( \theta_2 \) is minimized. But \( (m - \theta_1 - \theta_2) \) is the number of edges whose height in \((G, \mathcal{B})\) is \( p \), i.e., the edges \( \bar{v}_i \bar{v}_j \) such that \( v_i \in (X_1 \cup X_2) \) and \( v_j \in (X_3 \cup X_4) \), while \( \theta_2 \) is the number of edges \( \bar{v}_i \bar{v}_j \) whose endpoints \( v_i \) and \( v_j \) are in the same \( X_k \) and whose height is \( \leq (p - 2) \).

We switch to combinatorial reasoning, by invoking the fact that \( G \) has four disjoint independent sets, each with \( (n/4) \) vertices. There is no need to explicitly solve the integer quadratic programming above. Maximizing \( \theta' \) means choosing \((X_1 \cup X_2, X_3 \cup X_4)\) as a bisection with a maximum cut \( |\partial(X_1 \cup X_2, X_3 \cup X_4)| \), i.e., choosing \((X_1 \cup X_2)\) and \((X_3 \cup X_4)\) as independent sets. And minimizing \( \theta_2 \), which is here possible down to \( \theta_2 = 0 \), means choosing each of \( X_1, X_2, X_3, \) and \( X_4 \), as an independent set.

**Lemma 103.** Let \( G \in \text{GRAPHS}(2^*) \) be a positive instance of Equal-Size 4-CliqueCover, with \( |V(G)| = n = 2^p \) for some \( p \geq 2 \). Let \((G, \mathcal{B})\) be a balanced reassembling and \( \{X_1, X_2, X_3, X_4\} \subseteq \mathcal{B} \) be the nodes/vertex-clusters in the tree \( \mathcal{B} \) such that \( |X_1| = |X_2| = |X_3| = |X_4| = n/4 \).

**Conclusion:** If \((G, \mathcal{B})\) is a \( \beta \)-optimal balanced reassembling, then \( \{X_1, X_2, X_3, X_4\} \) is an Equal-Size 4-CliqueCover of \( G \).

**Proof.** Because \((G, \mathcal{B})\) is a \( \beta \)-optimal balanced reassembling (Definition 57), we have:

\[ \beta(G, \mathcal{B}) := \min \left\{ \beta(G, \mathcal{B'}) \mid \mathcal{B'} \text{ is a balanced binary tree over } V(G) \right\}. \]

We write \( K_n \) for the complete graph over \( n = |V(G)| \) vertices, and \( \overline{G} \) for the complement of \( G \). We thus have \( V(\overline{G}) = V(G) \) and \( E(\overline{G}) = E(K_n) - E(G) \). Clearly, \( G = \overline{\overline{G}} \) and we can write
\[ G = K_n - \overline{G}. \] Hence:

\[
\beta(G, B) = \min \{ \beta(K_n - \overline{G}, B') \mid B' \text{ is a balanced binary tree over } V(G) \}. 
\]

The \( \beta \)-measure of a balanced reassembling of \( K_n \), call it \( M \), does not depend on the reassembling tree, i.e., for all balanced reassembling trees \( B_1 \) and \( B_2 \) on \( n \) vertices, it holds that:

\[
\beta(K_n, B_1) = \beta(K_n, B_2) = M.
\]

Hence, the following equality holds:

\[
\beta(G, B) = M - \max \{ \beta(\overline{G}, B') \mid B' \text{ is a balanced binary tree over } V(G) \}. 
\]

In words, the value of \( \beta(G, B) \) is minimized when the value of \( \beta(\overline{G}, B') \) is maximized. Since \( (G, B) \) is \( \beta \)-optimal, \( \beta(\overline{G}, B') \) is maximized.

By hypothesis, \( G \) is an instance of Equal-Size 4-CliqueCover, i.e., there are disjoint sets \( A_1, A_2 \), \( A_3 \) and \( A_4 \) of vertices in \( G \) such that the induced subgraphs in \( \{ G[A_1], G[A_2], G[A_3], G[A_4] \} \) are each a complete graph with \( n/4 \) vertices. Hence, the corresponding subgraphs in \( \overline{G} \), namely \( \overline{G}[A_1], \overline{G}[A_2], \overline{G}[A_3] \) and \( \overline{G}[A_4] \), are each an edgeless graph with \( n/4 \) vertices. Equivalently, \( A_1, A_2, A_3 \) and \( A_4 \) are disjoint independent sets in \( \overline{G} \), each with \( n/4 \) vertices. Hence, by Lemma 102, \( \{ X_1, X_2, X_3, X_4 \} \) are disjoint independent sets in \( \overline{G} \), and therefore disjoint cliques in \( G \), each with \( n/4 \) vertices.

**Theorem 104.** For the class of simple undirected graphs \( G \), the computation of \( \beta \)-optimal balanced reassemblings \( (G, B) \) is an NP-hard problem.

**Proof.** If a deterministic polynomial-time algorithm existed for producing a \( \beta \)-optimal balanced reassembling \( (G, B) \) of an arbitrarily given \( G \), then this algorithm could be used again to decide in deterministic polynomial-time whether a graph in \( \text{GRAPHS}(2^*) \) is a positive instance of Equal-Size 4-CliqueCover, by Lemma 103. This would in turn contradict Lemma 100 asserting the NP-
completeness of Equal-Size 4-CliqueCover. The desired conclusion follows.

\[ \square \]

5.9 Supplementary Proofs for Sections 5.5 and 5.6

In order to facilitate the grasp of the different concepts and their mutual dependence, we supply the details of several long straightforward and/or highly technical proofs which we omitted in Sections 5.5 and 5.6.

**Proof of Theorem 77.** Let \( G = (V, E) \) be an arbitrary simple undirected graph, with \( |V| = n \). It suffices to show that if \((G, \varphi)\) is an \( \alpha \)-optimal linear arrangement, then the linear reassembling \((G, L)\) induced by \((G, \varphi)\) is also \( \alpha \)-optimal, using Definition 62.

In the notation of Definition 62, the clusters of \( L \) of size \( \geq 2 \) are \( \{X_1, \ldots, X_{n-1}\} \). For the singleton clusters of \( L \), we pose \( Y_{i-1} := \{\varphi^{-1}(i)\} \), where \( 1 \leq i \leq n \). From Definition 58:

\[
\alpha(G, \varphi) = \max \left\{ \deg(Y_0), \max \{ \deg(X_j) | 1 \leq j \leq n - 1 \} \right\},
\]

\[
\alpha(G, L) = \max \left\{ \max \{ \deg(Y_i) | 0 \leq i \leq n - 1 \}, \max \{ \deg(X_j) | 1 \leq j \leq n - 1 \} \right\}.
\]

By way of getting a contradiction, assume that \((G, \varphi)\) is \( \alpha \)-optimal but that the induced \((G, L)\) is not \( \alpha \)-optimal. Hence, there is another linear reassembling \((G, L')\) which is \( \alpha \)-optimal such that \( \alpha(G, L') < \alpha(G, L) \). Using the same notation for both \((G, L)\) and \((G, L')\), where every name related to the latter is decorated with a prime, the inequality \( \alpha(G, L') < \alpha(G, L) \) implies the inequality:

\[
\max \left\{ \max \{ \deg(Y'_i) | 0 \leq i \leq n - 1 \}, \max \{ \deg(X'_j) | 1 \leq j \leq n - 1 \} \right\} < \max \left\{ \max \{ \deg(Y_i) | 0 \leq i \leq n - 1 \}, \max \{ \deg(X_j) | 1 \leq j \leq n - 1 \} \right\}.
\]

But \( \max\{\deg(Y'_i) | 0 \leq i \leq n - 1 \} = \max\{\deg(Y_i) | 0 \leq i \leq n - 1 \} \), which implies two
inequalities:

\[
\max \{ \text{degree}(Y_i) \mid 1 \leq j \leq n - 1 \} < \max \{ \text{degree}(X_j) \mid 1 \leq j \leq n - 1 \}, \tag{1}
\]
\[
\max \{ \text{degree}(X'_i) \mid 1 \leq j \leq n - 1 \} < \max \{ \text{degree}(X_j) \mid 1 \leq j \leq n - 1 \}. \tag{2}
\]

Hence, by inequality (1), we have:

\[
\alpha(G, \varphi) = \alpha(G, L) = \max \{ \text{degree}(X_j) \mid 1 \leq j \leq n - 1 \}.
\]

Consider now the linear arrangement \((G, \varphi')\) induced by the linear reassembling \((G, L')\), using Definition 61. We have:

\[
\alpha(G, \varphi') = \max \{ \text{degree}(Y'_0), \max \{ \text{degree}(X'_j) \mid 1 \leq j \leq n - 1 \} \}.
\]

If \(\text{degree}(Y'_0) \geq \max \{ \text{degree}(X'_j) \mid 1 \leq j \leq n - 1 \}\), then inequality (1) implies \(\alpha(G, \varphi') < \alpha(G, \varphi)\), else inequality (2) implies again \(\alpha(G, \varphi') < \alpha(G, \varphi)\). In both cases, the \(\alpha\)-optimality of \((G, \varphi)\) is contradicted. \(\square\)

For the proofs of Lemma 87 and Lemma 88, we take a closer look at how the vertices of \(K_{p+1}\) are positioned in the sequence \(S\) in (\(\Diamond\)) in Section 5.6. From the fact that \(p\) is the sum of all the vertex degrees in \(G\), it follows that \(p\) is even and \(p + 1\) odd. From the sequence \(S\), we can extract the subsequence \((S \mid K_{p+1})\) consisting of all the vertices of \(K_{p+1}\) and corresponding cutwidths:

\[
(S \mid K_{p+1}) = [x_{i_1} s_{i_1} x_{i_2} s_{i_2} \ldots x_{i_p} s_{i_p} x_{i_{p+1}}] \quad (\Diamond\Diamond)
\]

where \(\{i_1, \ldots, i_{p+1}\} \subseteq \{1, \ldots, n + p\}\) and \(\{x_{i_1}, \ldots, x_{i_{p+1}}\} = \{u_1, \ldots, u_p\} \cup \{w\}\). In the preceding sequence, every vertex has the same degree \(p\) in the subgraph \(K_{p+1}\). In the full graph \(G_w\), every vertex from \(K_{p+1}\) has again the same degree \(p\), except for the distinguished vertex \(w\) which has
degree $p + d$ where $d = \text{degree}_C(w)$. In particular, we have:

$$s_{i_1} = p, \quad s_{i_2} = 2 \cdot (p - 1), \quad s_{i_3} = 3 \cdot (p - 2), \quad \ldots, \quad s_{i_{p-1}} = (p - 1) \cdot 2, \quad s_{i_p} = p.$$  

The mid-point of $(S | K_{p+1})$ is $x_{i_{(p/2)+1}}$. The two adjacent cutwidths of the mid-point $x_{i_{(p/2)+1}}$ are:

$$s_{i_{(p/2)}} = \frac{p}{2} \cdot \left( \frac{p}{2} + 1 \right) \quad \text{and} \quad s_{i_{(p/2)+1}} = \left( \frac{p}{2} + 1 \right) \cdot \frac{p}{2},$$

so that, as one can readily check:

$$s_{i_{(p/2)}} = s_{i_{(p/2)+1}} = \frac{p^2 + 2p}{4} = \max \{ s_{i_1}, s_{i_2}, \ldots, s_{i_p} \},$$

and the sequence of cutwidths $(s_{i_1}, \ldots, s_{i_p})$ is equal to its own reverse $(s_{i_p}, \ldots, s_{i_1})$. Moreover, for every $j$ such that $1 \leq j < i_1$ or $i_{p+1} < j \leq n + p$, we have $s_j = 0$. Also, it is intuitively useful for the argument in the proof of Lemma 87 to keep in mind that:

- $(s_{i_1} - s_j) = p$, for every $1 \leq j < i_1$,
- $(s_{i_2} - s_j) = p - 2$, for every $i_1 \leq j < i_2$,
- $(s_{i_3} - s_j) = p - 4$, for every $i_2 \leq j < i_3$,
- $\ldots$ $\ldots$ $\ldots$
- $(s_{i_{(p/2)}} - s_j) = 2$, for every $i_{(p/2)-1} \leq j < i_{p/2}$,
- $(s_{i_{(p/2)+1}} - s_j) = 0$, for every $i_{(p/2)} \leq j < i_{(p/2)+1}$.

**Proof of Lemma 87.** In the sequence $S$ in (87) in Section 5.6, suppose:

- $x_i$ is the leftmost vertex in $U \cup \{w\}$,
- $x_j$ is the leftmost vertex in $V - \{w\}$ to the right of $x_i$,
- $x_\ell$ is the rightmost vertex in $U \cup \{w\}$,
- $x_k$ is the rightmost vertex in $V - \{w\}$ to the left of $x_\ell$,
where $1 \leq i \leq j \leq k \leq \ell \leq p + n$. Graphically, $S$ can be represented by:

\[ \begin{array}{cccccccc}
  x_1 & \cdots & x_{i-1} & x_i & \cdots & x_{j-1} & \textcircled{x}_j & x_{j+1} & \cdots & x_{k-1} & \textcircled{x}_k & x_{k+1} & \cdots & x_\ell & \cdots & x_{p+n} \\
  \text{all in } V - \{w\} & & & \text{all in } U \cup \{w\} & & & \text{all in } U \cup \{w\} & & & \text{all in } U \cup \{w\} & & & \text{all in } V - \{w\} 
\end{array} \]

The circled vertices, $x_j$ and $x_k$, are in $V - \{w\}$. If $S$ is scattered, then $1 \leq i < j$ and/or $k < \ell \leq n + p$, with the possibility that $j = k$ in which case there is only one vertex in $V - \{w\}$ inserted between all the vertices of $U \cup \{w\}$. We define:

\[ \operatorname{scatter}(S) := \min\{ j - i, \ell - k \} \geq 1, \]

when $S$ is scattered. If $S$ is not scattered, we set $\operatorname{scatter}(S) := 0$, so that $S$ is scattered iff $\operatorname{scatter}(S) \geq 1$. Moreover, with $p$ even and $p + 1$ odd, it is always the case that $\operatorname{scatter}(S) \leq p/2$, so that if $S$ is scattered, then:

\[ 1 \leq \operatorname{scatter}(S) \leq \frac{p}{2}. \]

To complete the proof, it suffices to show that if $S$ is scattered, then we can define another sequence $S'$ from $S$ such that:

[\beta(S') < \beta(S) \quad \text{and} \quad \operatorname{scatter}(S') < \operatorname{scatter}(S).]

We obtain $S'$ from $S$ as follows:

- if $j - i \leq \ell - k$, remove $x_j$ from the $j$-th position and insert it between $x_{i-1}$ and $x_i$,
- if $j - i > \ell - k$, remove $x_k$ from the $k$-th position and insert it between $x_\ell$ and $x_{\ell+1}$.

With no loss of generality, let $j - i \leq \ell - k$. The portion of $S$ under consideration is therefore:

\[ \begin{array}{cccccccc}
  (r_{i-1}, s_{i-1}) & x_i & (r_i, s_i) & \cdots & (r_{j-2}, s_{j-2}) & x_{j-1} & (r_{j-1}, s_{j-1}) & \textcircled{x}_j & (r_j, s_j) \\
  \text{all in } U \cup \{w\} & & & & & & & &
\end{array} \]
and the order of all the vertices in the new $S'$ is:

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
  x_1 & \cdots & x_{i-1} & x_j & x_i & \cdots & x_{j-1} & x_{j+1} & \cdots & x_{k-1} & x_{k+1} & \cdots & x_{\ell} & x_{\ell+1} & \cdots & x_{p+n} \\
  \text{all in } V - \{w\} & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & \text{all in } V - \{w\} \\
  \end{array}
\]

Let $x_j = v \in V - \{w\}$ and partition $d = \text{degree}_G(v)$ into $d = d^L + d^R$, where:

- $d^L$ is the number of vertices in $\{x_1, \ldots, x_{j-1}\} \cap V$ which are connected to $v$,
- $d^R$ is the number of vertices in $\{x_{j+1}, \ldots, x_{n+p}\} \cap V$ which are connected to $v$.

There are different cases, depending on:

- the value of $j - i$ between 1 and $p/2$,
- the value of $d^R - d^L$ between $-d$ and $+d$,
- whether the distinguished vertex $w$ is in $\{x_i, \ldots, x_{j-1}\}$ or in $\{x_{j+1}, \ldots, x_{\ell}\}$,
- whether $v$ is connected to $w$ or not.

We consider only one of the cases, which is also a “worst case” to explain, and leave to the reader all the other cases, which are simple variations of this “worst case”. For the “worst case” which we choose to consider, let:

1. $j = i + p/2$ so that $j - i = p/2$,
2. $d^L = 0$ so that $d^R - d^L = d$,
3. $w$ is in $\{x_{j+1}, \ldots, x_{\ell}\}$,
4. there is an edge $vw$ connecting $v$ and $w$.

With assumptions (1) to (4), as well as after:

- substituting $i + (p/2)$ for $j$,
- replacing the sequence of cutwidths $s_{i-1}, s_i, \ldots, s_{i+(p/2)-1}, s_{i+(p/2)}, s_{i+(p/2)+1}$ by their actual values $0, p, \ldots, (p^2 + 2p - 8)/4, (p^2 + 2p)/4, (p^2 + 2p)/4$, respectively,
- and posing $r := r_{i-1}$,
the portion of $S$ under consideration becomes:

$$(r, 0) \underbrace{x_i \ldots (r, (p^2 + 2p - 8)/4)}_{\text{all in } U \cup \{w\}} x_{i+(p/2)} \left( r, (p^2 + 2p)/4 \right) \bigcirc \left( r + d, (p^2 + 2p)/4 \right)$$

The corresponding portion in the new $S'$ is:

$$(r, 0) \bigcirc (r + d, 0) \underbrace{x_i \ldots (r + d, p)}_{\text{all in } U \cup \{w\}} x_{i+(p/2)} \left( r + d, (p^2 + 2p - 8)/4 \right) x_{i+(p/2)} \left( r + d, (p^2 + 2p)/4 \right)$$

with all the cutwidths to the left and to the right of the shown portion being identical in $S$ and $S'$.

It is now readily seen that the value of $\beta(S')$ is:

$$\beta(S') = \beta(S) - (p^2 + 2p)/4 + (p/2) d = \beta(S) - \frac{p^2 - 2(d-1)p}{4}$$

Let $\Delta := \sum \{\text{degree}_G(x) \mid x \in V\}$. By the construction of the auxiliary graph $G_w$, we have $p = \Delta$.

The value of $d = \text{degree}_G(v) \leq \Delta/2$, the upper bound $\Delta/2$ being the extreme case when $G$ is a star graph with: $v$ at its center, $\Delta/2$ leaf vertices among $\{x_j+1, \ldots, x_{n+p}\} \cap V$, and all other vertices of $V$ being isolated. Hence,

$$p^2 - 2(d-1)p \leq \Delta^2 - 2(\frac{\Delta}{2} - 1)\Delta = \Delta^2 - \Delta^2 + 2\Delta = 2\Delta.$$ 

Hence, $\beta(S') \leq \beta(S) - \Delta/2$, so that $\beta(S') < \beta(S)$ which is the desired conclusion. \hfill $\square$

For precision in the next proof, we introduce the measure of unbalance.

**Definition 105 (Unbalance).** Consider the sequence $S$ in $(\diamond)$ in Section 5.6.

- Let $a^L \geq 0$ be the number of vertices from $V - \{w\}$ to the left of $w$, and $a^R \geq 0$ be the number of vertices from $V - \{w\}$ to the right of $w$.

- Let $b^L \geq 0$ be the number of vertices from $U$ to the left of $w$, and $b^R \geq 0$ be the number of vertices from $U$ to the right of $w$. 
The unbalance of $\mathcal{S}$ is measured by:

$$unbal(\mathcal{S}) := \min\{ (n - a_L - 1) + (p - b_R), (n - a_R - 1) + (p - b_L) \}.$$ 

The quantity $(n - a_L - 1) + (p - b_R)$ measures $\mathcal{S}$'s unbalance on the left, and similarly $(n - a_R - 1) + (p - b_L)$ measures $\mathcal{S}$'s unbalance on the right. It is useful to keep in mind that:

$$(p - b_R) + (p - b_L) = p \quad \text{and} \quad (n - a_L - 1) + (n - a_R - 1) = n - 1,$$

so that, if the quantity $(n - a_L - 1) + (p - b_R)$ or the quantity $(n - a_R - 1) + (p - b_L)$ is reduced to 0, then the other of these two quantities is increased to $n - 1 + p$.

**Proof of Lemma 88.** By Lemma 87, we can assume that $\mathcal{S}$ is not scattered. It suffices to show that if $unbal(\mathcal{S}) \geq 1$, we can define another sequence $\mathcal{S}'$ from $\mathcal{S}$ such that $\beta(\mathcal{S}') < \beta(\mathcal{S})$ and $unbal(\mathcal{S}') < unbal(\mathcal{S})$. We use the notation in the proof of Lemma 87. The portion of $\mathcal{S}$ that we examine closely is:

$$\left( (r_{i-1}, s_{i-1}) \ x_i \ (r_i, s_i) \ x_{i+1} \ (r_{i+1}, s_{i+1}) \ \cdots \ (r_{i+p-1}, s_{i+p-1}) \ x_{i+p} \ (r_{i+p}, s_{i+p}) \right)$$

all in $U \cup \{ w \}$

where:

$$V - \{ w \} = \{ x_1, \ldots, x_{i-1} \} \cup \{ x_{i+p+1}, \ldots, x_{n+p} \}, \quad \text{with } 1 \leq i \leq n,$$

$$U \cup \{ w \} = \{ x_i, \ldots, x_{i+p} \}, \quad \text{with } w = x_{i+k} \text{ and } 0 \leq k \leq p.$$

We partition $d = degree_G(x_{i+k}) = degree_G(w)$ into $d = d_L + d_R$, where:

- $d_L \geq 0$ is the number of vertices in $\{ x_1, \ldots, x_{i-1} \}$ which are connected to $w = x_{i+k}$ in $G$,
- $d_R \geq 0$ is the number of vertices in $\{ x_{i+p+1}, \ldots, x_{n+p} \}$ which are connected to $w = x_{i+k}$ in $G$. 

And we partition $e = \text{degree}_{K_{p+1}}(x_{i+k}) = \text{degree}_{K_{p+1}}(w)$ into $e = e^L + e^R = p$, where:

- $e^L = k$ is the number of vertices in $\{x_i, \ldots, x_{i+k-1}\}$ which are connected to $w = x_{i+k}$ in $K_{p+1}$.
- $e^R = (p-k)$ is the number of vertices in $\{x_{i+k+1}, \ldots, x_{i+p}\}$ which are connected to $w = x_{i+k}$ in $K_{p+1}$.

Though not explicitly used below, it is worth noting that $e^L$ and $e^R$ here are the same as $b^L$ and $b^R$ in Definition 105 because $K_{p+1}$ is a complete graph (but $d^L$ and $d^R$ are not the same as $a^L$ and $a^R$). We consider 5 separate cases, $\{(a), (b), (c), (d), (e)\}$:

(a) $k = 0$, which implies $e^L = 0$ and $e^R = p$.

In case (a), because $\text{unbal}(S) \neq 0$ by hypothesis, it must be that $\{x_{i+p+1}, \ldots, x_{n+p}\} \neq \emptyset$. It suffices to move the vertices in $\{x_{i+p+1}, \ldots, x_{n+p}\}$ to the left of $w = x_i$, also preserving their order

\[ x_1, \ldots, x_{i-1}, x_{i+p+1}, \ldots, x_{n+p}. \]

Using a reasoning similar to that in the proof of Lemma 87, we leave it to the reader to show that $\text{unbal}(S') = 0$ and $\beta(S') < \beta(S)$ for the resulting sequence $S'$.

(b) $k = p$, which implies $e^L = p$ and $e^R = 0$.

Case (b) is similar to case (a). Because $\text{unbal}(S) \neq 0$ by hypothesis, it must be that $\{x_1, \ldots, x_{i-1}\} \neq \emptyset$. In this case, we move the vertices in $\{x_1, \ldots, x_{i-1}\}$ to the right of $w = x_{i+p}$. Again, we leave it to the reader to show that $\text{unbal}(S') = 0$ and $\beta(S') < \beta(S)$ for the resulting sequence $S'$.

For the three remaining cases, we can assume that neither $k = 0$ nor $k = p$, i.e., both $w \neq x_i$ and $w \neq x_{i+p}$. Two cases of these three are:

(c) $d^L > d^R$, in which case we tranpose $w = x_{i+k}$ and $x_i$.

(d) $d^L < d^R$, in which case we transpose $w = x_{i+k}$ and $x_{i+p}$.

By a reasoning similar to that in the proof of Lemma 87, we leave to the reader the straightforward details showing that $\beta(S') < \beta(S)$ in both case (c) and case (d).
(e) $d^L = d^R$, in which case the value of $\beta(S)$ remains unchanged by transposing $w = x_{i+k}$ and $x_i$, or by transposing $w = x_{i+k}$ and $x_{i+p}$, and so we need an additional argument.

The additional argument for case (e), is to first transpose $w = x_{i+k}$ and $x_i$, or alternatively transpose $w = x_{i+k}$ and $x_{i+p}$, thus reducing case (e) to case (a), or alternatively reducing case (e) to case (b).

$$\Box$$

5.10 Conclusion and Future Work

In Remarks 76, 82, several open problems from the literature were mentioned which are still unresolved to the best of our knowledge, and 93. If these open problems were solved, partially or optimally, they would permit various simplifications in our proofs. In particular, even though one of our reductions can be carried out in polynomial time by invoking an earlier result on cutwidths (Lemmas 70 and 71), its $O(n^{12})$ complexity is prohibitive (see the proof of Theorem 74); this is the reduction that reduces the $\alpha$-optimality of linear arrangements to the $\alpha$-optimality of linear reassemblings.

Future work related to graph reassembling includes a study of classes of graphs for which $\alpha$-optimization and/or $\beta$-optimization of their reassembling can be carried out in low-degree polynomial times. On the other hand, as indicated before, the smaller the $\alpha$ and $\beta$ measures are, the more efficient the execution of programs are in our compositional approach presented in Chapter 3. Beinstock in [17] presents some elementary classes of graphs with small optimal tree congestion as well as an upper bound for the value of optimal tree congestion based on the tree decomposition of the graphs. Deciding weather the width of tree decomposition of an arbitrary graph is at most $k$ is NP-complete [5], however the problem is tractable for small and fixed values of $k$. Bodlaender in [18] surveys a list of graph classes for which the treewidth can be computed in polynomial time. Similarly relating tree width to minimum tree congestion of graphs, [13] characterizes the class of graphs that have $\alpha$-measure at most 3, but extending these result to different variety of graph reassembling such as balanced case and also study of the characterization of the classes of graphs with higher value of $\alpha$-measure is open to be investigated in future.
Finally, there is the question of computing approximations of $\alpha$-optimal and $\beta$-optimal graph reassembling, whereby we can turn the NP-hardness of any of the preceding optimizations into polynomially-solvable optimizations. In the case of linear reassembling, the literature on approximation algorithms dealing with graph layout problems is likely to be an important resource to draw from (among many other papers, the older \cite{7, 66, 81} the more recent \cite{23}, and the survey \cite{79}). In \cite{65} the problem of finding call routing trees with minimum congestion has been studied and an approximate method for finding a solution within a $O(\log n)$ factor from the optimal solution is suggested. As discussed in Chapter 6, the problem of finding call routing trees with minimum congestion is directly related to our $\alpha$-optimal graph reassembling problem. Hence the natural question is if similar methods can be facilitated in order to find approximation of $\alpha$-optimal and $\beta$-optimal for balanced reassembling as well as other variations of graph reassembling.
Chapter 6

Graph Reassembling as a Graph Embedding Problem

The communication tree embedding problem is the problem of mapping a set of communicating terminals, represented by a graph $G$, into the set of vertices of some physical network represented by a tree $T$. In the case where the vertices of $G$ are mapped into the leaves of the host tree $T$ the underlying tree is called a routing tree and if the internal vertices of $T$ are forced to have degree 3, the host tree is known as layout tree. Different optimization problems have been studied in the class of communication tree problems such as well-known minimum edge dilation and minimum edge congestion problems. In this chapter we study the relation between tree layout problem and graph reassembling problem.

6.1 Background and Motivation

In this chapter we study the relation between tree layout problem and graph reassembling problem as defined in Chapter 5.

Consider a (not necessary simple) graph $G = (V, E)$, partitioned into the set of $|V|$ one-vertex components by cutting every edge into into two halves. Reassembling of the graph $G$ corresponds to the problem of finding the sequence of edge splicings that minimizes two measures that depend on the edge-boundary degrees of assembled components in the intermediate steps of reassembling $G$. The first step of the reassembling sequence initiates with the set of one-vertex components, and the final step results in the input graph $G$. The optimization goal of the graph reassembling can be either minimizing the maximum edge-boundary degree encountered during the reassembling process, which is called the $\alpha$-measure of the reassembling, or the sum of all edge-boundary degrees,
denoted by $\beta$-measure.

Every reassembling sequence for graph $G$ correspond to a unique binary tree $B$ (called binary reassembling tree), where the set of leaf nodes is bijectively related to the set of one-vertex components and the root node correspond to the reassembled graph $G$. Every internal node $w \in V_I(B)$, as the root of a subtree, represented by $B_w$, correspond to the vertex induced sub-graph of $G$ comprising the set of vertices represented by leaf nodes of $B_w$. Accordingly, the graph reassembling problem can be translated into a special case of graph embedding problems in the sense that, given an input graph $G$, the goal is to find a binary tree $B$ and a bijective mapping from the set of vertices of $G$ to the leaf nodes of $B$. Hence, in this chapter we study the graph reassembling problem as a variation of graph embedding problem, called tree layout problem. Informally speaking, tree layout problem concerns the task of embedding the vertices of an input graph $G$ into the leaf nodes of some rooted binary tree $T$.

### 6.2 Definitions and Problem Statement

Consider a group of terminals communicating via a finite network $G = (V, E)$, where the set of vertices (finite set $V$) and edges (finite set $E$), respectively represent the collection of terminals and their direct communication paths. We show $|V|$ by $n$ and $|E|$ as $m$. The general communication tree embedding problem is the problem of mapping the set of terminals into the set of vertices of some physical network represented by a tree $T$. Accordingly, the two vertices $v, u \in V(G)$ that are directly connected via $e \in E(G)$, are connected indirectly via some path $P_T(v, u)$ in $T$. In the case where the vertices of $G$ are mapped to the leaves of the host tree, the underlying tree is called a routing tree. Initially in this chapter we focus on the case where the internal vertices of the host tree have degree 3 (known as tree layout problem). We denote the sets of leaf nodes and internal nodes of tree $T$ respectively by $V_L(T)$ and $V_I(T)$.

For a graph $G$ and a communication tree $T$ for $G$, there are different measures defined in this context. In following we define the two measures that we are the related to the previously defined

---

1We try to use the term node in case of trees as opposed to the term vertex, which we use for general graphs.
\( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) measures in the context of graph reassembling problem. For a comprehensive list of measures, an interested reader can refer to [52].

**Definition 106 (Edge Dilation).** Consider a graph \( G \) and a communication tree \( T \) and a bijection \( \varphi \) from vertices of \( G \) to leaf nodes of \( T \). The *dilation* of an edge \( \{u,v\} \in E(G) \) (shown by \( \lambda(uv,T,\varphi,G) \)) is the distance between \( \varphi(u) \) and \( \varphi(v) \) in \( T \).

We represent the distance of two vertices \( \{u,v\} \) in a graph \( G \) with \( d_G(u,v) \)

**Definition 107 (Edge Congestion).** Give a graph \( G \) and a communication tree \( T \) and a bijective mapping \( \varphi : V(G) \to V_L(T) \). The *congestion* of an edge \( \{x,y\} \in E(T) \) (denoted by \( \delta(xv,T,\varphi,G) \)) is the number of edges in \( \{u,v\} \in E(G) \) that in \( T \), the path \( P_T(\varphi(v),\varphi(u)) \) traverse through \( \{x,y\} \).

Based on the definition of the communication tree for a graph \( G \), removal of every edge \( \{x,y\} \in E(T) \) partitions the set of vertices of \( G \) into two component. Hence every edge of tree corresponds to a cut in \( G \). Therefore, the congestion of \( \{x,y\} \in E(T) \) is the size of the cut it corresponds to.

Several optimization problems can be defined based on these two measures. *Minimum tree layout dilation* is the problem of finding a tree layout for a given graph \( G \) such that the maximum edge dilation is minimized, where the maximum is taken over all edge of \( G \). In [74] it is shown that the problem of finding a tree layout with minimum dilation is NP-hard, when the layout tree is rooted. Similarly, given a graph \( G \), in *minimum tree layout congestion* problem the goal is to find a tree layout \( T \), such that the maximum edge congestion is minimized. In [86] Seymour and Thomas show that the minimum tree layout congestion problem is polynomially solvable for the case of planer graphs, and is NP-hard when considering general graphs. In the rest of this chapter we focus on minimum tree layout length problem, formally defined as it follows.

**Definition 108 (Minimum tree layout length).** Consider the finite undirected graph \( G = (V,E) \).

The minimum tree layout length problem is the problem of finding layout tree \( T \) and a bijective mapping \( \varphi : V(G) \to V_L(T) \) such that \( L(T,\varphi,G) = \sum_{\{u,v\}\in E(G)} \lambda(uv,T,\varphi,G) \) is minimized.
It is not hard to see that \(\sum_{(u,v)\in E(G)} \lambda(uv, T, \varphi, G) = \sum_{(x,y)\in E(T)} \delta(xv, T, \varphi, G)\). Hence, in the rest of this chapter we may use them interchangeably.

In the context of communication graph embedding, the dilation of an edge \(\{u, v\} \in E(G)\) abstractly represent the communication delay between vertices \(u\) and \(v\). Similarly the congestion of an edge \(e \in E(T)\) is a representative for the traffic on the physical link \(e\). Hence tree length measure corresponds to the average delay between the vertices of \(G\) and also to the average edge congestion of the host tree.

### 6.3 Minimum Length of Tree Layout

In tree layout problem, as a variation of graph embedding problems, the underlying host graph is a tree \(T\) where the degree of every node is either 1 or 3 and the vertices of \(G\) are being mapped to leaves of \(T\). In this section we study tree layout problem, where we show that the problem of finding a tree layout with minimum length for a given input graph \(G\) (Min Tree Length for short) is NP-hard for general (not necessarily simple) graphs.

#### 6.3.1 Min Tree Length of Complete Graphs

Consider the complete graph \(G = (V, E)\) where \(\forall u, v \in V(G), \{u, v\} \in E(G)\). It is not hard to see that a layout tree \(T\) is a solution for the Min Tree Layout problem for \(G\), iff \(|V_L(T)| = n\) (and hence \(|V(T)| = 2n - 1\)), and the summation of distance of leaf nodes of \(T\) is minimized. We denote the summation of distances of leaves of a tree \(T\) by:

\[
\sigma_{LL}(T) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{x, y \in V_L(T)} d_T(x, y)
\]

Leaf to leaf distance summation measure \(\sigma_{LL}\) is very similar to the definition of Wiener index (proposed by chemist Wiener [97]), which is the summation of distances of all vertices of a given
graph $G$ as represented in following equation.

$$\sigma(G) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{u,v \in V(G)} d_G(u,v)$$

Wiener index is widely studied both in mathematical and chemical literature. In [33] Fischermann et al. study Wiener index of trees. In this works authors represent the structure of the family of the trees that have minimum (or maximum) Wiener index among all the trees of the same order with maximum node degree $\Delta \geq 3$. Due to similarity of $\sigma_{LL}$ measure and Wiener index, in the rest of this subsection we borrow some of the notations and definitions from [33] in order to study $\sigma_{LL}$ for trees with maximum degree $\Delta$.

**Definition 109** ($T(\mathcal{R}, \Delta)$ tree family). Consider integers $\Delta$ and $\mathcal{R} \in \{\Delta, \Delta - 1\}$. For a given $n \in \mathbb{N}$, the family $T(\mathcal{R}, \Delta)$ of trees with $n$ nodes has a unique member $T$ up to isomorphism, defined using a planar embedding as it follows.

Let $M_k(\mathcal{R}, \Delta) \leq n < M_k+1(\mathcal{R}, \Delta)$ where:

$$M_k(\mathcal{R}, \Delta) = \begin{cases} 1 & k = 0 \\ 1 + \mathcal{R} + \mathcal{R} \times (\Delta - 1) + \ldots + \mathcal{R} \times (\Delta - 1)^{k-1} & k \geq 1 \end{cases}$$

Figure 6.1 depicts the embedding of tree $T$ with the following properties:

1. all nodes of $T$ lie on some line $L_i$ for $0 \leq i \leq k + 1$

2. exactly one node $v$ lies on the line $L_0$ which has $\min\{n - 1, \mathcal{R}\}$ children on line $L_1$

3. for $i = 1$ to $k - 1$ every node on line $L_i$ is connect to $\Delta - 1$ nodes on line $L_{i+1}$ and one node on line $L_{i-1}$

4. the only line that may be incomplete, is line $L_{k+1}$. Let $n - M_k(\mathcal{R}, \Delta) = m \times (\Delta - 1) + r$ for $0 \leq r < \Delta - 1$, where $n - M_k(\mathcal{R}, \Delta)$ is the number of remaining nodes on line $L_{k+1}$. Also let $\{v_1, \ldots, v_{m+1}\}$ be the set of $m$ left most nodes on line $L_k$ where $v_{m+1}$ is the right most one
in the set. Each of \( v_1, \ldots, v_m \) nodes is connected to \( \Delta - 1 \) nodes on line \( L_{k+1} \), while \( v_{m+1} \) is connected to \( r \) nodes from line \( L_{k+1} \) (see figure 6.1).

![Figure 6.1: Planar embedding of \( T \) represented as the embedding of nodes on \( k+2 \) lines \( L_i \) for \( 0 \leq i \leq k+1 \).](image)

We defined the family \( T(\mathcal{R}, \Delta) \) for the general case of trees with maximum degree \( \Delta \), while we focus on the case where the degree of every internal node is \( \Delta = 3 \), but all the results presented in the rest of this subsection extend to all trees with arbitrary max degree \( \Delta \geq 3 \).

**Lemma 110.** Consider tree \( T \in T(\mathcal{R}, \Delta) \) of order \( n \), and assume \( M_k(\mathcal{R}, \Delta) < n < M_{k+1}(\mathcal{R}, \Delta) \) for \( k \geq 1 \). Let \( \overline{T} \) be an arbitrary tree of order \( n \) constructed from tree \( \overline{T}_0 \in T(\mathcal{R}, \Delta) \), with \( M_k(\mathcal{R}, \Delta) \) nodes, by attaching \( n - M_k(\mathcal{R}, \Delta) \) nodes to the leaf nodes of \( \overline{T}_0 \) (which lie on the line \( L_k \)). Then it is the case that either \( \sigma_{LL}(\overline{T}) > \sigma_{LL}(T) \) or \( \overline{T} \) is isomorphic with \( T \).

**Proof.** We proof this lemma using induction on the height of tree \( \overline{T} \), when embedded on the plane as explained in definition 109. It is easy to check the correctness of theorem for trees of height 1 and 2. Assume tree \( \overline{T} \) of height \( k \) and tree \( T \in T(\mathcal{R}, \Delta) \) are not isomorphic. Let \( v \in V(\overline{T}) \) be the node on line \( L_0 \). Node \( v \) is connected to \( \mathcal{R} \) subtrees \( \{ \overline{T}_1, \ldots, \overline{T}_{\mathcal{R}} \} \). Based on the assumption of induction every subtrees \( \overline{T}_i \) is a member of the family \( T(\Delta - 1, \Delta) \) of height \( k \) or \( k - 1 \). Since \( \overline{T} \) and \( T \) are not isomorph, there are at least two subtrees \( \overline{T}_i \) and \( \overline{T}_j \) for \( i \neq j \) where are incomplete on
line \( L_{k} \). Formally speaking \( \exists 1 \leq i \neq j \leq R, T_{i}, T_{j} \in T(\Delta - 1, \Delta) \) and \( |V(T_{i})| - M_{k-1}(\Delta - 1, \Delta) = r_{i} > 0 \wedge |V(T_{j})| - M_{k-1}(\Delta - 1, \Delta) = r_{j} > 0 \). Without loss of generality we assume \( i = 1 \) and \( j = 1 \) and also \( |V(T_{1})| \leq |V(T_{2})| \). Figure 6.2a abstractly represents tree \( T \).

![Figure 6.2](image)

**Figure 6.2:** Figure 6.2a represents tree \( T \in T(R, \Delta) \) of height \( k+1 \), constructed from tree \( T_{0} \in T(R, \Delta) \) of height \( k \). Node \( v \) is connected to at least two subtrees \( T_{i}, T_{j} \in T(R, \Delta) \) of height \( k \) which are incomplete on line \( L_{k} \). Alternative tree \( T' \) depicted in figure 6.2b, is constructed by relocating some leaf nodes of subtree \( T_{1} \) that are on line \( L_{k} \). As you see in this construction \( r_{2} \) left most leaves of \( T_{1} \) are relocated to complete subtree \( T_{2} \). In this example the number of leaf nodes of \( T_{1} \) on \( L_{k} \), is large enough to complete the subtree \( T_{2} \).

Let \( L_{l}(T) \) denote the set of nodes of tree \( T \) on line \( l \). We present an alternative tree \( T' \), by relocating some leaf nodes of \( L_{k}(T_{1}) \) (in order from left to right) to complete the line \( L_{k} \) of \( T_{2} \) (in order from right to left). Let \( L \subseteq L_{k}(T_{1}) \) be the set of leaf nodes of \( T_{1} \) on line \( L_{k} \), candidate for relocation. Figure 6.2b depicts tree \( T' \) constructed from \( T \).

In the alternative tree \( T' \), consider a bijective mapping \( \varphi_{0} \) from the nodes of \( T_{1} \) to nodes of subtree \( T'_{2} \), where \( T'_{2} \) is the modified version of \( T_{2} \) in \( T \). More specifically, mapping \( \varphi_{0} \) is a reflection form \( T_{1} \) to \( T_{2} \), which reflects nodes of \( L_{l}(T_{1}) \) to the nodes of \( L_{l-1}(T_{2}') \) for \( 2 \leq l \leq k \), such that the left most node on line \( L_{l} \) of \( T_{1} \) is mapped to the right most node of \( T_{2}' \) on line \( L_{l} \). Accordingly \( \varphi_{0} \) maps every leaf node of \( L = L_{k}(T_{1}) - L \) (the set of remaining leaf nodes of \( T_{1} \) on line \( L_{k} \)) to one leaf node of \( T_{2} \) on line \( L_{k} \). On the other hand every leaf node of \( L_{k-1}(T_{1}) \) is mapped to one node (leaf or internal) of \( T_{2} \) on line \( L_{k-1} \).

From \( \varphi_{0} \) we construct a bijective mapping \( \varphi \) from leaf nodes of \( T_{1} \) to sets of leaf nodes of \( T_{2}' \). For every \( w \in V_{L}(T), \varphi(w) = \{ \varphi_{0}(w) \} \) if \( \varphi_{0}(w) \in V_{L}(T_{2}') \) is a leaf node node, otherwise \( \varphi_{0}(w) \) is an internal node of \( T_{2}' \) on line \( L_{k-1} \), \( \varphi \) maps \( w \) to the set of direct children of \( \varphi_{0}(w) \) on line \( L_{k} \).

\[ \text{In this case } |\varphi(w)| \leq \Delta - 1. \]
Using the bijective mapping \( \varphi \), we analyze the change in value of \( \sigma_{LL} \) in the process of constructing \( T' \) from \( T \) as it follows.

1. Clearly the internal summation of distances of nodes in \( L \) stays unchanged.

2. For every leaf node \( w_1 \in L, w_2 \in V_L(T) - V_L(T_1) \cup V_L(T_2) \), it is the case that \( d_T(w_1, w_2) = d_{T'} \). Hence, the summation of distances among nodes in \( L \) and leaf nodes of \( V_L(T) - V_L(T_1) \cup V_L(T_2) \) also does not change.

3. We show that for every \( w_1 \in L \) the summation of distances of \( w_1 \) from leaf nodes of \( V_L(T_2) \cup V_L(T_1) - \{ w_1 \} \) is greater than the summation of distances of \( \varphi(w_1) \) from leaf nodes of \( V_L(T'_1) \cup V_L(T'_2) - \{ \varphi(w_1) \} \).

**Notation 111.** Let \( L_1, L_2 \subset V(T) \), for an arbitrary tree \( T \). By \( \sigma_T(L_1, L_2) \) we denote the summation of distances of nodes of \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \). Formally speaking:

\[
\sigma_T(L_1, L_2) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{v \in L_1} \sum_{u \in L_2} d_T(v, u)
\]

For every \( w_2 \in V_L(T_1) - L \):

- If \( w_2 \) is on line \( L_k \), it is the case that \( d_T(w_1, w_2) = d_{T'}(\varphi(w_1), \varphi(w_2)) \). Therefore:

\[
\sigma_T(\{ w_1 \}, \{ w_2 \} \cup \varphi(w_2)) = \sigma_{T'}(\{ \varphi(w_1) \}, \{ w_2 \} \cup \varphi(w_2)) \quad (6.1)
\]

- If \( w_2 \) is on line \( L_{k-1} \) and \( \varphi(w_2) \) maps \( w_2 \) to a leaf node of \( T'_2 \) on line \( L_{k-1} \), similar to previous case we have:

\[
\sigma_T(\{ w_1 \}, \{ w_2 \} \cup \varphi(w_2)) = \sigma_{T'}(\{ \varphi(w_1) \}, \{ w_2 \} \cup \varphi(w_2)) \quad (6.2)
\]

- Otherwise \( w_2 \) is on line \( L_{k-1} \) and \( \varphi(w_2) \) maps \( w_2 \) to a non-empty set of leaf node of \( T'_2 \) on line \( L_k \). Assume the size of this set is \( 1 \leq \nabla \leq \Delta \). Since for some nodes \( w_2 \)
where \( |\varphi(w_2)| = \nabla = \Delta - 1 > 1 \), then for such \( w_2 \), the following equally holds:

\[
\sigma_T(\{w_1\}, \{w_2\} \cup \varphi(w_2)) - \sigma_T(\varphi(w_1), \varphi_0(w_2)) = (6.3)
\]

\[
\left( d_T(w_1, w_2) + 2k \times \nabla \right) - \left( 2k + (d_T(\varphi(w_1), \varphi_0(w_2)) + 1) \times \nabla \right) =
\]

\[
\left( d_T(w_1, w_2) + 2k \times \nabla \right) - \left( 2k + (d_T(w_1, w_2) + 1) \times \nabla \right) =
\]

\[
(2k - d_T(w_1, w_2)) \times (\nabla - 1) - d_T(w_1, w_2) \geq 2k - 2d_T(w_1, w_2) > 0
\]

Putting the results of previous cases and equations 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3, we conclude that \( \sigma_{LL}(\overline{T}) > \sigma_{LL}(\overline{T'}) \). If \( \overline{T'} \not\in T(\mathcal{R}, \Delta) \), then based on the assumption of induction, replacing the subtree \( \overline{T'} \) with subtree \( \overline{T}_1 \in T(\mathcal{R}, \Delta) \) of the same order, results in tree \( \overline{T}'' \), where \( \sigma_{LL}(\overline{T}'') < \sigma_{LL}(\overline{T}) \).

Using the same approach and continuing with \( \overline{T}'' \), in a sequence of leaf node relocations, we can construct the final tree \( \overline{T} \), such that in \( \overline{T} \), node \( v \) on line \( L_0 \) has exactly one incomplete subtree \( \overline{T}_i \) where \( \overline{T}_i \in T(\mathcal{R}, \Delta) \). More specifically, \( \forall 1 \leq l < i, \) all leaf nodes of \( \overline{T}_i \) lie on line \( L_k \) and \( \forall i < l \leq \Delta, \) all leaf nodes of \( \overline{T}_i \) lie on line \( L_{k-1}, \) i.e. \( \overline{T} \in T(\mathcal{R}, \Delta) \).

**Notation 112.** Given an arbitrary tree \( T \), we define the planar line embedding of \( T \) similar to the the approach in the definition 109. Starting from a designated \( v \in V(T) \), we embed \( T \) on lines of plane, where \( v \) lies on line \( L_0 \) and direct neighbours of \( v \) are placed on line \( L_1 \). Similarly all the nodes in distance \( d \) from \( v \) are placed on line \( L_d \). Also for \( u \in V(T) \) on line \( L_0 \), the subtree rooted at \( u \), where all its nodes are on lines \( L_{l'}, \) for \( l' \geq l \) is denoted by \( T_u \). Formally speaking \( w \in V(T_u) \) iff \( u \) is on the shortest path from \( w \) to \( v \) on line \( L_0 \).

**Notation 113.** Consider a tree \( T \) of order \( n \) and a node \( v \in V(T) \) of degree \( \nabla \). Removing \( v \) form \( T \) partitions \( T \) into a set of subtrees \( \{T_1, \ldots, T_\nabla\} \). We call node \( v \) central if \( \forall 1 \leq i \leq \nabla, \) \( |V(T_i)| \leq \frac{n}{2} \).

The set of central nodes of tree \( T \) is represented by \( C_T \).

**Theorem 114.** Every arbitrary tree \( T \) has at least one and at most two central nodes. In other word \( 1 \leq |C_T| \leq 2 \).
For proof see [87]. Using this theorem, we proof the main result of this subsection as we present in the theorem 115.

**Theorem 115.** Consider tree $T$ with maximum node degree $\Delta$, where $\sigma_{LL}(T) \leq \sigma_{LL}(T')$ for every tree $T'$ (that $|V_L(T')| = |V_L(T)|$). Then in the planar line embedding of $T$ with central node $v \in C_T$ on fixed line $L_0$, it is the case that:

- $T \in T(\Delta, \Delta)$
- $T_u \in T(\Delta - 1, \Delta)$ for $u \neq v$

**Proof.** The proof of this theorem is carried out using induction on the height of planar line embedding of tree $T$. It is not hard to check the correctness of theorem for trees of height 1 and 2. Let $T$ be a graph of height $h \geq 3$, and let $u_1, \ldots, u_\Delta$ be the direct neighbours of $v$ on line $L_0$ and $T_1, \ldots, T_\Delta$ respectively be their corresponding subtrees.

**Case 1:** $\exists w_1, w_2 \in V_L(T), d_T(w_1, v) \geq d_T(w_2, v) + 2$. Based on the assumption of induction $w_1$ and $w_2$ can not be on the same subtree. Without loss of the generality assume $w_1$ and $w_2$ are the two leaf nodes with maximum distance and $w_1 \in T_1$ and $w_2 \in T_2$. Let $T_{11}, T_{12}, \ldots, T_{1, \Delta - 1} \subset T_1$ be subtrees respectively with roots $u_{11}, \ldots, u_{1, \Delta - 1}$ connected to $u_1$ (nodes $u_{11}, \ldots, u_{1, \Delta - 1}$ lie on line $L_2$). Also assume $w_1 \in V_L(T_{11})$.

**Case 1.1:** $|V_L(T_{11})| > |V_L(T_2)|$. We construct an alternative tree $\bar{T}$ by removing edges $\{u_1, u_{11}\}$ and $\{v, u_2\}$ and introducing two new edges $\{v, u_{11}\}$ and $\{u_1, u_2\}$. The structures of initial tree $T$ and the alternative tree $\bar{T}$ are represented in figure 6.3. One can verify that the following equation 6.4 correctly represents the relation between $\sigma_{LL}(T)$ and $\sigma_{LL}(\bar{T})$.

$$\sigma_{LL}(T) - \sigma_{LL}(\bar{T}) =$$

$$|V_L(T_{11})| \times \left( \sum_{2 \leq i \leq \Delta - 1} |V_L(T_{1i})| - \sum_{3 \leq i \leq \Delta} |V_L(T_i)| \right) + |V_L(T_2)| \times \left( \sum_{3 \leq i \leq \Delta} |V_L(T_i)| - \sum_{2 \leq i \leq \Delta - 1} |V_L(T_{1i})| \right)$$

(6.4)
It is the case that
\[ \sum_{\ell \leq \Delta - 1} |V(L(T_{11}))| < \sum_{3 \leq i \leq \Delta} |V(L(T_i))| \]
otherwise it must be the case that
\[ |V(T_1)| > \sum_{2 \leq i \leq \Delta} |V(T_i)| > \frac{|V(T)|}{2}, \]
which is in contradiction with the centrality of node \( v \).
Therefore, \( \sigma_{LL}(T) - \sigma_{LL}(\bar{T}) > 0 \), which contradicts the optimality of \( T \).

**Case 1.2:** \( |V_L(T_{11})| \leq |V_L(T_2)| \). Hence, \( d_T(w_1, v) = d_T(w_2, v) + 2 \) and \( w_1 \in V_L(T_{11}) \) is located on line \( L_k \) and \( w_2 \in V_L(T_2) \) lies on line \( L_{k-2} \). Also none of subtrees \( T_{11} \) and \( T_2 \) can be complete respectively on lines \( L_k \) and \( L_{k-1} \).

Let \( L_l(T) \) denote the set of nodes of tree \( T \) on line \( l \). Similar to the proof of lemma 110, we present an alternative tree \( \bar{T} \), by relocating some leaf nodes of \( L_k(T_{11}) \) (in order from left to right) to complete the line \( L_{k-1} \) of \( T_2 \) (in order from right to left). Let \( \mathcal{L} \subseteq L_k(T_{11}) \) be the set of leaf nodes of \( T_{11} \) on line \( L_k \), candidate for relocation. Based on an exact reasoning as in lemma 110 (case 3), which we omit, it can be inferred that the summation of distance of leaf nodes in \( \mathcal{L} \) from leaf nodes of \( T_{11} \) \( T_2 \) reduces going from \( T \) to \( \bar{T} \). Formally it can be deduced that:

\[
\sigma_T(\mathcal{L}, V_L(T_{11})) + \sigma_T(\mathcal{L}, V_L(T_2)) > \sigma_T(\bar{\mathcal{L}}, V_L(T_{11})) + \sigma_T(\bar{\mathcal{L}}, V_L(T_2)) \tag{6.5}
\]

Where \( T_{11} \) and \( T_2 \) respectively correspond to \( T_{11} \) and \( T_2 \) after relocating leaf nodes of \( \mathcal{L} \) (repre-
presented by $\bar{L}$ in $\bar{T}$).

On the other hand, relocating $L$, increases the distance of every leaf node in $L$ from leaf node of $T_{12}, \ldots, T_{1, \Delta-1}$ by 1 unit, while it decreases the distance of every node of $L$ from every leaf node of $T_3, \ldots, T_{\Delta}$. Since we assumed that $w_1 \in V_L(T_{11})$ and $w_2 \in V_L(T_2)$ have the maximum distance among all leaf nodes, then:

$$|V_L(T_{12})| + \ldots + |V_L(T_{1, \Delta-1})| < |V_L(T_3)| + \ldots + |V_L(T_{\Delta})|$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.6)

From equations 6.5 and 6.6 we conclude the following contradictory result:

$$\sigma_{LL}(T) - \sigma_{LL}(\bar{T}) =$$

$$\sigma_T(L, V_L(T_{11}))-\sigma_{\bar{T}}(\bar{L}, V_L(\bar{T}_2)) +$$

$$\sigma_T(L, V_L(T_2))-\sigma_{\bar{T}}(\bar{L}, V_L(\bar{T}_{11})) +$$

$$\sigma_T(L, V_L(T)-V_L(T_{11}) \cup V_L(T_2)) - \sigma_{\bar{T}}(\bar{L}, V_{\bar{T}} - V_{\bar{T}_1} \cup V_{\bar{T}_2})$$

$$> 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.7)

**Case 2:** $\forall w_1, w_2 \in V_L(T), |d_T(w_1, v) - d_T(w_2, v)| < 2$. Since based on the assumption of induction $T_1, \ldots, T_{\Delta} \in T(\Delta - 1, \Delta)$, then $T$ can be constructed from some tree $T_0 \in T(R, \Delta)$ of order $|V(T_0)| = M_k(R, \Delta)$, by attaching $n - M_k(R, \Delta)$ nodes to the leaf nodes of $T_0$. Therefore, based on lemma 110, $T$ is optimal iff $T \in T(\Delta, \Delta)$. 

**Corollary 116.** Consider the complete graph $G$ of order $n = |V(G)|$. Tree $T$ is an optimal tree layout for $G$ iff $|V_L(T)| = n$ and $T \in T(3, 3)$.

**Example 117.** Let $G$ be a complete graph of order $n = 2^l$ for some $l > 1$. Based on the result of theorem 115, a layout tree $T$ for $G$ (of order $2n - 1$) has minimum value $\sigma_{LL}$ (and accordingly is a solution for Min Layout Length) iff it is isomorphic to some tree with a structure similar to the tree in figure 6.4.
Figure 6.4: Two planar embeddings of an optimal layout tree $T$ of size $2n-1$, corresponding to the complete graph $G$ with $n = 2^l$ vertices.

6.3.2 Min Tree Length of General Graphs

In the context of communication tree embedding, the direct connections of the input graphs can be weighted. Hence, the input graph is not necessary simple. Accordingly, in this chapter we always assume that the input graph is a general multi-graph. Graph $G$ is a multi-graph if either it is a simple undirected graph, or it can be constructed from a simple undirected graph by adding parallel, undirected edges. In our main result of this section we show that the Min Tree Length problem is NP-hard for class of multi-graphs.

Theorem 118. Min Tree Length problem is NP-hard for the class of multi-graphs.

Proof. The correctness of the theorem can be represented using a polynomial reduction form Equal-Size 4-CliqueCover problem, which is shown to be NP-Complete in Lemma 100

Consider an arbitrary graph $G$, as an instance input of Equal-Size 4-CliqueCover problem, where $|V(G)| = 2^l$ for some $l \in \mathbb{N}$. Let $G'$ be the multi-graph obtained from $G$ by introducing $M = m \times (2n - 2)$ parallel edges between every two vertices $u, v \in V(G)$. Notice that every tree layout $T$ for graph $G$ has $2n - 2$ edges where the congestion of each edge is less than $m = |E(G)|$.

Considering graph $G$ as an vertex induced subgraph of $G'$, then $G' = G \cup \tilde{G}$, where $\tilde{G}$ is another vertex induced subgraph of $G'$. Subgraph $\tilde{G}$ is complete multi-graph. Hence for every tree layout
\( T \) and \( \varphi : V(G) \to V_L(T) \) for \( G' \) we have:

\[
L(T, \varphi, G') = L(T, G) + L(T, \varphi, \overline{G})
\]

(6.8)

From corollary 116 we know that a layout tree \( \overline{T} \) for \( \overline{G} \) is optimal iff \( \overline{T} \in T(3,3) \). Also for every layout tree \( T \notin T(3,3) \), it is the case that \( L(T, \overline{G}) \geq L(\overline{T}, \overline{G}) + M \). On the other hand for \( n > 2 \) and every layout tree \( T \) where \( |V_L(T)| = n \), it is always the case that \( L(T, G) < M \).

Therefore, a layout tree \( T \) for \( G' \) is optimal iff \( T \) and \( \overline{T} \) are isomorphic. In other words \( T \) for \( G' \) is optimal iff \( T \in T(3,3) \). Hence the Min Tree Length problem for \( G' \) reduces to the problem of finding an optimal bijection \( \varphi \) form vertices of \( G \) to leaf nodes of \( \overline{T} \in T(3,3) \), such that the summation of edge dilations for all \( \{u,v\} \in E(G) \) is minimized. Formally speaking:

\[
\arg\min_{(T,\varphi)} L(T, \varphi, G') = (\overline{T}, \arg\min_{\varphi} L(\overline{T}, \varphi, G))
\]

(6.9)

Let \( \overline{G} \) denote the complement of graph \( G \). One can easily check that:

\[
L(\overline{T}, \varphi, G) = L(\overline{T}, \varphi, K_n) - L(\overline{T}, \varphi, G)
\]

(6.10)

Where \( K_n \) is a complete graph of size \( n \). Therefore:

\[
\arg\min_{\varphi} L(\overline{T}, \varphi, G) = \arg\max_{\varphi} L(\overline{T}, \varphi, G) = \arg\max_{\varphi} \sum_{(u,v) \in E(\overline{G})} \lambda(uv, \overline{T}, \varphi, G)
\]

(6.11)

Also based on the structure of \( \overline{T} \), \( \exists c_1, c_2 \in C_T \) (in figure 6.4 shown by double lined circles). Since \( n = 2^l \) for \( l \in \mathbb{N} \), removing central nodes \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) partition leaf nodes of \( \overline{T} \) into 4 equally sized partitions \( L_1, \ldots, L_4 \).

Finally, we can deduce that the original graph \( G \) can be partitioned into 4 complete sub-graphs of size \( \frac{n}{4} \) iff there exist bijection \( \varphi \) such that \( \forall \{u,v\} \in E(\overline{G}), \varphi(u) \in L_i \land \varphi(v) \in L_j \) for \( 1 \leq i \neq j \leq 4 \). In other words, graph \( G \) can be partitioned into 4 complete sub-graphs \( G_1, \ldots, G_4 \) of size \( \frac{n}{4} \) iff \( (\overline{T}, \varphi) \) is a solution for Min Tree Length of \( G' \), where \( \varphi \) maps vertices of \( G_i \) to leaf nodes of \( L_i \) for
1 \leq i \neq j \leq 4. Which infers the NP-hardness of Min Tree Length problem for the multi-graphs. □

6.4 Layout Tree Problem in Relation with Graph Reassembling

The $\alpha$-optimal reassembling problem for graph $G$ is the problem of finding a rooted binary tree $B$ and a bijective mapping from vertices of $G$ to leaf node of $B$, such that the maximum edge congestion of $B$ is minimized. Similarly the $\beta$-optimal reassembling problem is the problem of finding a rooted binary tree $B$ and a bijective mapping from vertices of $G$ to leaf node of $B$, where tree length of $B$ is minimized. It is easy to see that all the result for the minimum tree layout congestion problem can be directly inferred for the case where the underlying tree is rooted. On the other hand the same statement can not immediately be inferred for minimum tree layout length problem. Therefore, in this section we study the Min Tree Length problem where the host graph is a rooted binary tree (Min Rooted Tree Length problem for short).

**Lemma 119.** Min Tree Length problem is NP-hard for the class of graphs $G_{\nabla=1}$ where for every member $G \in G_{\nabla=1}$, $G$ is connected and exists $v \in V(G)$ of degree 1 (i.e. $G_{\nabla=1}$ is a the class of graphs with min degree $\nabla = 1$).

*Proof.* An immediate result of the approach that is used in proof of the Theorem 118 is that the Min Tree Length problem stays NP-hard for the class of congested graphs. A graph $G$ with minimum vertex degree $\nabla$ is called congested if for every tree layout $T$ for $G$ it is the case $\sigma(e, T, G) \geq \nabla$ for every edge $e \in E(T)$.

Consider congested graph $G$ with min degree $\nabla$. if $\nabla = 1$ we are done, otherwise let $v \in V(G)$ be a vertex with degree $\nabla$ and $G'$ be the graph constructed by augmenting $G$ with a new vertex $u$ and edge $\{u, v\}$. Also let tree layout $T'$ and mapping $\varphi'$ be a solution for Min Tree Length problem of $G'$ where $\{\varphi'(v), w\}$ is edge incident to leaf node $\varphi'(v)$ (with congestion $\nabla$). Is not hard to verify that it must be the case that $\{\varphi'(u), w\} \in E(T')$.

Let $T$ be a layout tree for $G$, obtained from $T'$ after removing vertices $\varphi'(u)$ and $w$ (and their incident edges) and introducing edge $\{\varphi'(v), w'\}$. Where $w'$ is the third neighbor of $w$ in $T'$.

---

3The graphs that are used in both proof are clearly congested graphs.
Hence the following equality holds.

\[ LA(T', \varphi', G') = LA(T, \varphi, G) + 2 \]

Where \( \varphi(v) = \varphi'(v) \) for every \( v \in V(G) \).

**Claim 120.** Tree layout \( T \) and along side with the bijective mapping \( \varphi \) is a solution for Min Tree Length problem of \( G \).

Assume there exist Tree layout \( \tilde{T} \) and bijective mapping \( \tilde{\varphi} \) such that \( LA(\tilde{T}, \tilde{\varphi}, G) < LA(T, \varphi, G) \). Hence one can construct a tree layout \( \tilde{T}' \) and bijective mapping \( \tilde{\varphi}' \) for \( G' \) by subdividing the edge incident to leaf node \( \tilde{\varphi}(v) \) and introducing internal node \( w \) which is directly connected to leaf node \( \tilde{\varphi}'(u) \). Therefore:

\[ LA(\tilde{T}', \tilde{\varphi}', G') = LA(\tilde{T}, \tilde{\varphi}, G) + 2 < LA(T', \varphi', G') \]

Which contradicts the assumption that \( T' \) and \( \varphi' \) are a solution for Min Tree Length problem of \( G' \).

Using the result of lemma 119 it can be shown that Min Rooted Tree Length is NP-hard for the class of non necessary connected graphs. Later on we extend the this result to the class of connected graphs.

**Theorem 121.** Consider the finite undirected graph \( G \) (non necessarily connected). The problem of finding a bijective mapping from the vertices of \( G \) to some rooted binary tree \( T \) with minimum length is not polynomially solvable unless \( P=NP \).

**Proof.** We proof this theorem using the NP-hardness of Min Tree Length problem for the class of \( G_{\forall v=1} \). Hence given a graph \( G \in G_{\forall v=1} \), we obtain a disconnected graph \( \overline{G} = G \cup G_0 \) where \( G_0 = (\{v\}, \{\}) \) is a one-vertex graph. Assume rooted binary tree \( \overline{T} \) and bijective mapping \( \overline{\varphi} \) are the solution for the Min Rooted Tree Length problem of the augmented graph \( \overline{G} \).

**Claim 122.**

1. \( w_1 = \overline{\varphi}(v) \) is directly connected to the root node \( r \) of \( \overline{T} \), and
(II) let $w_2$ be the second direct neighbor of the root of $\overline{T}$. Node $w_2$ subdivides an edge (or equivalently, is connected to two edges) with congestion 1. Figure 6.5 depicts the claimed structure of $\overline{T}$.

![Figure 6.5: The structure of rooted tree layout for augmented graph $G$.](image)

**Proof of I.** Assume the opposite holds. Therefore, $w_1 = \overline{\varphi}(v)$ is directly connected to an internal node of $w' \in V_1(T)$, where $w'$ is incident to two edge $e_1, e_2 \in E(T)$ such that $\sigma(e_1, T, \overline{\varphi}, G) = \sigma(e_2, T, \overline{\varphi}, G) > 0$. We construct an alternative rooted tree layout $T'$ from $T$ as described in following. We remove edge $\{w_1, w'\}$ and $w'$ and introducing an new edge, replacing $e_1$ and $e_2$. Also we introduce a new root node $r'$ and connect it to $w_1$ and $r$. Based on the construction process of $T'$, it is the case that $LA(T', G) - LA(T, G) = \sigma(e_2, T, \overline{\varphi}, G) > 0$, which contradicts the assumption of optimality of $T$.

**Proof of II.** Clearly exists edge $e \in E(\overline{T})$ such that $\sigma(e, \overline{T}, \overline{\varphi}, \overline{G}) = 1$. Hence assuming that $w_2$ subdivides an edge with congestion greater that 1, similar to the approach in the proof of II, one can obtain an alternative rooted tree layout $T'$ with the contradictory property $LA(T', G) < LA(T, G)$.

**Claim 123.** Graph $G \in G_{\overline{V}=1}$ has tree length less than $k$, iff the augmented graph $\overline{G}$ has a rooted tree layout with tree length less than $k + 1$. More specifically given an rooted tree layout $\overline{T}$ and bijective mapping $\overline{\varphi}$ for augmented tree $\overline{G}$ (with the structure presented in claim 122 and figure 6.5), removing nodes $r$, $w_1$ and $w_2$ and joining the two edges of congestion 1 incident to $w_2$, obtains an optimal tree layout $T$ and mapping $\varphi$ for graph $G$ (where $\varphi(u) = \overline{\varphi}(u)$ for every $u \in V(G)$).

**Proof.** It is easy to see that $LA(\overline{T}, \overline{G}) = LA(T, G) + 1$. Now Assume there exist a tree layout $T'$ and bijective mapping $\overline{\varphi}'$ for $G$ such that $LA(T', \overline{\varphi}', G) < LA(T, \overline{\varphi}, G)$. On the other hand for
every tree layout \( T' \) for \( G \), exists \( e \in E(T') \) where \( \sigma(e, T', G) = 1 \). From \( T' \) (and \( \varphi' \)), an alternative rooted tree layout \( \overline{T}' \) (and bijective mapping \( \varphi' \)) can be obtained by introducing three new nodes, node \( r \) designated as the root of \( T' \), leaf node \( w_1 \), directly connected to \( r \) (where \( \varphi'(w_1) = v \)) and internal node \( w_2 \) directly connected to \( r \) which subdivides edge \( e \). It can be verified that \( LA(\overline{T}', \varphi', G) = LA(T', \varphi', G) + 1 \). Hence the following contradictory result concludes the proof of this theorem:

\[
LA(\overline{T}', \varphi', G) < LA(T, \varphi, G) + 1 = LA(\overline{T}, \varphi, G)
\]

\( \square \)

### 6.5 Tree Length of Routing Trees

In the previous sections we focused on the problem of embedding vertices of an input graph \( G \) into leaf nodes of a host tree \( T \), where the degree of every internal node of \( T \) is 3, known as tree layout problem. In this section we extend some results to the general routing tree problems. In this problem the vertices of the source graph \( G \) are being embedded into the leaf nodes of some communication tree \( T \) with fixed maximum degree \( \Delta \).

**Definition 124 (Minimum Routing Tree Length).** Given graph \( G \) and integer \( \Delta \), Minimum Routing Tree Length problem (Min Routing Length for short) is the problem of finding tree \( T \) with maximum degree \( \Delta \) and a bijective mapping \( \varphi : V(G) \rightarrow V_L(T) \), such that \( LA(T, \varphi, G) \) is minimized.

\( \square \)

Proof of our final result on Min Routing Length problem is built on some intermediate result as presented in what follows.

**Definition 125 (Fixed Size \( k \)-Clique Cover).** Consider graph \( G = (V, E) \) and \( k \) positive integers \( n_1, \ldots, n_k \) where \( \sum_{1 \leq i \leq k} n_i = n \). Fixed Size \( k \)-Clique Cover problem is the problem of partitioning \( V \) into \( k \) disjoint subsets \( V_1, \ldots, V_k \) s.t. \( G(V_i) \) is a clique of size \( n_i \), for \( 1 \leq i \leq k \).

\( \square \)

**Lemma 126.** Fixed Size \( k \)-Clique Cover is \( NP \)-complete.
Proof. Similar to the proof of NP-completeness of Equal-Size 4-Clique Cover problem in Lemma 100 and using general graph $k$-colorability problem.

**Definition 127 (Equal Size $k$-Clique Cover).** Given graph $G = (V, E)$ where $|V| = k \times l$ for some $l \in \mathbb{N}$, Equal Size $k$-Clique Cover problem is the problem of partitioning $V$ into $k$ disjoint subsets $V_1, \ldots, V_k$ s.t. $G(V_i)$ is a clique of size $\frac{n}{k}$, for $1 \leq i \leq k$.

**Lemma 128.** Equal Size $k$-Clique Cover problem is NP-complete.

Proof. Similar to the proof of NP-completeness of Equal Size $k$-Clique Cover problem.

Consider the class of graphs where for every graph $G$ in this class, $\exists l \in \mathbb{N}$ such that $|V(G)| = k \times (k - 1)^l$. Equal Size $k$-Clique Cover problem stays NP-complete for this class. Concisely in what follows, a polynomial reduction from Equal Size $k$-Clique Cover problem for general graphs is presented. Given graph $G = (V, E)$ where $|V| = k \times n'$ for $n' \in \mathbb{N}$, one can obtain graph $G'$ by augmenting $G$ with $k$ complete components $C_1, \ldots, C_k$ of size $(k-1)^l - n'$, where $l$ is the smallest integer such that $(k-1)^l \geq n'$. Also in $G'$ every newly introduces vertex $v \in V(C_1) \cup \ldots \cup V(C_k)$ is connected to every vertex $u \in V(G)$. It is not hard to check that $|V(G')| = k \times (k - 1)^l$ and more importantly $G$ is a positive instance of Equal Size $k$-Clique Cover problem iff $G'$ is a positive instance of Equal Size $k$-Clique Cover problem.

In the rest of this section we only consider graph of order $|V(G)| = k \times (k - 1)^l$. Obviously all the harness results for this class immediately extend to the class of general sized graphs.

**Theorem 129.** Given multi-graph $G$ and integer $\Delta$, the problem of finding a routing tree $T$ and bijective mapping $\varphi : V(G) \rightarrow V_L(T)$ with minimum tree length is NP-hard.

Proof. Similar to the proof of theorem 118, it can be shown that the Equal Size $k$-Clique Cover problem is not harder than Minimum Routing Tree Length problem.

Hence, consider graph $G$ as the input of the Equal Size $k$-Clique Cover problem where $|V(G)| = k \times (k - 1)^l$ for some $l \in \mathbb{N}$. Let $G'$ be the multi-graph obtained from $G$ by introducing $M = m \times (2n - 2)$ parallel edges between every two vertices $u, v \in V(G)$. Therefore, $G' = G \cup \overline{G}$, where complete multi-graph $\overline{G}$, is a vertex induced subgraph of $G'$. Using similar reasoning as in the
proof of theorem 118, \( \tilde{G} \) dictates the structure of optimal routing tree for \( G' \). In other words, the problem of finding optimal routing tree \( T \) and mapping \( \varphi \) for \( G' \) reduces to the problem of finding mapping \( \varphi \) from vertices of original graph \( G \) to the leaf nodes of a fixed-structure tree \( T \) such that \( LA(T, \varphi, G) \) is minimized. Based on corollary 116 \( T \in T(k, k) \).

Removing the only central node of \( T \in T(k, k) \) partitions \( T \) into \( k \) subtrees \( T_1, T_2, \ldots, T_k \in T(k, k) \) of the same order and \( (k - 1)^l \) leaf nodes. As explained with more details in the proof of theorem 118, it can be inferred that \( G \) is a positive instance of the Equal Size \( k \)-Clique Cover problem (in other words vertices of \( G \) can be partitioned into \( k \) equal sized complete sub-graphs \( G_1, G_2, \ldots, G_k \)) iff given routing tree \( T \) and mapping \( \varphi \) as the solution for Min Routing Length problem (with \( \Delta = k \)), \( \varphi \) maps vertices of \( G_i \) to leaf nodes of \( T_i \) for \( 1 \leq i \leq k \).

\[ \square \]

6.6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this section we investigated the relation between “tree layout problem” and graph reassembling problem. Every reassembling sequence for graph \( G \) correspond to a unique binary reassembling tree. Hence, the graph reassembling problem can be translated into tree layout problem as a special case of graph embedding problems. Given an input graph \( G \), the goal in tree layout problem is to find a binary tree \( T \) and a bijective mapping from the set of vertices of \( G \) to the leaf nodes of \( T \).

Regarding the tree layout problem, there are different measures defined to be optimized. In this chapter show that our previously define \( \beta \) measure is tightly related to “tree length” measure, as is defined. Initially we showed that tree layout problem (finding a tree layout \( T \) for arbitrary graph \( G \)) is NP-hard, when trying to minimize the tree length of the binary tree \( T \). Finally, we used this result to show the NP-hardness of \( \beta \)-optimal graph reassembling problem for general graphs.

Future work related to tree layout problem is similar to that of the graph reassembling problem as state in Chapter 5, i.e. it includes: (1) the study of classes of graphs for which tree layout problem (with respect to different optimization goals) can be carried out in low-degree polynomial times, (2) investigating the properties of classes of graphs with small optimal tree length values (relative
to the size of graph) and (3) the study of approximability of this problem and therefore finding approximation algorithms for it.
Chapter 7

Conclusion

Many large-scale systems can be considered as interconnected sub-networks communicating via flows of some sort, where each Sub-system can be consumer and/or producer of flow of other(s). The traditional design and implementation of flow networks provides analysis and certification of desirable invariants of the system, provided having the complete view of the system as a whole network. Analysis and verification of different properties across such large-scale systems can quickly grow costly and get intractable as the size and complexity of a model increases. As an alternative solution, in this thesis we studied the "theory of network typings” as a solution for a compositional, algebraic and polyhedral analysis of a more general class of flow networks, called additive flow network. The background to this work is a group effort to develop an integrated framework suitable for compositional analysis of flow networks (in the standard definition) that is simultaneously: modular, incremental, and order-oblivious. These are the three defining properties of what we call a seamlessly compositional approach to system modeling and system analysis. Several previous works explain the methodology behind this environment for standard flow networks, as well as its state of development and implementation which can be found in [14, 15, 16, 59, 60, 62, 63, 88].

In this thesis we covered an augmented variation of this framework which enables the compositional analysis of a more general definition of flow networks, i.e. additive flow network. The central concept of typings framework is an abstract representation of flow information of a flow network (or sub-network) $N$ using what we call a network typing. Given a network $N$, with multiple input edges and multiple output edges, a typing for $N$ is a formal algebraic characterization of flow assignments to its set of input/output edges. A typing for $N$ is principal if it encompass exactly all the feasible flows information in $N$ restricted to its input/output edges, including, in particu-
lar, all maximal feasible flows (*i.e.* maximum in/out flows). In addition to the presenting necessary notions, definitions and theorems on the typings framework for additive flow networks, we also formally present an efficient approach for finding a principal typing for an arbitrary flow network \( \mathcal{N} \) when the underlying graph of \( \mathcal{N} \) is \( k \)-outerplanar (where \( k \) is a small and constant integer value relative to the size of \( \mathcal{N} \)).

Separately in Chapter 4, we studied maximum in/out flow problems in additive flow networks and it is showed maximum in/out flow problems are NP-hard tasks for the class of networks with underlying planar graphs.

The theory of network typings gives rise to problems of polyhedral analysis and different forms of graph decomposition. Some of these problems are new and still to be examined, others are reducible or equivalent to problems already resolved or partially resolved by other researchers. Among those, in this thesis we put our focus on one problem, which we call the ”graph reassembling” problem. We studied the complexity of different variations of graph reassembling problem (with respect to minimizing \( \alpha \) or \( \beta \) measures) and also their relation with problems of graph embedding, studied by other researchers such as Linear Arrangement, Routing Tree Embedding, and Tree Layout. In Chapter 5 we presented different variations of graph reassembling problems such as “linear reassembling” and “balanced reassembling”. In this chapter we showed that, with the goal of minimizing \( \alpha \) or \( \beta \) measures, both these variations are NP-hard problems and reducible to different well-known optimization problems.

Finally, in Chapter 6 it is shown that the graph reassembling problem can be translated into a special cases of graph embedding problem, in the sense that, given an input graph \( G \), the goal is to find a binary tree \( \mathcal{B} \) and a bijective mapping from the set of vertices of \( G \) to the leaf nodes of \( \mathcal{B} \). Thus, graph reassembling problem is tightly related to a graph embedding problem, called “tree layout problem”. Tree layout problem concerns the task of embedding the vertices of an input graph \( G \) into the leaf nodes of some binary tree \( \mathcal{T} \). In the context of tree layout problem, we investigated the less investigate measure to be optimized, called ”tree length”, which is a representative for average ”edge dilation” measure and average “edge congestion” measure. We show that finding a tree layout \( \mathcal{T} \) for an arbitrary graph \( G \) with minimum tree length is an NP-hard task.
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